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The Government’s proposal to creute

u polyversity in Northern Ireland by
amalgamating the New University of

Ulster at Coleraine with the Ulster

Polytechnic seemed at the end of
March a neat, and to u considerable

extent a kind, solution to the evident

problem of over-provision of higher
education in the province which the

Citilvcr committee hnd identified in a

much Less neat and much more un-
kind way.

It avoided the hlcak probability

that NUU might have to be dosed; ft

offered the apparently interesting ex-

periment of a Irans-binviry institu-

tion; and, most important of all, in

most difficult circunistances it pro-

vided (lie basis for some hope in the

future. Within the (misieceptahly)

narrow constraints of the present

government's expenditure mul higher
education policies (he merger plan
represented at any rate potentially a
peace with honour.
Of course, the gap between a

peace with honour and a dishonour-

able surrender has always been peri-

lously narrow. This benign inter-

pretation of the Government's pro-

posal for an NUU-polytechnic amal-
gamation has been shadowed from
tiie start by another interpretation

much less benign. This is that the

merger is simply Chilver with a hu-
man face, Ihut it will lead inexorably
to the same conclusion, first the atte-

nuation and finally the extinction of
the Colemine campus as a significant

centre of higher education.
In the dnys immediately after the

publication of the Chjlver report and
of the. Government's , cleverly con- .!

atniefed- counterproposal optimum
prevailed. The ‘ mote . immediate
threat that the undiluted Chilver re-

commendations might be accepted
had, after all, been lifted. There was
the natural relaxation bom of relief.

Second thoughts at Coleraine
.
seem

to have, produced a more sombre and
pessimistic, assessment- •

.

"
.

First, NUU's participation in talks

about an amalgamation with the

polytechnic can easily be over-inter-

preted as the university's acceptance

of the prior assumptions about lack

of student demand and underused

resources on which the whole merger

E
lan has been built - and which have

cen borrowed, of course, from the

Chilver report.

In other words NUU seems to face

the unpalatable dilemma of having to

accept Chiivcr's assumptions to avoid

Chilver's recommendations. The uni-

versity is in danger of being damned
if it does participate in the merger
talks as surely as it will be. damned if

it refuses to take part.

This is hardly acceptable at Col-
eraine where there is still consider-

able anger about Chilver and conse-

quently a strong demand that any
talks should luke place without pre-

conditions. The Government on the

other hand seems to be committed to

an Argentinian position that the mer-
ger talks can only take place on the

assumption that their outcome is to

recommend that a merger is feasible

nnd inevitable.

A second difficulty is that only
now does it appear to have been
fully appreciated how difficult the

details of amalgamating a chartered
university with a direct-grant

polytechnic are likely to be. Even
with full trust on both sides it would
be a formidable task. With NUU
deeply suspicious, the polytechnic

uneasy, and against the shadowy but
oppressive background of Ulster sec-

tarianism, it will bp more difficult still.

There are go
;
precedqjits .'from

m^h^ clTCU^tSMs^^cM seem :

to have been' ignored or
act;as a guide to the tangled issues of brushed over lightly. But they, and
validation,

,
finance, industrial rela- the future status of NUU, are the

greater the damage to its constituent

institutions, and especially to Col-

eraine.

These two difficulties are linked.

The fact that one partner, NUU,
believes that it has been dragooned

into amalgamation makes it certain

that the details of amalgamation will

be fought over bitterly. If the uni-

versity could be reassured that the

outcome of merger talks was not

predetermined, that alternatives ex-

isted if the price of a merger
appeared to be too high (apart from

closure, of course), then detailed

negotiations might proceed more
smoothly and in a better spirit.

An Ulster polyversity still looks like

the best solution. The Government
was right to reject Chilver's

recommendations. It would vastly

improve the chances of its more liberal

alternative being accepted if it rejected

Chilver's assumptions.

There Is a final and often neg-
lected, consideration. A polyversity
may be the best solution tor iNorin-

em Irish higher education but is it

best for all post-school education in

the province? Too little attention

seems to have been paid to the possi-

bility that n merger with NUU may
distort the peculiarly polytechnic mis-

sion of the Ulster Polytechnic. Who
can tell what will happen when the

cordon sanitalre of the binary policy

is removed?
Then there is the wider question

of whether the creation of a domi-
nant • polyversity partnered, of
course, by Queen’s as a traditional

civio university will depress the pros-
pects fbt ,further education in North-
efrp'.Ireland; These

.
important issues

tions, rationalization of courses, staff,

and students, and the many other
pragmatic issues that must be solved
both satisfactorily and quickly. Yet
the fonger the merger is delayed, the

key elements in the debate about the
proposed polyversity, a debate that

has hardly begun rather than as the
Government supposes being almost
concluded. ••• '
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Laurie Tavln r

(Women hold onlv 2 per cent ofikt
highest administrative posts In British

Universities, Equal Opportunities

Commission Report, June 3)

“Charles. Do come in. Grab a seat

Thanks for popping in. How bib'

things in the bursar's department^

"Oh, you know, Roger. Tkbhc

over. Ticking over. Although I to
to God we knew exactly what tk

IIGC were playing at. I mean NIgtl

was just telling me this morning thil

Richard had turned up a conpk et

very odd estimates in that rectal

letter.”

“Well, not to worry. I expect Tan

will be able to sort that one od.

Usually does.”

“Ob no doubt about It. No doubt

at all.”

“Actually, Charles, that's not i

million miles from the reason ( asked

you to drop in. I wanted to have i

couple of words with you about the

possible need for some reorganiza-

tion In the old finance department

now that. Michael's moving on to

better things. Any problems on the

horizon there, d’you think?”

“Not too many, Roger. Not too

many. 1 mean Dennis runi.a pretty

tight ship and Philip’s almtyf around*

to keep an eye on more fftwtl

Issues. Mind you with Arthur atffl oo
-

holiday it’s bound to be.a bit of to ti

hoc set-up.” •
•••

"Exactly. So What we're reaS?

looking for here is some sort ol ow

delineation of duties. The type of

thing that Robert knocked oirt wta

.

Alastair wns number two in the tw

istry.”

'That’s the thing. Roger

family tree, with the twoi .brwg

running down from WUUjW...1*

Tony.’* .
•

“And of course, a ptWtt-'Jj?’--

tight indication of respopslPjllnW
j

“Oh yes. That’i crurial. ;A*j

obviously Ihot's whore we'd owl w

puli In Alan.”

“Quite. Then perhaps the besfg.

forward is to set up a little mew*

involving him, and of coup®

f
ood self nnd, I suppose,

eter, Simon and . . . R<*?v\.

“Robert? Robert Smales?” '
•

. “No, no. Robert
.

capacity as Maurice's second

nutnd.
,

'

. .

1

"Oh yes. I’m With, you 1W;
definitely bring In Robert
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Insiders may get ‘new blood’ jobs
by Paul Flather and David Jobbins

Many jobs created under the “new blood” plan are likely

(o to to academics already employed on short-term

Mfltracts within the university system. Vice chancellors

and union leaders'believe that many talented people have

Men kept in the system by fixed-term contracts and they

should have some priority when the new posts are shared

out.

But, according to the Department of Education and

Science, jobs are unlikely to go to people aged over 35.

And the University Grants Committee is certain to be

concerned if too many jobs are given to “insiders" for it

sees the scheme as a way of bringing in new people from

outside.

Most vice chancellors feel the Government's priorities

show' too narrow and restrictive a view of the nation's

frirture needs. There is also the expected disappointment

that the proposals are not more generous.

The seneme announced by the Government last, week
will allow universities to recruit 200 young researchers and
lecturers in the natural sciences and about 30 in the arts for

each of the next three years.

There is still considerable uncertainly about the details,

with the University Grants Committee anxious about

wnendering too much influence to the research councils,

and social scientists worried about the handful of posts

allocated to them.
The cost in the first academic year will be £4m, and over

three years a total of £30m. This covers overheads and a
omlnbulioh for research costs. Sir Keith Joseph, the

Secretary of State for Education told MPs the posts would
be “normal university appointments” with their primary
role In the early years to contribute to research.
Mr John Axker, deputy general secretary of the

Association of University Teachers, said; “A lot of people
who would have become lecturers but for the restrictions

on university budgets have remained on research con-
tracts. These people would qualify both by age and
attainment, and we say that for the purposes of the
Government scheme they should be treated as new
blood”.

There are about 10,000 uniersity staff on short term
contracts, many employed in the same institution for many
years on a senes of contracts.

The scheme is to be administered jointly by the UGC
and the five research councils. Details of the breakdown of

posts between different disciplines and of who will

ultimately vet university bids for the posts will be

decided at a meeting of chairman next month.
- Even though it is tne less important section, attention

will focus on the 30 arts posts, in this sense defined to

include humanities and social sciences. Sir Keith may still

intervene to say how this group should be allocated.

One sign ofhow the scheme could work came this week
from the Royal Soceily which announced 100 new research

fellowships over the next five years for “outstanding young
scientists’* , The posts are for five years, renewable for a

further five years, and applicants must be between 26 and

33 years, and not already hold “substantive”' posts in

universities.

Target failures

get two weeks
to toe the line

extra

for info

technology
by Jon.Turney
Science Correspondent
MprrasHon technology has taken the

Jon’s share of the extra money found
for the education budget this year.
Jcherte* announced by Sir Keith
JOMph Secretary of Stale for Educa-
“OflM wefek Dring the total extra

area next year to £13m
.. Sr Keith's announcement to Par-

“Well let’s firm that

Eleven o’clock tomorrow?

And in the meantime
paperwork together.” h •£& ';

“Yes* It would be
have all the dfetalls of anyth™ ..
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tasue. You know»'ndnolMr;

wri?^

,
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,
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.

“And cro&-iDde*ed, I

“Ob y*s. tye|L
j

leave it.to you to ncrttfyjAwd,

frey, Peter, Sirhon. ^nd. tw.r^J^
Robert.”. :

. "No probteih. And Of^
have ' a discreet word w®^i . discreet word

Maurice, Michael, j-

«

and,Tom. Just to ke^p them

picture.” v
“EaceUeiit.”;. ; J

'

"

UAnd you’d deal iriili.fl

film, Colladng, Mexihg,.

: or ..material,
:

arrangements?’’ .

.
“Yes, I’ll get on with

.away. SheilaT” : V y;'
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^ means thaL the package in-

wO more postgraduate and
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..tealorig, with

.400 already given to
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end
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by Sandra Hempel
The University Grants Committee
has given recalcitrant universities just

two weeks to explain why they arc
continuing to admit more students in

defiance of the committee's July 1981

targets.

In a peremptory letter dated De-
cember 10 the UGC asks for com-
ments on this autumn's intake of
students not later than the first week
in January. Although the committee
has not released the names of the

universities involved, Salford. Brad-
ford, Hull, Keele and Swansea arc

among them.
The UGC letter says that most

universities can be regarded as

generally on course to reduce student

numbers although they are more
likely to reach tneir targets in 1984/

85 than 1983/84.

“However the returns show that a
few institutions of which yours is one
admitted so many students in 1982 as

to cost doubt on their ability to

achieve their 1984/85 target." the

committee adds.

This over-admissioh of students is

referred to by Dr Edward Parkes.

chairman of the UGC, in an interim

appraisal of the restructuring of the

university system which was sent to

Sir Keith Joseph, Secretary of State

for Education and Science, or De-
cember 16 and published this week.
Dr Parkes writes: “There are

Jnnuury 13.

Uruuford has already told the

UGC (hot it will nut be ubic to reach
its 1 urge t of 3,580 students until 1985/

86. This year Bradford admitted 1061

students compared with its target nf

1020 nnd expects to be 2011-250 over
targets by 1984/85.

Hull wrote to the UGC In Novem-
ber asking for an extra 80 students

because of the difficulty in meeting
its target of 4,220. Its current total is

5150.
Keele claims it is uu course to

reach its turget of 2.21X1 by 1984/85

and believes that the UGC bus for-

gotten that its foundation year mnkes
it one year behind most institutions

in adjusting admissions.
Swansea has already written to the

UGC to say it over-admitted by 101)

in 1982 and has made "immediate
plans" to bring intake down lo the

required level next year. Salford is

working to a target of 3,000 students

by 1984/85 . 250 more than the

UGC’s figure, but is awaiting the

UGC’s reply to a series of restructur-

ing initiatives submitted in Septem-

ber which would give it another 200

students and thus nelp to bridge the

%,e UGC appraisal points out that

the universities are now 45 per cent

of the way towards their forecast loss

of 4,dOO academic and academic-re-

,
lpted staff by early retirement and

howeVer a few universities, whose in- .redundancy. But it adds that more

take patterns suggest that they may than two-thirds had been professors

exceed their targets by at least 5 per or senior lecturers and that there is

Cent. Although the committee recog- “dear evidence that the severance

nlzes the pressure of the still-rising payments for staff under 50 are not

number of applications from well-, proving sufficiently attractive to per-
‘ * *' ,J

suftde them to leave voluntarily.qualified candidates, it would not

wish the recurrent grant for the

whole system to be • jeopardised by

unplanned additional public expendr-

ture .at some universities."

. .Asking for -comments- on this

year's Intake and details about how
admissions Will be cut in the future',

the UGC says it wants to decide the

1963/84 distributed of the current

f
rant early. In 1983, and needs to.

now what account to take of over-

admission in time for its meeting on

.
The staff/student ratio has deterio-

rated sharply because universities has

so far shed posts much faster, than

they have reduced student' numbers.

Dr Parkes adds. Some "opixuluriist”

universities which have frozen all

posts and made maximum use of the

eotly retirement scheme have .already

overshot their targets and will hove

to start recruiting again.

The comlttee estimates that the
1

continued on page 3

Lords rule on overseas status
by John O’Leary -

: Unlike the lower courts, he ruled

Universities and local authorities that the purpose of res!

were this week trying to assess the the qualifying period was^pot re

cost of a Law LordsT ruling which ^"t p r^'

’blytechides and the
>llege .of Arts and

lion in previous courses. .
. .

Legal advisors at the. Department

of Education and Science are. now

studying the implications of the judg-

ment, but legislation, would be

needed to alter the. definltion. agaIn.

1 . uie An official said this-^kjhere were

the no plans for new legislation In the

^of^.iffic-.H™Tor home student
of the

status and with it grants, and lower Ux Iw
tuition fees. With the unanimous Council of .Local

support of four colleagues, he ruled

in ravour of five students who had

i been refused awards by their local

authorities.
'

. - ,

In doing so, he restored the defini-

tion of an overseas student which

was accepted until 1976i that they

were those' who had not. lived in
_

the

United Kingdom tot at least three

years before beginning their course.

could bring claims from thousands Of

past and present students who' were

wrongly classified as overseas stu-

dents.
- The judgment by ' Lord Scarman

reversed a series of decisions, includ-

ing one by Lord Denning, on the

definition of ordinary residence

tuition fe«. Wi^lhe unmimou!

’ ‘
’ authorities would Ire unable to cope

with the volume of draiw^ AndjM.

said: “The outcome has^'.toja gfS
imum embarrassment for the ;

DBe.

An immediate consequence of .lhe,

judgment will be to exempt img
i her of students from health charges

Educed this year for overseas stu-

derits on the first year of courses.

House agreement saves Santa
Santa Clans freed more than endless

queues of acquisitive Infants this week
- he was put oh; trial at Strathclyde.

University facing diargea of house-:

breaking. •

’’iv
’

Professor Campbell Burtos,^cha|r-

man of Stralhdyde’B Law School

,

presented
,lThe Trial

:
pf Sputa Claus

-A Legal Tate,
n
-

: a dramatized Iwtura

Involving Sanfr.plau*; a policeman, a

traitress and exploding toys, ;,wnkh

also examined Santa’s posfllou V he

doesn’t keep his. prornlse^ or M *?y

he provides causes ‘

;

.Happily, . Santa was acquit» 0]

housebreaking
(

-:ibe ^nd. t^een invited

to IJie? house, and an oudent caoe

states you are
you enter by a method you porinwly

use. 'f'.-
'

‘

.But he WM tednd Habte Tor'
d«nage

caused by an expteidlijg chemlslry

set. and ordered to
.

Replace a three*

yew-old’s blge whidi jte-had brought

for a lweive-yeW-rid*' v;. ; ;
.
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David Jobbins and Sandra Hempel report from last week’s AUT council in Bradford
'

Bid for new pay machinery
MSvSSSH "«To, talking JU, about

c*wu
|!
w strategy calling for: com- money but people's rignt to recogni-

,l“ ,nu'1
lion on mprit ”

The vice chancellors tire prepared to
join .university lecturers in a com-
bined appeal to the Government to
discuss different ways of negotiating
salaries.

Leaders of the Association of Uni-
versity Teachers want to replace the
existing two-stage machinery with a
system which will restore comparabil-
ity to the centre of salury fixing in
Ihe universities.

They are studying anxiously de-
velopments in the negotiations be-
tween ministers and the civil servants
following the Mcgaw report which
may modify the Government's insist-
ence on cash limits and market forces
as the sole factors in determining civil
service pay.
Dr Andrew Taylor, chairman of

the AUT’s salaries committee, told
the union's council: “It is not neces-
sarily the case that we could reach an
agreement acceptable to all three
parties."

In any case it was clear no new
system would he in being for the
imi salary negotiations, which
would have to he conducted th rough
“(heir rather weird negotiating system
we litivc".

The union is to lodge a claim of

A lukewarm
welcome for

‘blood’ money
University lecturers have given n
cautious reception to the government
announcement of JUUm "new blood"
money spread over three years.

The council voted simply to “note'*
the University Grants Committee and
Advisory Board for (he Research
Councils concern for new blood and
underlined its Insistence that it should
not blight the careers of existing staff
on short-term contracts.

And it called on the union execu-
tive to seek redistribution of funding
to Increase the number of permanent

executive strategy calling for: com-
pensation for inflation since the 19H2
award of 5 per cent; extra increases
at the bottom of the basic lecturer
grade: removal of barriers to promo-
tion to the senior lecturer grade;
faster promotion through Ihe basic
grade; and structural changes for
academic related staff.

This represents a shift from recent
policy for the union, which has pre-
viously presented straight percentage
claims.

But Dr Taylor told the council
that structural issues were being in-
troduced into the claim following the
refusal nf the vice chancellors to
agree to separate negotiations.

Too many percentage increases
had done a lot less for the lower paid
than for people at the top of the
scales, Dr Taylor said. “The time has
come to bring the differentials in."

It would need just one third of a
per cent to get rid of the bottom two
points of the lecturer scale. The
promotion blockage at the top of the
lecturer sale was n “scandal - 35 per
cent of all lecturers were at this point
and the number wns growing by 2 per

money but people s ngm to r

lion on merit.

Narrowed differentials will

seek to incorporate a flate-rate or
differential percentage increase in
the final award.

"Flat-rate pay increases have been
extremely unpopular in the past but
this is the only way we can specifical-
ly aid those people at the bottom
who spend a greater proportion of
their income on the necessities of
life," Dr Helen Donoghue (Universi-
ty College, London) said.

The AUT is likely to submit its

claim simultaneously with the other
C

t

m
Pus un 'ons trough the medium

of the new standing committee for
salary negotiators.

“This will not frighten the vice
chancellors but it will he a gesture of
intent that on this occasion the uni-
versity unions are going to face them
together." Dr Taylor said. "After all,

the university unions are fishing in
the same cash limit pool and face the
same employers.”

Battle on two fronts

to save tenure
Association University

Teachers will fight nationally and
locally against what it sees as back-
door attempts by vice chancellors to
weaken tenure and may block vacant
posts as part of the campaign. [( will
also seek national negotiations on the
new contracts proposed by the Corn-
mi l tee of Vice Chancellors and Prin-
cipals.

The union's executive has been
told to organize national opposition
and to issue advice to local associa-

Laarle Sapper: filling car parka and flaking quarrels.

New general secretary wins
big vote of confidence
Although a minority of the union’s
executive remained opposed to 'the y n

appointment right to the final vote,
~

* l .1

delegates gave an overwhelming two- .^1. *
r
pL. mi

to-one endorsement of.. 37-year-old

the CVCP's new contract proposals 11^ IT KUICI at • O*
to local associations. There had v • . n
already been attempts to "pick off’ nip VOTP fit PHTl
local associations one by one. It was

U10 T vFt VU1I
L’SSJ’S’ a

.
nd

!
s s

S
ch °u*h,

.

t0 Allhough a minority of the union's
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poIlUcs or ever

j
appointment right to the final vote,

secremw
°f DCW generfll de ‘e8ales gave an overwhelming two-penny.

to-one endorsement of
. 37-year-old

But Dr Jurgen Thomaneck, from Ms Diana Warwick as their next
Aberdeen University, questioned general secretary.
whether the union shnnM !innrnanh Ms WflrwiVlf an ncclnfnnt r-ar*-**

t-uiccia ui existing siRil «ib«iii« tiiunai opposition
on short-term contracts. and to issue advice to local associa-

And il called on the union execu-
fj
ons

.

on how to resist what delegates
live 16 seek redistribution of funding describcd as a creeping and wide-
to Increase the number of permanent spread practice of eroding tenure.

- research posts and. urgent action to- There was particular concern about
help improve the rights of contract previously tenured posts being adyer-

..staff to redundancy pay and protec- t
[
se“ as short-term jobs and about

: Jion from unfair dismissal. the
:
extension of the probationary-

Although many delegates and Pen°d.
_most oftheunion leadership were Theuntonhadmalnly.beencon-

' inclined to acknowledge The govern- cerned with the attempts to try to
• ment announcement as a step in the f

hon
%e university statutes, Dr Peter

-,
riihldiree<idni there,was some bitter -“p.™ York University told the
criticism. council.: But leriufe could be eroded

- Past president Mr John Reilly de-
“ r~

scribed It as. a
f

“glorified youth
-

pppoftQnities scheme to bring in new .
;

whether the union should 'approach
the CVCP for talks. During the last
18 months the CVCP had treated
AUT members shabbily, he said.
The vice chancellors had not been oniere was particular concern about A..

Vl^e chancellors had not been on
evibusly tenured posts being adyer- *

union
?

sld® ,n Wting to keep a

ed as short-term jobs and about
B*rQn$ university system and now

- — .—:— .u» — Were imposing a new scheme of con-

tne union, nao maimy. Deen c(
cerned with the attempts to try
change university statutes. Dr Pe
Lee from York University told i

Were imposing a new. scheme of con- 1SSUCS menu
tracts wlthouf consultation. tiatiqg expe

Mr Laurie Sapper, the retiring SSrsftv"’-general secretary, said ; the unionVS ™re'executive was preparing for a battle Wn ZhZ.
over (enure that woulS turn into a fe* 1?

Ms Warwick, an assistant secretary
with the largest civil service union,
takes up the job, which carries a
maximum salary of £25,000, in May.
The decision to ratify the appoint-

ment was taken after an extended
debate in dosed session during which
issues including Ms Warwick’s nego-
tiating experience and the wisdom of
bringing imsomeone from outside the
university sector at such a crucial
time were fully explored. She had
been chosen by the executive in

council.: Buj tenure imirtTW^rotied bruising contest with many universi-
a
.
s.™?11 M formally abolished. If the ties oVer the next 18 months. Union
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SSRC hit

by grants

slump

MSC role ‘only short-term
by Patricia Santinelli

The Manpower Services Commission
for policy had no members and had
yet to meet.

fl

en
^dni^pnfek«IuBt ?

was seeking He anticipated that it would be

,

education composed of 12 members, at least six

by Paul Flather Mr David Young, chairman of the
Research grant applications to the MSC. told the House of Commons
Sodal Science, Research Council Select Committee on Education that
slumped by almost 40 per cent last the measure was strictly temporary
year in one of the clearest signs yet and designed eventually to lead to a

of low morale among the social sri- national take-up funded by local au-
ence community.

.
thorities.

The drop from 844 applications in The new pilot scheme of technical

Mr Young was unclear where the
additional staff for running the
scheme in schools would come from.
He agreed that they must be qual-
ified teachers or instructors butBat is*. ified teachers^ "tt

MSEaSaJS? wou,d 3|“

&=l«t Conanilla on Education t°M Mr Young ala, confirmed thal a a. wtodid n« ‘Dlan'foao

Although ihe scheme was directed

curriculum package.
ek university places.

It was anticipated thal between the

1980-81 to 532 up to March this

year, the lowest total in 10 years of

Increases, came largely before the

extra uncertainties of the Rothschild

Inauiiy and annual budgets cuts pro-

jected to 1984. A total of 14.42m

was on offer.
. . ,

The figures are contained in the

SSRC's latest annual report and

coincide with more gloomy warnings

about the austerity faced by social

ffilentists for the rest of the decade.

-

Mr J°hn Wooihouse. a former ^7w3|jff5a:
im?eS?iwSl?

,

ihfffi
S1St,ng °f 10 wrector of l

l!.

e Kingston Regional would form around 30 to 40 per cent
y0U

T
g pe°' Management Centre and currently a of pupils* work, after IS it would be

r
PL! ?cnI S2ft

r «ducaVon dire
5
to
Z

of Atkins Planning, would a major part of their education.

projects covering 10.000 young peo-
ple currently on farther education
courses, was announced by the Prime
Minister last month.
Mr Youne told MPs that in spite

of earlier criticisms, 30 local author-
ities had now made bids to run the
projects. Funding would be £7m to
start with but this could go up to
£25m by 1984/85.

ientists for the rest ot tne aecaae.
|

No decision as to which l.e.as

The report also confirms another were to run the project could howev-

head the new unit. Local authority associations and
The MSC was expecting to recruit the CBI have reached un agreement

Us members mainly in Whitehall, but under which employers will pay a
ajso widely from the education ser- reduced rate for further education
vice, in particular from secondary courses being provided for Youth'
schools and colleges of further Training Scheme trainees,
education. Employers will be nble to pay si

It was hoped too that Her Majes- standard course fee rather than the
ty s Inspectorate and the Technician normal practice adopted by the MSC
and Business Education Councils and of paying for course hours. This
City and Guilds would offer their would mean that employers will pay
expertise and possibly play a role as £14.70 as opposed to £22 anil also
observers. decide the size of college courses.

worrying trend for the discipline in

DOstEraduate awards, which have

been more than halved in the space

of three years. There were 1,672

basic awards in 1978-79, compared

to about 800 for the current

academic year.

Mr Michael Posner, the SSRC
chairman, states in the report that

die prospect for well-qualified young
men ana women who at other times

might have reasonably hoped to con-

tinue their studies “has become bleak

Indeed”.

Fewer than 10 per cent of social

science students with firsts or upper
second class degrees now receive

SSRC awards. “Tne effect of this on
scholarship and practical application

of studies can only be devastating,”

he says.

Dr Cyril Smith, the SSRC secret-

ary, speaking in a personal capacity

at the annual meetins of the Social

Research Association in London last

week, said there was little prospect
“
of any chance In the level of research
funding in the 1980s, whichever party
was in power.
“The expansion of the 1960s will

be probably what we have to live

with for the rest of the century,” he
said, The problems for social scien-
tist;' were now consolidation and
mrM|ir/:nniiMn A7jiT:lBi iVt'fl |T:T« P

r Smith said the SSRC had done
extremely well to survive the recent
uncertainties, but “troubled waters”
still lay ahead.

er be announced until the end of
January or early February, as the
National Steering Group responsible

AUT objects

to cut-price

dons offer

Steven Tompkins (right), a final-year student In the school of architecture Bt

Bath University, was the only British winner out of nearly 200 professional

EEC architects and students In the second European Passive Solar Competi-

tion winning a £1,000 third prize for his design for low-rise, high density

housing which mattes use of materials to capture and store solar energy. He h

showing the winning design, to his supervisor, Connal O’Cathaln.

Unit reforms unveiled

k
Union leaders have condemned what

. they regard as n suggestion that em-
ployers can pick up redundant dons

on cut-price salaries.

Mr Laurie Sapper, general secrct-

,

ary of the Association of University

Teachers, has written to the vice

chancellors in protest at an invitation

from their Manchester-based re-em-

ployment information unit headed
**An Opportunity for Discerning Em-

’ plovers.’'

k,. 1-'- The letter, from unit director Mr
Neil Scott, says: “The present cloud

• over the universities might have a
-1 sliver lining In offering to employers

v 1 the possibility of access to an unex-
• .. tet . w. 1

i Uibi .

* pgpjgfl reservoir of talent.*'

the school of architecture at Academics aged over 50 taking
l of nearly 200 professional ear|y retirement were receiving an
wan Passive Solar Competi- extra pension credit and “may prove
i for low-rise, high density relatively Inexpensive.” employers
ind store solar energy. He Is were told. Unuer-SOs were also en-
lonnal O’Cathaln, couraged to be “flexible in their ex-— pectations”.

jl
-j
J But Mr Sapper commented:

lied “While ihe unit may have been well-

meaning, it is saying to employers- TV. nnnn . , , ,
meaning , i , ia objjiik iu binpiujrcia

“l
0 ' *eve* The Further Education Curriculum • To evaluate the range of existng that they can buy skilled academic

•

08 t0 Review and Development Unit, a further education curricula and prog-" labour at less than the rate for the
sw new multi-disciplinary [eadins educational quango, is to rammer

. , ,

' .... job. This philosophy is a complete
cprnmittees announce their priority 8S a limited coraoanv and • To determine priorities for action anathema to every known industrialcommittees announce their priority
areas early next year. The council

: saw applications tended to come and
$p. in cycles, but there will still be

• plenty °f good applications to make
derisions very hard.

• The success rate of applicants, in jHSJ
terms

;
of moriey obtained^ was 25.6 Branted

• pcrccnt'far 1981-82, about the some Sedfv 1

to rammesi.
, ,

. ....

and • To determine priorities for action

lov- to improve further education provi-

1. sion;ernment backing from January 1. sion; ._ . ,

Mr William Shelton, junior educa- • To carry out specific studies in

granted charitable status. He did not

specify the level of Government fund-
’ifci _ i

’
.

a“ Specify UK* level oi uovenunem.iuiiu-
. . ,

i ysJFSpM* year, but well down bat it is expected to reach £2m The FEU’s board of management
tto l?79-8p wfren it was 32 per cent, bv 1984/85 will serve under the chairmaiiship of

fut thejendency has been for more Changes in the status of the unit, Mr Joslyn Owen, chief education
^ge and more sraaH grants. The 177 whjch ^ju contimie under the direc- officer of Devon, who takes over

tion of information in these areas. The union says thal people - who
take early retirement are only receiv-

The FEU’s board of management fog a pension, which is a deferred

will serve under the chairmanship of wage for what they have done in the

'in term* ^ t u: ^ The unit has been charged with fee anc

four m°ln 1Mte:
: “l

Si New research chairman

dation of Principals of Colleges. continued from front page

total ' cost of compensation,

academic staff who lose theirW *ta.er, for the yen weie eodei 1W I cocae *“““
. ,

. wiil be In the range £90m -Tllffi
three to five Sir David Phillips, FRS, professor of tallographer bestknown foraM

Qf which £4im.has already been paid.

.
. F- rotjal -administratiprt. •

Computer link to aid teaching hospitals

±^«s»S3ys SSSs
• ffiS ??

Br8fer between London’s nology. The deciding factor will be ^ the fast of kino

Hospital and West- the willingness of the Department of ?n
nd,“Hl

d
s

pr
?ntldMtlnfi

• BSt'JSW*1 ' School® goes ahead Industry to cover the extra costs of

" scS‘iLplans
,
Put before the two the British system as a showpiece for twn. m ImuJon ma

• •ffinnfeeelc ' ar^ approved, an homegrown technoloay., Xff to Se Un
^

: fihra-optic ‘ cable network Both systems vrould pi^uceesu- ad/i
d^n

}°
0

^
the seven sites mated savings of nearly 4e re®s’ merger It

r ;
c^n,caI teaching, year m staff time and student travel.

^ ^
V :-:iii0ti^;^^5j^?B

-

1 8cbomes_ for a “re- and would, make, extra beds de Wi- Jer _

tem using microwave Deams auo

more costly British fibre-optic tech-

nology. The deciding factor will be

the willingness of the Department of

Industry to cover the extra costs of

the British system as a showpiece for

leading educational quango, is to rammes^ .
.. . job. This philosophy is a complete

reemerge as a limited company and • To determine priorities for action anaihema to every known industrial

with increased funding with full Gov- to improve further education prow- practice."

ernment backing from January 1. sion; ..
The unit (see last week’s THES)

Mr William Shelton, junior educa- • To carry out specific studies in was se t up by the vice principals to

tion minister, told MPs that the unit farther education; help academics who lose their jobs

would now be known as the Further • To support the investigation 0 i through restructuring to make other

Education Unit and would be experimentation and the dissemfoa- careers outside the universities,

eranted charitable status. He did not tion of information in these areas. The union says thal people who

lysozyme, ana is oroiogicai K^ianr
j another letter to universities;

and vice-president o£the Royal Sod-
b1so dgted Deatmber lfli the UQC

ety. He was a memberof the Memc ^ guidelines under which
al Research Council from 1974-78.

universities can moke claims on the

~~T~ I restructuring fund. These are that

kricniTDk projects must be either directly re-

IIU3UIWM® fated to Ihe contraction or innoyn*

P„hip links
' foiy. lha< money cannot be used to

!f

f

the reheme pm ahead, il will restore cu^ -lhat only salaries not

L. nf nf kind in the UK, capital expenditure wjll be paid for,

Md roufd prolidei model for other that projeefe must end by 1983ffi4,.

institutions anticipating amalgama- and that although all subjects are
insmuiionsjm1

1

b
n^ble pro CCls must fall within life-^ ffi. 4 -IS* V-M— for ‘dividual:

^W^n,!°/
C,n01'

!
***

•E^ht’universllies war, named this

^The reboSs’ mergefls due jjn.Octp- week, as sharing £500.000 for nine

be-r 1984, and a decision to proceed proposats jnjhe

New man at

the Ministry
Mr David Hancock (above), aged 48,
a deputy secretory at the Treasury, Is

to be the new permanent secretary at
the Department of Education, suc-
ceeding Sir James Hamilton, aged 60,
who retires next May.
Mr Hnncock, who will be one of the

youngest permanent secretaries
In Whitehall, Is currently co-ordinat-
ing work on the EEC Lu the Cabinet
Office. Educated at Whllglfl School,
nn Independent school in Croydon,
nnd a graduate of Balliol College,
Oxford, he Joined the Treasury In

1959 after a short spell at the Board
of Trudc, lie was private secretary to

Mr Roy Jenkins from 1968-70, when
he was Chancellor of the Exchequer.

lie was descrllred this week by an
Insider as a 'Classic mandarin type”
- extremely efficient, who drafts very
well and runs a tight ship but keeps
his distance.” (TES)

Call to scrap
state finance
in universities
by John O'Leary
Stntc financing of universities should
he halved, or even phased out entire-
ly, over a 10-year priod, two Birm-
ingham University academics recom-
mend in a pamphlet published this

week by the Institute of Economic
Affairs.

Professor H. S. Ferns and Mr
John Burton nlso argue for the aboli-
tion of the University Grants Com-
mittee and the introduction of com-
plete flexibility in the setting of tui-

tion fees for both home and overseas
students. The booklet. How Much
Freedom for Universities'? includes a
proposal for an eight-point Bill to
encourage “independence and re-
sponsibility”.

The Bill proposed by Professor
Ferns would reduce Ihe grant paid to
each university by 5 per cent a year
in real terms over a decade, at the
end of which a Royal Commission
would report on the relative merits
of individual universities and mnke
recommendations on future
financing.

Otber clauses in the Bill would
give universities control over all

assets, fees, salary levels, terms of
service,, curricula

.
and revenue from

innovations or consultancy work.
Each would be treated as a charity
and would.be bound. to conduct ex-
aminations with ; life assistance’ and
under the inspection of external
assessors. -

fn a separate economic commen-
tary on the proposals, Mr Burton
describes the 10-year rundown as an

inota v schemes for a “it- and would make extra ueasiuc iM.- "r. ‘V- RTS is exoected in January tidn of earmarked grants for new iiu.ni u. urn upive«...«. «»« »

-V'S^Wtig.systemr (RTS) tion possible. The RTS would have mth the!RTS l texpat^
the ^ deve|opments.The areas covered are. toss quango whosconv purports to

, E^fjfeti astudy commissioned units In seminar rooms and lecture next Apa ^nom f ^ phyScs, engineering, metal- do to the unIv<rsiU« what the

»** theatres throughout the combined ant. tto idh)ol J&, geneMransfer in plants, SMrelary of State.for Eduteupn suid

; ^onimmiicatiSS school, with ctSrttl cotorflnatiw at ^ rental of duct s|2ce araj&eotogy, agricultural marketing wouWjiol care lo do on his

:
L^fe9s>and i Plannlno Thr ri,nrjnfl r’rocc tmH would need to tem, mainiy wr reii ...r

Bhd manoaement sc once. . own initiative.

Achilles* Heel because of the unpre-
dictable outcome oF the Royal Com-
mission. Instead, he writes: ’‘There is

thus a strong case .for entirely eliod-
nating taxpayer support of academics
through a pre-announcod scheme of
phased withdrawal of subsidy over a
period of, a ay, 10 or. 20 years;"

The reronns are.necessary, accord-
ing to. Professor Ferns, because the
rigidly -inflexible structures of the
universities and the directives of the
UGC have stifled, imagination and
led Iq complacency. The UGC- has
become an agency for the enfceble-
ment of the universities, and. "a use*

Hm^T^ I
,

a
-
sludy commissioned units In seminar rooms "T.* sdiools will have to firid appueo p

and xoftware spe- theatres throughout ^ .“^ined nrt.^ nm the lu&, B
' 5fecHe5:^^
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i;i
and C0mmunicati^ school, with central co-ordination at o e wu

y
^ 0f duct space archaeola

• 11,6 choice Charing Cross, and would need to W tm ran
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ar,d man,
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Report on
micros ‘out

of touch’
by Olga Wojtas
Scottish Correspondent

The director of the Scottish Mi-
croelectronics Development Program-
me has attacked an Edinburgh Uni-
versity report on its progress for "not
coming to grips with reality.

"

The SMDP is a government pro-
gramme. launched in 19HU, which nims
to introduce microelectronics into

Scottish colleges and sellouts. Mr
Philip Odor and Professor Noel Em-
whistle of the Godfrey Thomson Re-
search Unit ut Edinburgh have just

completed an interim evaluation of
the £1.3m programme.
But Mr David Walker of the SMDP

claims they have tended to dwell on
H
incidenls which have long since

changed” and have been rather in-

dulgent in postulating an ideal scute

for a large purl of the report.

Mr Walker said tliul the report’s
credibility has been weakened be-

cause information wus obtained
through questionnaires which have
"limited value” and because (lie

evaluation team had insufficient first-

hand experience of the comparable
programmes in England. Wales mid
Northern Ireland.

Edinburgh's report proposes that

education college staff and teachers
should be involved in running
SMDP. with the Scottish Education
Department “relinquishing its present
very tight control over SMDP
policy."

It should become a national centre
funded by both central government
and the regions, says the report,
adding that the present regional cen-
tres do not have adequate staff or
resources to cope with the growing
demands of teachers for advice ana
help.

Intensive in-service courses are
essential if the opportunities offered
by microelectronics are to be fully

realized, it states, and staff must also
be “allowed and actively encouraged
to develop a radically different
teaching role."
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Felicity Jones and John O’Leary at NELP’s seventh annual conference

| I’m on the

students’ side,

says Ball
Universities as well as the public
sector, should consider iniroduZ
two-year courses to supplement

their
degree programmes in order to
accommodate all the students qua?
ined for higher education in the late
1980s, Mr Christopher Ball

,
dJS

man of the NAB board told the
conference.

The debate had to be carried on
on both sides of the binary line
although he recognized the arm'

*'fl ments against the proposal itself, "it
must not be applied to onlv one

#1;:
F*iv' If

!

\ 4#
i $ < P

Formidable panel: (left to right) David Trlesman, Nell Fletcher, Select Committee chairman Christopher
Price, John Bevan, Neil Merritt and David MacDowull.

The Body blows rain down

js'i-H'i V

II i

'

Youth bureau
to be
reviewed
The Government is to undertake nn
immediate review of the National
Youth Bureau

.
and set up . new

arrangements
,
for the training of

youth workers. Mr William Shelton,

junior minister far education (old

MFs. this week.

Bdth the review and new arrange-
ments are in line with some of the
least controversial recommendation*;
made in the Department or Educa-
lion' and. Science’s -Youth Review

: Group report In October.

•Mr siteltop said that it- would be
premature to move on Othcr propos-

‘ als put forward by the review group
before the public bad hod time to

'•react, A main ‘recommendation was
.
for qew legislation to give lodnl

.

education authorities greater respon-
sibility for the ymitli service. •

<
‘ The .review Of the bureau is to be

.
tmdtfnaken

1

by Mr Geoffrey Cock-
erill. former,, secretary of

1

the Uni-
versity OtiiMs: Committee. Who has

, been asked in - submit hls recom-
..mtfndations by next Sumpter with a

the

A formidable pnnel of speakers -
looking at times like partners in

crime - look up (he cudgels against

the Nutinnal Advisory Body at the
seventh annual Royal Festival Mall
conference held by North-East Lon-
don Polytechnic.

It whs u good-humoured but pugi-
listic occasion ns Mr Christopher
Ball, the board chairman, listened
stoically from the floor as he was
rapped across the knuckles for what
the NAB was or was not doing.
Three different ways of making the

10 per cent saving in resources had
not been considered by the NAB,
argued Dr David MacDownll

, chair-
man of the Committee of Directors
of Polytechnics resources and plan-
ning committee.
A cost cut through the more cost-

effective use of buildings should be
considered and achicveu by a change
in the terms of reference if need be.
A simpler validation procedure for
major mature institutions could avoid
the “hidden” costs which amount to
up to £300 per student a year, said
Dr MacDowall, who described it as
“an elaborate and self-perpetuating
system 'which the validating bodies
will not give up under their own
volition”. A 10 per cent quality con-'
trot surcharge was unjustified when
Universities like Aston and Salford
provided degrees fpr a 1 per cent
cost, .'

• He criticized proposals being con-
sidered by the joint technical group to
incTese tjie administrative cost ele-
ment for local authorities by 2 per
Cent within the capped pool at a tune
when major savings not increases
should be being made in administra-
tive "minor” detail and duplication.
Councillor Neil Fletcher, chairman

of the inner Londpri further and
higher _ education subcommittee
which is responsible for 6 per cent of
the courttry s higher education, said
the ILEA took the view that it was
th'e authority's proper role to.under-
take a review of its provisions rather
than leave the job

,
to another body

Stoical listener: Christopher Ball

like the NAB which might have
different objectives.

To this end, institutions had been
told not to “prioritize” those courses
as had been requested by the body.
FUrther discretionary awards were to
be made available for certain so far
Ineligible students in the belief that
in a time of recession when people
“were hungry for jobs and learning
In the inner cities” the local authority
had a duly to match their aspira-
tions.

Prominent figures in the NAB
came in for some playful comparison
with characters from Trollope’s The
Barchesltr Chronicles from Mr Neil
Merritt, chairman of the Standing
Conference of Principals and Direc-
tors, of Colleges and Institutions in
Higher Education. He, too, as a
member of the NAB, was critical of
the "prioritization" exercise, the di-
visiveness of which he thought had
been underestimated.

At the end of the day the exercise
would prove largely irrelevant for
Targe institutions which had neverthe-
less had their internal relations upset
and disturbed. .

He hoped a future permanent
NAB would be less sectional, com-
posed of people who would serve in

a personal capacity, along' the lines

of the University Grants Committee
with its men ana women "good and
true”. Mr Merritt wanted to see a
crisper government structure when
the NAB was reconstituted with one
body only responsible for the policy
decisions and their implementation.
Mr David Triesman, secretary of

the London region of the National
Association of Teachers in FUrther
and Higher Education, thought there
was little evidence that the NAB
would produce a rational plan where
others had failed. "The history of
higher education is littered with
erroneous judgment." he said. The
present manipulation of student
numbers ran contrary to the belief
throughout history that expansion of
higher education was essential to the
economy.
Even local education authorities

which wanted to keep student num-
bers up “were threatened with the
use of course approval and standards
to curtail egalitarianism”. Instead of
aiming to provide “a highly trained
workforce of socially adroit citizens”,

the NAB seemed to be more con-
cerned with financial planning. The
alternative was for It to defend the
sector and pin the risk of attracting
the Secretary of State’s disapproval.
Mr Geny Fowler, director of the

NELP, added to the criticism in his
closing address to the conference.
Notes of guidance sent to institutions
to assist m the current cuts exercise
had been incomprehensible, he said,
and the answers provided could be of
little use without more detailed in-
formation. Any future exercise
should be carried out in less haste.
There was a danger, too, that the

cuts expected of institutions
1

would
farce them to move too fast. The
NAB should be examining what
would be the ideal system for the
public sector, rather than rushihg
into its current exercise, he. said.

although he recognized the argu-
ments against the proposal itself.

*
It

must not be applied to only om
sector and it may not be applied at

all," said Mr Ball.

He added that he had striven hard
to put the matter on to the national
agenda and was satisfied to have
done so. He had an open mind about
the desirability of carrying it through
and would leave it to others to de-

cide.

But he warned: "There must be no
question ever at the end of the day

that we believe that the maintenance
of institutions and their view of

themselves is more important than

provision for students. If those two

things should ever come into conflict

- and they should not - I know
which side I am on: the students’”

Looking at the future of the NAB
beyond 1985, Mr Ball pointed out

that the very existence of the body

was in doubt, since it was to be

reviewed in 1984. But he foresaw a

“single but plural system” which

maintained a binary distinction while

encouraging closer links between the

two sectors.

Mr Ball drew five distinct features

of public sector institutions compared

witn those on the opposite side of

the binary line: local authority re-

sponsibility, course or programme
approval, lack of control of student

numbers, the role and funding of

research and external validation. Of

these, only three (validation, re-

search and local authority responsi-

bility) were firmly based.

In the meantime, there should be.

some rethinking of where the line

should fall In the light of changes

which take place in the rest of the

decade. Institutions should be pre-

pared to defend their roles in any

reshuffle. .

,

Although any division was bound

to be costly in human terms and

could only be defended if it was.

found to be absolutely necessary,

such a system would provide lb«

most diverse and flexible arrange-

ment possible, said Mr Ball. Howev-

er, organizations would have
i

^co-

operate to “relax binary tension as

much as possible.
,

,

.

He said that he was determined to

see that these and other difficifll

issues were faced by NAB and prem-

ature compromises were avoitwo.

Any compromise miist come a tier

the argument and not before?

Three small steps across the binary divide . - -
New steps towards frans-hinarv raorv nn ik. n,k» . •/

mm

;
management of the bureau tnit also

"the 'need to avoid unnecessary du-

plication of activities carried Out hvr

The NYB arid-other agencies which
[tijract povernhwnf finding.

The DBS hw atei.asked the in-
Settfcc , Training and .Education

vPahijL (JNSTEP) Tvhleh It to M re-
' jeonstituted as the Council for EduCa-

rlton;.had Training foYoum and

New steps towards trans-binary coop-
eration were- announced at the con-
ference in the form of th>ce new
NAB working groups. v
Mr John Sevan, secretary of the -

NAB. announced that the University
Grants

.
Committee and

.
the - NAB

would have a reciprocal arrangement
over the servicing

l

qr two new sub-

,

Committees on architecture and agri-
culture. The Architecture subcom-
mittee' will take its members from 1

both sides of the binriry line who; will
bo selected by the chninnan of the.'
NAB -committee. .

••
- A.

rave:
Anger over decisions being taken by
the National Advisory. Body; jhpuld
bo

.
directed.. ' at . the

,
Gowrrtmcrit

St VtoiLi Ibe body. MtWIIlam,
egrwe.’

.
und

.

fefr.

r education. tpW ttfo ;
cohf^r,

,ence.
. 5,.- i'-;*

!.'

“It Would, be « gr*V* (KHiylwd;
wdrret* ff the body, were tq wjrer

dorelSn.t if- ipiffai
^ JiSriirig^urt^'

for; YolHH .v^rjrers., ; :<•'?
iV

T

-.

.

brktd,tA|ieot»,ihfl
sr thd bfafealphai; env

On the other hand, an agriculture^ *» established by
the UGC. again with member from
both universities and ptiblic sector
polytechnics and colleges* which will
be serviced this time by the UGC
Mr Bevan said it was intended to
Involve the consumer and the profes-
stohs in these committees. A farther-

;

NAB subcommittee on continuing
education was also being set up.

,

Mr Ball ..added that he had
appointed a three-piari group- to
adyiw-hlm on how best the NAB
<m,uld .fulfil, its terms of reference in

1

fon’t blame thei^ .. -

tile area of teacher training. Dr Nor-
•bert

#
Singer., director

,
of Thames

PolytechnTc, Dr Harry Judge, of Ox-
ford University, pud Mr Stuart
Johnson, chief education officer of

' Leeds and a.member of. the UGC
, winger or
Leeds and a.member of. the UGC
win form the group.
^Although the NAB did nqt intend
tu treSDaKS On thn n>ennno(kli.'»i.r. r

- -----rp-- "nu uivji uyi iiucnu
tp trespass on the responaibllities Of
the. Advisory Committee: on the
Supplv and Education of Teachers or

fcDep?.
rl m̂ of Education and

Science, it had to take steps to gain
[more.compefence ln the area, so that
It tquld give more'thorough advice if

.
the ednso

me us
ojipf sfren'gthsi the,

a future review was carried Out,
,

Mr Bevan took on board critic!^

levelled agaihst the NAB that there

had been insufficient guidance when

•the letter went out. He said toatP
was a major dilemma because p««j

nipg from the local authorily W
institutions upwards had been

bodied in the planning exercise*

it had been a conscious decfsion

devolve the decision-making.
- On the disparity between rejujo

to: the NAB letter. Mr Bevan

.
that the.NAB could not be

but would-be entitled to make jor

ments about the sense of the retung|

Colleges and pblytetfinics womb.
(

rung up afterwards to find out

• they meant in their
;

repli«» uUt

gave ah assurance
.
th9t

Kainj!

i
would not suffer as a result ofW
Dr, Oliver .

Coulthard.
.^ad.

Teeside Polytechnic’s central pi?J
t

riing urllt, said , that until

pool allocation there;. ap^ate ^
nhve been a coherent and- ra^
policy

1

which had been
. fle

,

the- last minute by a
j 0f

Wanted -an assurance that w*
|D

fluctuation would be diminished

the future.
:

-
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ILEA sets up
"

community
arts plan
The Inner London Education Au- 1

thority has launched plans to expand

community arts activities through the

adult education and youth service.

Three principles would guide fu-

ture policy developments: a con-

tinuing education-type approach

which will span age groups as well as

different activities; greater use of ex-

isting facilities, particularly in the

evemngs and on Saturday morning;

support for voluntary groups and

professional organizations.

The ILEA paper, which goes be-

fore the authority's sub-committee

over the next few weeks, names

some of them. They include a con-

troversial proposal to reduce the con-

ferences held at the Royal Festival

Hall in order to make space for

community arts activities.

"Applications from other organiza-

tions which are in line with these

principles include education officers

for the English National Opera and

the London Festival Ballet, extend- [..

ing Indian dance classes and assisting I,! - .-

early music groups.

Tire well-established arts provision

in adult education institutes - provid-

ing 40 per cent of ILEA classes -

makes it an appropriate channel for

expansion, the report says. Both
mainstream and minority activities

would .increase. Additional money
would finance more classes, artists-

in-residence at institutes and youth
centres, engagements for companies
at similar venues, a fund for provid-

ing musical Instruments for adults,

ana a fund to support performances
and improve performing standards.

The paper proposes similar de-
velopments for the youth service,

which would need additional money
for youth workers and support staff

since its resources are already over-
stretched. Video equipment, trans-

.poit for visits and performances and
workers to encourage local activities

would :

be met by a central "pool”.

S&g t0 university still pays offby Paul Flather
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^ ^ HH I Student engineers
Tt JWP get more practice

Slrnthclydc University has committed(Dl I itself to spending JETim from its re-
current grunt on an engineering ap-
plications centre. The first of its kind
in Scotland, it will give engineering
students practical experience.
The university said Strathclyde had

been virtually forced (a set up the
centre because of drastic reductions
in engineering training opportunities
in Glasgow and west central Scot-
land.

The centre is scheduled in open in
October. It will be housed in an
existing building which will be
adapted and renovated at a cost of
£556,000. Thu remaining £200,000
will buy equipment.
The University Grants Commit tee

is supporting the venture with a
further £300.000 which will help cov-
er staff and running costs for the first

three years.

Mum’s the word - Bretton Hall College students (above) have revived the old Christmas tradition of anS^Mh'munmdng. Nine BA inter arts course students have visited schools, youth clubs, old people’s homes and notogy in the univeSty hUs been
hospital wards. appointed the centre’s manager.
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creased from one in ten to almosi
one in six during the past decade.
For women, the corresponding in-
crease is from one in 13 to one in ten
between 1971 and I9HU/K1.
The largest increases for both

sexes comes in the 30 to 39 uge
group, which reflects the Robbins
expansion of universities in the
1960s, and also among men aged 50
to 59, which reflects the post-war
boom.
The higher success rate of gradu-

ates in finding johs is confirmed in
the latest .annual report of the Cen-
tral Services Unit, which provides
careers advice for universities and

nooi. ,lV |V; —.“"“‘e3 polytechnics.
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Owen Surridge reports from the SRHE conference in Southampton

Traditional attitudes attacked
Traditional academic attitudes are 'hie academic world’s domination he said,

iv iJ
arro8ant iDr of the entire educational scene stem- He applauded the shift of

Ooiiald Bligh, director of teaching med from its control of school ex- ence from the institutions t
services at Exeter University, said in amlnations and the imposition . of ployers. "I believe there shoi

speech to the conference subject boundaries in the curriculum, fundamental reconstruction <

SJJ
^ lety for Research into Higher he said. Reform was essential and map of knowledge under six

t^atlon
- urgent if Britain was to arrest Its faculties and that examination:

inere was too much fact learning, decline into a recession. the 16 plus and beyond should
"Wrung was of little relevance to the Higher education as an end in it- these faculties," he added.

w
p
r*d and reflected a narrow self was no longer acceptable as it These were “communicatioi

wmtlonal culture which was damag- was an investment requiring a finan- eluding English, languages, Ih
rng education from the secondary dal return. Dr Bligh said. *Tt Is not rhetoric, body language and c
•wwi upwards, he said. vocational training that is required -- undemanding; mathematics, a
tarllL

r
f
su ts were foat children far from It. It is the liberalizing influ- ing. and logic; health; engir

2*°™.' to opt out of the exam- ence of the world of work as well as ana technology; decision-m
oriented subjects to which 80 per leisure." and personal relations, includf

were unfitted. Their Calling for a fundamental recon- study of individual develoi

°^®n
<

carried over into struction of the curriculum, he said: parenthood, self-identity ana

“It should be a basic principle that at

any stage education should reflect

the needs of those people leaving the

education system at that point. We
have ignored the very powerful influ-

ence of higher education upon the

school curricula too long. This influ-

ence has not always been for good"

ikjfiT .
uuc, » tarnco over into

SV"*. which had stultifying^ and perpetuated a divided

blamed the universities

SJJfJ failure . to innovate

fh««L
c°nlra<k?ted their own claims

^ they practised balanced judg-

he said.

He applauded the shift of influ-

ence from the institutions to em-
ployers. “I believe there should be

fundamental reconstruction of the

map of knowledge under six broad

faculties and that examinations from

the 16 plus and beyond should reflect

these faculties,” he added.

These were “communication’’ , in-

cluding English, languages, lhe arts,

rhetoric, body language and cultural

undemanding; mathematics, comput-

ing. and logic; health; engineering

and technology; decision-making;

and personal relations, including the

study of individual development,

parenthood, self-identity ana emo-

tional empathy. Throughout, the

emphasis should be on
,Twhy?” and

the practical.

Entrance to higher education

Marketing ‘may be answer’
the Tnrtiti
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Research system

‘must be reformed’

The research system must be re-

formed throughout higher education,

said Dr Brian Salter, of Surrey Uni-

versity in a challenging paper on its

organization.
•

The widespread belief held in uni-

versities ana polytechnics that they

were the best places for carrying out

research toas a myth, he claimed.

But the market was actually moving

away from higher education and its

position as a research base was

"JEEPSPS in .he S«.d,

tightening of pursestrings that had

been cutting into research facilities

for years and was likely to continue.

At the same time,, the number of

contract researchers engaged was ex-

^Between 1972 and 1981 wnlr.ct rc-

searchers '
increased from 4,985 to

9,688 (a $4 per cent increase).
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Business and academic work ‘don’t mix’ Director

walks into

jobs row
E
allies seeking to exploit university-

useJ research should leave their

posts, Mr A. Bartlett Giumatli, pres-

ident of Yale University, said last

week.
In the keynote speech of a confer-

ence called tn discuss the growth of

industrial sponsorship of university

research, Mr Giamntti said he
doubted whether academic stuff

could undertake their university

duties adequatley while pursuing sig-

nificant commercial activities related

to their science.

from Peter David froin tiie university. ties and corporations should be

PHILADELPHIA At the end of the year that person allowed to organize collaborative re-

Acadcmic scientists who become could either return to the university search programmes as long as tne

deeply involved with private com* or, if he or she wanted to pursue details of the arrangements were

allies seeking to exploit university- commercial activities, could leave the carefully devised to avoid potential

onsed research should leave their university permanently or relinquish conflicts between the ethos of

posts, Mr A. Bartlett Giumatli, pres- tenure and assume “adjunct" status, academic science and the copipetitive

ident of Yale University, said last Mr Giainalti’s proposals are ethos of industry,

week. among the most severe yet made by Dr Frank Press, president of the
w ° - i iUa IkT. A Af coin

: speech of a confer- a university president alarmed by the National Academy of Sciences, said

i&cuss the growth of recent increase in the number of successful partnerships had been en-

orship of university academics setting up their own com- gineered in university-industry proj-

Giamntti said he panics to exploit advances in the ects such as the centre for integrated

er academic stuff “hot” disciplines like biotechnology systems as Stanford and the Monsan-

c their • university and microelectronics. to Company’s niultimillion dollar

y while pursuing sig- But he distinguished between this programme of grants at the Washing-

:ial activities related new brand of entrepreneurship and ton University department of medi-

trnditionnl external consulting, which cine.

He continued: 'The burden of often enhanced the competence of In each case this had resulted in

maintaining a teaching programme the academic concerned and assisted an expanded staff and facilities with

and two separate research pro- the university. Even traditional coil- beneficial consequences for teaching.and two separate research pro- the university. Even traditional con- beneficial consequences for teaching,

grammes, where the results of one sultancies could lead to conflicts of But there were also dangers of

research programme are to he widely interest however. Dr Ginniatti said, abuse. Glamatti: suaaested severe rules
disseminated and the results of the He announced that Yule intended They included secrecy in research

other muy be required to be kept next year to require its academic findings; the enrichment of indi- cent of all industrial funds foi

secret in the pursuit of commercial staff to disclose all their outside com- viduals or companies through public search, with relatively tiny :

success, is more than even the most moments. funds; and the dereliction of teaching going to the basic scientific <

responsible faculty member can be "Disclosure of this sort recognizes responsibilities by staff immersed in plines.

expected to shoulder. that there arc grey areas where commercial ventures. In general, the Mr Fusfeld predicted that

by our North American Editor

The director of the United States
$l,000m-a-year National Science
Foundation has walked into a politic-

al controversy only weeks after Presi-

dent Reagan appointed him.

Mr Edward Knapp, a physicist and
personal friend of White House sci-

ence adviser Dr George Keyworth,
has dismissed three senior officials

appointed under the Carter adminis-

tration. He said he Had asked for the

resignation of the three officials -

including his deputy director Mr
Donald Langenberg - following dis-~

. missions with the White House per-

!

sonnel office and the Office of Sd-

He announced that Yule intended They included secrecy in research
. ence and Technology Policy,

next year to require its ucadenuc findings; the enrichment of indi- cent of all industrial funds for re- in press interviews Mr Knapp ack-

sraff to disclose nil their outside com- vidunls or companies through public search, with relatively tiny sum9 nowledged that the initiative for the

moments. funds; and the dereliction of teaching going to the basic scientific disci- dismissals had come from the While
"Disclosure of this sort recognizes responsibilities by staff immersed in plines. House, but said he had made the

expected to shoulder. that there nrc grey areas where commercial ventures. In general, the Mr Fusfeld predicted that the final decision personally because he

“Such involvement risks putting reasonable people might have differ- universities were tackling such dan- pressures which could cause conflict wanted to start his term of office

one's students and research associ- ing views and it provides the occa- gers responsibly, Dr Press said. of interests between universities and with a team of his own choosing,

ates in ambiguous circumstances, sion for discussion. In such disclosure Mr Herbert Fusfeld, director of corporations would begin to diminish He added: T didn't come to the

sucEi that the graduate or postdoctor- to the administration, there is no the centre for science and technology as a result of a slowdown in the agency to politicize it. I came to

ul student would not know, when direct monitoring of colleague by col- policy at New York University, told creation of new biotechnology com- manage it, and the agency needs

working with a professor, for whom league. Rather a premium is put the conference just how big the com- panies. Most industrial support for management.”
the student was working - I he uni- where it ought to be, on trust and mercial stake in university research biotechnology was likely to come The abrupt action has however re-

versity, the professor or the com- openness," he said. had become. Although industry pro- from big corporations with long-term newed allegations that the Reagan
The abrupt action has however re-

had become. Although industry pro- from big corporations with long-term newed allegations that the Reagan

pany." Mr Giamatti was speaking to an vided only 4 per cent of university arrangements with universities.

Mr Giamatti proposed that nudiencc of corporate and university research funds, its current investment
’*'* * -

academics with substantial commer- leaders in Philadelphia. The confer- stood at around S240m, he said,

cinl involvement, which lie defined us ence was organized by eight research A recent study by the centre

administration is intent on politiciz-

owiling enough shares in a company
to have u significant effect on its

policies, should be given an oppor-
tunity to take a year of unpaid leave

search funds, its current investment The universities themselves, mean- ing government agencies which over-

sod at around S240m, he said. while, were rapidly becoming more see academic research, despite ii

A recent study by the centre skilled at crafting industrial deals tradition of political neutrality.

universities and seven business cor- showed that this money- was highly which protected the open publication Dr Robe'rta Miller, executive

po rations with heavy investments in concentrated, he added. Professional of information and regulated the con- director of the Consortium of Soda!

schools of engineering, medicine and duct of the academics who would be Science Associations, said the deci-academic science.

tunity to take a year of unpaid leave Most speakers said that unlvcrsi- agriculture received about 86 per involved.

Publishers

hit back hard
at university
Bight academic publishing firms,

frustrated by the widespread photo-
copying of copyright books and ma-
terials, last week launched a legal blitz

against New York University.

- The publishers are suing the uni-

versity itself, nine members of the

Is fhef*- ejiou<jU for ff'ie.fine. yri"?

academic staff and a private shop
near the university campus which
does much of the unauthorized photo-

’ .copying. ...
The Association of American Pub-

. Ifshers said, the action was an attempt

.

to halt Tndlscrlmale and widespread"

,

reproduction of book - chapters, ex-

cerpts and magazine articles.

"This practice Is hurling authors,

. who are not getting their royalties,

and publishers, who arc not receiving

their copyright .fees. Cp liege pub-
lishers are not willing to stand by
passively white their market Is eroded
by copyright Infringement!" II. said.

- The eight publishers are seeking an
unspecified amount or damages for

;the alleged copyright Infringement In

what they clearly expect to,become a

test cast. They. are Addison -Wesleyj
> Alfred Knopf; Basic Books; Houghton

_ Mifflin; Little,. Brown and 'Co; Mac*
mlllacu Random House; Simon and

involved. sion marked a departure from pre-

vious practice. "Other adinlnlura-

Amm!J tions have viewed NSF appointment!

V/UI 1 1U.UJL O as scientific rather than partisan and

— have not replaced presidential

AT nnwpr - appointees because of a change In

UL pUnCl administrations.”

• J Mr William McElroy, a former

m aid professor
P̂ £.8PSS

The problems of a little-known pro- .
8ai
i- J® rtHon lor~7 fessor of Spanish ot the University of nfThfno tn hannen below

' Maryland intruded unexpectedly Into [PJJ jjjjj °L director" he
• a meeting betweei7 Colombian £?,

lcvel of dcPuty director’

'RfflS ttaTtwo“s «o National Science Founfction

CentralZ h
• STb Tt

£? *“* b* lb“ US b'“> °f

For several months Professor * jj"
B™,‘h^0?̂ *

Angel Rama, recently granted tenure SJ!"® 2fp
as a lecturer in Spanish literature,

E^at
JSJp

0
f,iSSS embroiled in

has been waging a fruitless and J&J11SSJSSWfSSS
apparently frustrating campaign P°i‘

h

y Mr
against the American Immigration °ef^ caused
authorities to find out why they have JJjJJPf' ?

°W!!tf
n
because his

refused to grant him permanent real- Ta H.t drawn up by
dence.

In what he has come to call his

name was not on a list drawn up j>y

the foundation’s board after the cany
ui vftiai nc nas come 10 cau ms ^” I : n.

T

a,.. cinuohter.
personal “Catch 22”, Professor Rama resmnation of Dr John Slaughter

Df
has been told he is ineligible for *[“, ®l®wa

^
d

inL and the
permanent residence because of Slaughter, A Carter Madm*”

the

flak
Across-the-board cuts ‘are biggest threat’

nBve refused to give any further de-
tails despite Profespr Rama’s re-

K
ated denials that he has ever
loft$ed to or supported such

organizations.

All that may change, however', fol-

lowing a surprising turn in a lunch-
time conversation

,
in Bogota be-

tween President Reagan and Presi-
dent Befoncur, who happens to be a
persortal friend of Professor Rama
.and his wife.

i
i-y ‘ Bi drt wirig tib Institutional. priorities, and other

.

public figures. . , !
atts vroich resultin >
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.
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embarrassing disclosure. 'hM ^ore- tflL
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!l
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period, the practice's
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Overseas news

Einstein’s papers reach their promised land
from Benny Morris

JERUSALEM
Albert Einstein’s papers, in “exile"

at Princeton since the physicist died

in 1955, have now arrived in Jeru-

salem and have been deposited in

the Jewish National-Hebrew Uni-

versity Library, to which he willed

them in 1950.

The trustees of the Einstem liter-

ary estate - Helen Dukas, the physi-

cist's secretary since 1927, and Dr
Otto Nathan, kept the papers at

Princeton University, where Prince-

ton University Press began preparing

their piecemeal publication in the

1970s.

All efforts by the Hebrew Uni-

versity to obtain the papers - which

consist of some 50,000 pages of sci-

entific manuscripts, correspondence,

diaries and memorabilia - railed until

Mrs Dukas died last January. The
Jerusalem university was unhappy ab-
out the publication of the papers by
Princeton but was unable to prevent
it, and has now renewed the contract
allowing Princeton to continue their
publication. The Hebrew University
now holds all copyright to the
papers.

At a press conference in Jerusalem
Hebrew University president Avra-
ham Harman said that Einstein's
willing of his papers to the university
was no surprise.” As long ago as
1919, Einstein wrote to the library’s
first director. Professor Hugo Berg-
man, that he was “committed" to the
idea of the HU - which was event-
ually built and inaugurated in 1925
on Jerusalem’s Mount Scopus.

In 1921 Einstein visited trie United
States to raise funds for the planned

university and in 1923 he visited
Mount Scopus. A year later, he
edited the embryonic HU's first pub-
lication, a volume of physics and
mathematics research papers.
The papers - deposited in 24 filing

cabinets - have now been air freighted
to Isreal. They contain Einstein’s
correspondence since 1901, manu-
scripts of published and unpublished
scientific papers, diaries, travel di-
aries ana tapes of his lectures.
Among the letters are some 4.000 on
scientific matters and 5.400 of a per-
sonal nature. Einstein corresponded
with, among others, Sigmund Freud,
Franklin D. Roosevelt. G. B. Shaw,
Thomas Mann, Gandhi and Nehru.
The massive collection now joins a

smaller collection of Einstein papers
accumulated by the HU over the
years, including the manuscript of

Autonomy tops new agenda
by Sarah Jane Evans

Universities are at the top of the

agenda of Spain’s new Minister of

Education, Senior Jose Maria Mara-,

vail.

The new education team, which
was finalized last week, is committed*

to seeing through changes in the law
to increase universities' autonomy
and then to carry out reforms of the

teaching profession. Prime Minister

Felipe Gonzalez announced a total of

98 appointments to high-ranking ex-

ecutive posts.

Senor Gonzalez has to find ad-

ministrators with the experience and
the ability to carry out his socialist

programme, and In particular to

make the reforms in the civil service

which were a main plank of his man-
ifesto. Members of nis party, PSOE,
have already criticized the cabinet
and executive appointments as not
being sufficiently socialist or repre-
sentative of the party at large.

But the new education team is

much more strongly linked to PSOE
than most of the other ministries. Of
the seven members, five are long-
standing activists in PSOE. The team

is also different in that it is rather
older than average, and has a woman
member. Of the 98 executive heads
announced, only three were women
and there are no women cabinet
members. More typical is the team’s
close ties with Madrid University.
Four of the team studied law, which
was also the most popular subject for
the new executive heads, who are
almost all university graduates.

Senor Maravall is 40 and a re-

spected member of his party. In the
swearing-in ceremony for the cabinet
he came seventh in line after the
prime minister, and ahead of the
industry and transport ministers, re-

flecting his relatively high standing.
His deputy, Jose Torreblanca Prieto,
is a 44-year-old civil servant who has
worked for the last ten years in the
Ministry of Education. The only
other member of the team to have
worked in the ministry - Manuel
Puelles Benitez - will head the
Office of Coordination and Inspec-
tion.

The universities will be adminis-
tered by Carmina Virglli Rodon, 55,
who is one of the few scientists in

the new administration. A geologist.

Part-timers’ myth dispelled
from Geoff Masleri .

• lian survey aimed specifically at de-

. ..... . ..
MELBOURNE termining the needs and problems of

dispelled the popular the country’s growing number of
^ytn that the typical Australian part- part-time students,
nme student Is a middle aged house- Between 1977 and 1981, there was
wie returning to study as her chil- a decline of more than 6 per cent in

rr) J®
B're home. the number of full-time students in

in tact, more than 95 per cent of universities and colleges of advanced
pattlme

J
rs surveyed were in full- education. But this fall has been

jota ana only a quarter of them more than made up by increasing
wr? women, and only a third had numbers of part-time students,
«pwjdent children. The study was where, In the CAEs, they make up

' n.M
ou* aR

j
on8 n sample of 6,000 more than half of the student

rW® students studring at the population,

ii?!?!? Jnstltute technology. The Chisholm survey found, that

dSn* *
we

f* taking degrees or part-time students devoted as much
•

.
8Uc

v ®reas as business time to private study as they did to

-J7
es

> ®n8ineenpg, computing, sci- their class work.
: humanities. Three- Where job pressures were the

Si?
8 WerC between the ages of 22 problem, only a minority of students

• 2d ’ .
Bnd just over half were mar- Blamed lack of support by em-

uwor inia, stable relationship. ployers. It was the work itself, not

found that job press- the employer, that created the diffi-

• nw.’
ac
Jf * ?

me to study, and tired- cullies. Those given time off from

'EnEi "Wt.twe major prob- work for study did not necessarily

' «!» iff* 1?a]t-time students. But it find that this lessened the pressures

: MSS*1 ^t almost seven out. on them.

Wd students were none the Pressures and demands of family
1

they
confident that life affected almost half the sample

’ ?
be abTe to pass. to a considerable or great extent,

i .f ne SrUdv. rntnart mat t... 1._ tl:. t-i fi/inntin

problem, only a minority of students

Blamed lack of support by em-

ployers. It was the work itself, not

confident that

3 pass.

the employer, that created the diffi-

culties. Those given time off from

;work for study did not necessarily

find that this lessened the pressures

on them.
Pressures and demands of family

life affected almost half the sample-

to a considerable or great extent.

This problem increasea significantly

j-Kp ft. j.- ^ ~ iu «a wiwuviMi/iv ft*

of thF r?^
>
L
C
^
fne° out by members This problem increasea significantly

is with increasing age and was higher

-to urst major Austra- •• among men than women.

she was until 1980 dean of Madrid
University's geology faculty. She will
be assisted by Emilio Lamo de Espi-
nosa Michels, 36, who has a sociol-
ogy PhD from California.

Science policy is the charge of
Emilio Munoz Ruiz. 45. who is a
member of the European Molecular
Biology Organization and has work-
ed at the Universities of New York,
Lidge and The Andes.
The head of research at Madrid

University's Institute of Education
Sciences is to take over the adminis-
tration of secondary education - Jose
Segovia Perez. 40. The same uni-
versity's vice dean of the politics and
sociology faculty and professor of
economic history and demography
completes the team. At 35, Joaquin
Arango-Belda is also the youngest.

Senor Gonzalez is also setting up a
form of parallel cabinet, of 100 poli-

cy advisors, who will have dose ac-

cess to him and wide-ranging powers.
The 20 names so far announced are
all leading members of PSOE and it

is clear that this second cabinet are
intended to make sure that policy-

making will remain in tune with par-
ty thinking.

The foreign devil

in pop songs
Many Chinese students lack the abil-

ity to analyse foreign literary works,

films and pop songs, a special semi-

nar on communist education In uni-

versities and higher colleges was
warned recently.

To counteract the "pernicious In-

fluence" of pop songs, students from

20 colleges in the Canton area are to

take part In special "singing activi-

ties" organized jointly by the local

education authorities and the Parly,

which will advance the "glorious

tradition" of the students’ "patriotic

movement" by using "revolutionary"

singing to counter the "decadent

bourgeois music" coming In from

Hongkong and Taiwan.

. Pride of place in the anti-pop

movement, however, must go to Pro-

fessor Feng Gueng-yl of the Sichuan

Music Academy, who, according to

the New China News Agency, was

"driven by his sense of duty’’ to listen

to, study and annotate more than

1,000 inch "bourgeois" ’ pop songs,

and then, after publishing a number

of articles on his findings, to deliver

more than 60 lectures on the subject

to colleges, government offices and

army units.

i weks upset Slavs over Cyrillic tradition
• SWnili Up

.

5et a re<*m deci- If young Greek intellectuals were to Komunlst suggested jroniMlly. were

' ^ students become aware of foe fact that Yogwlwm lo refuse
fte

tioQ isSf«ri

l

Versitles where foi- Macedonian exists, within the Social- Greek language, foough

• brSS'JS
1 languages which are ist Republic of Macedonia, as the “we are not prepared for such a
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ist Republic of Macedonia, as the

living language of the Macedonian
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7 Macedonian. The allegation that Macedonian is To the Bulgarians, the MawdoniBn
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!
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Prescription
for improved
Cuban health
from Patricia Smith

HAVANA
A group of final year medical stu-

dents arc busy packing their bags for
n three and a half year stny in the
remote Cuban countryside us part til

an experiment lo improve health
provision ami make the Caribbean
island a world medical power.
Some 262 out of this year’s 2.124

sixth year students in January will

take part in the “Manuel Pili Fujar-

Linstcin’s revolutionary publication
in 1916 on the general theory of
relativity.

Professor Rcuycn Yamn. former <9
director of the library und current vfl
head of the centre for the history {fc,
and philosophy of science, lechnof- H , v

.
uSl'H

ogy and medicine, said the papers iragjfl
are an honour and distinction tor the *:

•aJBBI
He said the university will be i

'liberal'' regarding requests lo pub-
lish material from tne collection. ^Sj

m

Any earnings from the papers will so
towards the care of Margaret Em-
stein, the physicist's adopted MVBpB
• In Princeton the project to edit
and publish the papers nos received IMBBBBBWfcs
an interim grant from the National Einstein: committed to the Hebrew
Science Foundation of $120,749. University.

Salvador
appeals to

academics
by Dnvid Jobhins

British academics arc being asked to
help the belcagured university of El
Salvador to survive despite its two
and a hnU year occupation by foe
military. Although the campus, in-

vaded by the nrmy in June 1980 with
up to 250 deaths, remains a military
zone the government has not official-

ly closed the university.

But its budget has been frozen
except for academic salaries and staff

and students go in daily fear of the
activities of parnmilitaTy death
squads. Ten academic staff nre being
held in custody and the head of the
business faculty. Dr Francisco Penate
has not been seen since he was
driven away by armed inen five

months ago.

Despite the fears, efforts arc being
made to keep the spirit of the uni-
versity tn existence and up to 8,000
students are studying in temporary
rented accommodation. The scope of

studies is limited - laboratory equip-
ment was either destroyed in the

take over or remains inaccessible

although some students have been
able to rent private laboratories.

Academic staff are also caieful not

to risk the precarious hold of the

university on its continued existence

by teaching subjects which might en-
rage the increasingly edgy govern-
ment in San Salvador.
Dr Ernesto Vela, dean of the

humanities faculty and president of
World University Service, has called

on British academics to provide not

only financial support to help con-

tinue the university's activities but

political backing for the campaign to

persuade.the authorities lo return the

campus to the university.

There have been discussions be-

tween (he university rector and the

governing constituent assembly about

,Uie terms for restoration.

[ But the government's demands are

proving difficult for the university to

meet. They include foe physical

opening up of the campus which the

government regards as being too for-

tress-like.

The government also wants free

access for the army at all times

against the constitution.

But the most intractable demand is

that the university authorities should

promise to stop students engaging in

any form of political activity.

Dr Vela said: “This was a commit-

ment which was impossible to give".

do" contingent, named after a re-

volutionary hero. They will finish

tlieir studies working under doctors
who have volunteered to teach in the
regions. When they graduate they
will continue their service as rural

doctors for another three years.

The students have just finished a

three month intensive course prepar-
ing them for the problems they are
likely to encounter. Cuba has 117
rural and local hospitals with, only
350 doctors catering for a country-
side population of just over two mil-

lion. The government has designated
96 of them teaching hospitals.

The medical education programme
is designed to produce 20,000 gredu

tions by 1990. Most of the students
will still be concentrated in the major
towns and cities.

Already 342 trainees are working
in 35 municipal hospitals and o group
of specialists have been sent to work
with the hospitals'- medical faculties

(o raise standards. Some 106 student
doctors have graduated in Nicaragua
and three in the Western Sahara
while working with medical contin-

gents there.

The expansion programme is two-
pronged. The first involves the estab-

lishment of a “centre of excellence"

in foe form of a modem 24-storey
hospital opened . in December in

Havana.
. The hospital will train 4,000 of
Cuba's brightest medical students.

They will form the Carlos J, Finlay

contingent, named after a famous
doctor in the last century, made up
of 2,240 women. 1.184 men and the

rest students from overseas or from
nan-traditional entry routes.

The second pronn is- Hie decentra-

lization of hasic and specialist medic-

al education with the municipal hos-

pitals, as well as the rural hospitals,

.S it h It* *')! *

the translation of the scriptures into

a Slavonic language variously de-

scribed as Ola Bulgarian or Old
Macedonian and the invention of. the

Cyrillic alphabet in which to write it.

An international conference in

Sofia in June 1981, celebrating 1,300

years of Bulgarian statehood,

pointed up some interesting diverg-

ences of scholastic opinion on the

Bulgarian Macedonian issue, with,

parUcular, the Moscow historians

ng Bulgaria,, while those from

Leningrad siding.with the Yugoslavs.

Cuban'president Fidel Cnstro sees

no contradiction between lire two:

“Before to call n hospital n (caching

hospital it had to he something good,

superior, and this didn't exist. Wc
arc not saying that these hospitals

are going to teach everything, hut, if

it's a hospital for children, ft can be

converted in to a paediatric (caching

hospital or If it's a maternity home it

can teach gynaecology or obstetrics".

•These specialist and rural hospitals

arc not ekpccted to teach surgery,

for exaniplfli but are encouraged to

become- better general hospitals

through the higher quality and longer

training of the doctors.
' The ctiricnl six year general train-

ing is to be extended. At present

students specialize only after basic

training.
; .
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Paul Flather looks at the history of the Royal College of Music which is' celebrating its centenary
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It seems strange that the land of Sir

Beniamin Britten and The Beatles.

Shan Williams and Welsh choirs.

Sir reter Pears and punk rock, was

known as "das Land ohne musik”

(Ihe land without music) less than

IDO years ago. _

All that has changed. London,

wilh the Albert and Festival halls,

Covent Garden and the Coliseum, is

acknowledged as a world captial of

music and is the spiritual home of

many musicians. Radio Three is en-

wied the world over. Part of this

change is due to the Royal College

of Music, now celebrating its centen-

ary. It b one of the countre's six

main conservatoires and Britten,

Vaughan Williams, and Pears are

former pupils.

It might seem invidious to single

out the Royal College above the

other three London colleges, the

Music. But certainly no other college

Involved In the aavancment of the

art of music has been a matter of

national concern, playing a vital role

in the so-called national revival

movement to bring music back to .

this country where little had hap- Meeting at St James’s Palace on February 28 1882, to establish the Royal College of Music
pened since Purcell.

Such was the concern in Victorian and without any state subsidy. It was Jngs were erected in 1894; the former theme taken un stronclv in the
England that Prince Albert, the a popular cause that attracted wide- site is now the Royal College of appeal brochures.

§

Prince Consort, set up a Royal Com- spread support. The press gave the Organists. There have been several sir David himself is a distinguished

then at Worcester Cathedral, re-
turned to direct the King's choir, and
was then invited to return to the
Royal College as director. His
achievements have been lo put the
160 professorial staff on proper Bur-
nham rales, and administrative staffon
nationnl rates. Ife has also greatly
increased student involvement m run-
ning the college.

The RCM nims to give its students
the best training for a performing
career. Few, however, can make the
grade, so students nre also equipped
to hike up administrative and
teaching posts in music. About one
in eight applicants gets a place. The
austere climate has meant fewer
from overseas, and fewer of the poor
but talented. Entry is tough with two
boards for scholars. There are four-
year performance degrees and three-

year music degrees with annual ex-
aminations for all. Currently 6U0 stu-

dents are studying more than 3(1 in-

struments. or learning opera includ-

ing roles, languages, movement and
mime, stage fighting, speech and
make-up. About IflO take place each
year, including symphony, choral, and
chamber, recitals. There is an enthu-

siastic junior department wilh about
600 enrolled.

Sir David talks about the place of
music in society. Ihe unremitting
prnhlcm of cuts, the false economy

mission, and after several years’ de- college a warm welcome, and 77ie additions, including an extension in conductor, probably best known for of full-cost fees for overseas stu
liberation the Royal Society of Arts 7im« noted with relish that among 1964. his work wilh the King's College denis, the rising standards of young
nmniii^fl a raacnnM rmnnrt in iRm thi» firct Sn cfhnl o re “n mill nirl (tin D.«t +k« vim -l - i_ •_ /i. i._?j ...lT i__ ..“n

flUlSiCUIHS itlC cloSC ItCS with OtherSir choir in Cambridge, where he still

around the Albert Hall, and with land, and Sir Peter Pears; the com- space,
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funds from Sir C. J. Freake work
began on a purpose built training
school. It was to have 30 classrooms.

osers Sir Arthur Bliss, Sir Beniamin
Iritten, Sir George Dyson, Gustav
foist. Sir Michael Tippett, and

cmaker, and the David Willcocks, shows with a sweep has a house. He follows a distin- conservatoires especially the Royal
take high places of his hands, and a tour running up suished line of directors, begun by Academy, and his hopes "to bring
e son of a farm, and down stairs, the premises are die formidable Sir George Grove, the college firmly into the twentieth
iolin playing." hopelessly inadequate. The best way engineer, administrator, ediloT, nu- century”. He admits his tastes are—

m
-r — rs of the college to prove this is to take a ride in a ihor, educator, musical authority, somewhat conservative, but his is

the project enthusiastically, inviting have produced the conductors college lift. The chances are that at and lexicographer. Indeed, the sixth just as excited about running a new
dvlc and educational authorities to Lepold Stokowski, Sir Eugene Goos- each floor you will hear a different and most splendid yet edition of the electronics studio as having n chance
discuss the scheme at St James's sens. Sir Bernard Heinze, Sir Charles musical instrument. It is not some- New Grove musical dictionary was to repair and display some of the
Palace, with subscriptions to raise the Grove, Sir Colin Davis and Sir Alex- thine the college boasts about, but published to great acclaim Inst year, valuable historical manuscripts own-
huids. ander Gibson; the singers Dame the tact is that the space around the The list includes the composer Sir ed by the college.
A foundation stone was laid in Clara Butt, Dame Maggie Teyte, Sir lift on each floor serves as an extra Hubert Parry, who ran the college The Royal College, true lo its

1873 on a site on the exhibition land Keith Faulkner, Dame Joan Suther- practice room. Such is the premium on for 24 years, Ihe organist Sir Hugh tradition, lias never wanted state
around the Albert Hall, and with land, and Sir Peter Pears; the com- space, Allen, the composers Sir George money. Both Bullock and Falkucr
funds from Sir C. J. Freake work posers Sir Arthur Bliss, Sir Beniamin The college also desperately needs Dyson and Sir Ernest Bullock, the bnulked at asking for money from
began on a purpose built training Britten, Sir George Dyson, Gustav a new opera theatre. The present singer Sir Keith Faulkner. The cur- the Department of Education and
school. It was to have 30 classrooms, Holst, Sir Michael Tippett, and theatre and the main concert hail rent director sees himseil as more of Science for fear of losing their inde-uhool. It was to have 30 classrooms, Holst, Sir Michael
considered ample af the time, and Ralph Vaughan

the com- space. Allen, the composers Sir George money. Both Bullock and Falkucr
Beniamin The college also desperately needs Dyson and Sir Ernest Bullock, the bnulked at asking for money from
n, Gustav a new opera theatre. The present singer Sir Keith Faulkner. The cur- the Department of Education and

and Ralph Vaughan Williams and cannot be used simultaneously be- an Attlee than a Churchill, and is pcndenco. In the event Ihe delays
esign Andrew Lloya Webber; and the per- cause there is no sound-proofing. It universally liked for his hard work, may have cost the college dear. Sir
isuit- formers Julian Bream, James Gal- Is not feasible to lower the ceiling or modesty, and sheer love of the col- David in the same vein believes in

considered ample a[ the time, and Ralph Vaughan Williams and cannot be used simultaneously be- an Attlee than a Churchill, and is pcndenco. In the event ihe delays
copied from a sixteenth century design Andrew Lloya Webber; and the per- cause there is no sound-proofing. It universally liked for his hard work, may have cost Ihe college dear. Sir
flhich turned out to be totally unsuit- formers Julian Bream, James Gal- Is not feasible to lower the ceiling or modesty, and sheer love of the col- David in the same vein believes in
able for nineteenth centuTy needs. way, Julian Lloyd Webber, and John raise the roof. This is one important lege. He prefers tlie emotion of a the Thalcherite dictum that one must
The school never really flourished. Lilt, all of whom gained international reason why the college is trying to Toscanini than the cool ability of SiT pay for what one wants. Hence his

prefers the emotion of a the Thalcherite dictum that one must

The senior institution, the Royal reputations at an early age.
Academy, already 50 years old, ae- By any standards that is a
enned all negotiations for a merger, able list, and the RCM can

raise £4m. This centenary app

a formid- headed by the Prince of Wales,

n claim a so far realized about £1.660.000.

nary appeal, Adrian Boult, although his own work strong efforts to boost the appeal,
f Wales, has probably resembles the latter more, launched with a Berlioz concert last
1,660,000. His is a story of the career open to March which he conducted in the

building amme as his most im- Cornish bank manager and his wife, given £200,000 from the exchequer
Anna TViri All] nrrt- fliprnitarts rl Ita korl narfdrl mtr«k lull art Anri minlit dm

utd when the school opened it was full part in the musical national re- Sir David sees the appeal and the talents. He is one of three sons of a Albert Hall. Mrs Thatcher has in fact
short of its target of 100 scholarships, vival, and an international reputa- building programme as his most im- Cornish bank manager and his wife, given £200,000 from the exchequer
In 1882 the school Was closed and its tion, Britten alone has put English portanl challenge. The full pro- discovered he had perfect pitch when and might give more. Bui Sir David's
assets handed over to the Prince of music back on the map, although as gramme, masterminded by Sir Hugh be was. about five, after a piano great fear is over student grants, and
Wales for his plan to set up a Royal a non-institutional sort of fellow, Casson, is for a new 350-seat opera tuner pointed out he sung every note the decline in the ability of local
College of Music. At the opening in perhaps the college did not leave theatre, additional rehearsal, correctly. A visit lo London followed authorities to afford discretionary
February attended by the Prime much of an imprint on him. teaching, and private study rooms, to seek advice from a radio celebrity, awards for music students. The
Minister, Mr Gladstone, and other Today the college has two concert better student accommodation and and at nine he became a chorister at. appeal may help finance more bur-
notables, the Prince said he hoped halls, two libraries, an opera theatre, welfare, a new library complex, new Westminster Abbey. saries. But it may also be the time to
the RCM would bridge “over the an electronics studio, a museum de- record and tape facilities, and most He went to Clifton College on a look again at a 1977 Gulbenkian
Pdf: between different classes which signed to house an internationally important assistance for talented stu- music scholarship, spent a year at.the report by a committee under Lord
« is the tendency of increased wealth renowned collection of some 500 his- dents. It is, he says, an Investment in Royal College, and went to King s as Vaizey. which said it was ynsatisfac-

saries. But it may also be the time to
look again at a 1977 Gulbenkian
report By a committee under Lord
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Greater Loildon the lowest at 65 per
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authorities proportion than for the more ad-
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a jrignifi-. with concern that some centra are
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per cent gained a credit or pass.

Students who want to continue to

the BEC national must obtain a
credit unless they already have four

O levels. There is some evidence,

according to the report, that a credit

may be the harder alternative, and
that some employers and- college

staff think a pass at general level

should be adequate.

The report says there is Insuffi-

cient evidence to justify such a

change, but "there would appear to

be a significant minority demand,
which is not currently being met, for

a continuing vocational education in

business for some of the BBC gener-

al students, who do . not .
obtain a.

credit."

Most full-time students hoped to

continue with education after

finishing their course, wilh Ihe

largest number hoping to move on lo

the BEC national but others plan-

ning tp take O and A levels. Male
students were' considerably keener,

here, 67 per cent of them, than

female ones, 49 per cent. The others

hoped to find work.

derits; but quite large regional vana

tions appeared: Northern Irish slu-K Xeve tto highest paws and

.IIUUVU UIIU

But of the students who left the

1980/81 course, only 2i per cent

were in full-time education, while 50

K

er cept had full-time wprk. This

gure is likely to-be higher than if

former part-time students were ex-
cluded, since they were mainly work-
ing during the course - 15 per cent
were unemployed and 9 per cent bn
government training schemes. .

Their attitudes to the courses
strongly reflected this: only 26 per
cent oF those who found full-time

work afterwards considered their

qualification had been helpful, while

53 per cent did not. Their view was
confirmed by the employer inter-

viewees, only 16 per cent- of whom
thpught the BBC general was a bet-

ter qualification for work, then
others. ''while 66 per.cent did not,

Although a, majority of students
thought the course was worthwhile,
and an even larger majority, 83 per
cent, would recommena it to others,
a sizeable minority of part-timers, 44
per cent, found it of little or no use.

For full-timers Us usefulness must
also have been reduced by the severe
difficulty found by some colleges in

placing them on work experience:
alfnost a third of centres said they
could not find suitable places for aft

students and only just over a third of
employers Interviewed provided
them. Twenty-eight per cent were
finally left without tqem, and the
problem is likely to grow according
to the report; because of pressure
created by the Youth .Training

Scheme. .. . ,
, .

BEC general awards review. The
BEC, . Berkshire House, 168-173
High Holbom, London WC1V 7AO. 1
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Richard Allen Cave
reviews tile work of the

London Contemporary
Dance Theatre;
Kate Flint on
‘The Footpath Way’
in Oxford.

Lyrical styles
London Contemporary Dance
Theatre's recent season at Sadlers
Wells was consciously a time of
appraisal. It is fifteen years since

Robert Cohan founded Che school
and the company; ninny of his origin-

al dancers nave moved on to be
leading figures elsewhere and Cohan
himself is anxious to relinquish his

directorship to find time to teach and
to write on choreography. Moreover
a testing challenge wails on the hori-

zon - u season in New York, where
comparisons with troupes like

Martha Graham’s and Pnul Taylor's
will be inevitable.

Technically Cohan's company is on
excellent form - they tackled the

bravura tumbling, slides and leaps of
Taylor’s Esplanade with n rare dash,
and freedom th.it was exhiia rating; it

had that unselfconscious flbnndon to

the joy of movement which is the
hallmnrk of Taylor's own dancers.
Comparative newcomers to major
roles, especially Pnul Douglas and
Jonathan Lunn, proved worthy suc-

cessors to the likes of North and
Berghcsc. Where a certain unease
could be detected was surprisingly in

the programming: caution rather
than LCTD's customary flair seemed
to be the organizing principle. This
was most noticeable in the second
week that teamed Davies's Free Sel-

ling and Alston's Rainbow Bandit
with Cohan's new work Chamber
Dances. All. like the last named, Bre
chamber works in their various ways
and repay viewing in a more intimate
environment than Sadlers Wells (one
wonders why alt but workshop per-
formances have been abandoned at

the Place, LCDTs home). Davies's
beautiful work suffered particularly:

with its concern to anatomize techni-

que, exploring ways a dancer can

move from ground-hugging postures

or sustained poses through rapid

almost violent spasms and backward-
projected leaps to find a new poised

stillness, it demands a rapt attention

to the subtleties of muscular control.

Too distant a viewpoint can deny
one the right kind of focus on to

such dancing.
Of the works new to London

several lacked clarity of aim. Kuch'.s

The Brood, at attempt to refashion

Brecht's Mother Courage in the
idiom and format of one of Martha
Grnham's psychological studies, a

dreaming bade through the labyrinth

of the mind, was full of deft allusions

to the play but failed to find lucid

thematic definition in dance terms. It

became a vague study in violence

and rcmoTse, where powerful in-

cidental images - such as the mo-
ment the sons' militaristic routine

suddenly became a physical render-

ing of a swastika, or the mother
strapped to the wheel of her cart

screaming in protracted silence - did

not develop Into a consistent argu-
ment. Banncrman's Second Turning
ultimately alienated by failing too to

give definition to what remained an
intriguing but private symbolism.
Cohan's Chamber Dances liad theat-

rical impact , with his dancers glowing
in iridescent tights against a black
void, but the dance Idiom lacked
unity. Much of the choreography
seemed a development of the style

evolved for recent works like Forest,

evocative of wildlife or insects at

play, in love, and in one movement
seemingly confronting the death of
one of their kind (a haunting episode

, ,
- •.w r— — — 7

-

Michael Small and Sallie Estep In Robert Cohan's "Chamber Dances".

this, full of images of attraction,

mesmerized watching, repulsion and
indifference). But the central move-
ment, where a air] in a vast cloak

that enveloped like the night or the

sea all but the heads or arms of the

male cast as they drew her in slowly

changing tableaux to and fro across

the stage, seemed to belong to the

world of earlier Cohan works like

Masque of Separation which seek to

explore in lync&l movement some of
the primal myths that shape our con-
sciousness. Though never less than
exciting. Chamber Dances missed
achieving that profound satisfaction

in sympathy with her Son's but com-
ing at the last to find spiritual dignity
when grief and loss consume her

that Cohan can give an audience, as
in Stabat Mater, seen later in the

season, where the choreographic in-

vention achieves effortless variation

and richness around a central image
- here that of the Virgin standing
beneath the Cross, her body wracked

totally.

Cohan remains the only one of
LCDTs resident choreographers
with an unfailing sense of the drama-
tic possibilities of dance. Siobhan
Davies seems to concentrate on ever
more brilliant explorations of tech-
nical virtuosity, while North, whose
Songs and Dances graced the open-
ing programme, is finest at defining
moods of emotional unease, especial-
ly those suggestive of adolescent
yearning. His choice of Schubert’s
songs as accompaniment here was
apt but noticeably his handling of
“The Erl King” fell short of the
intensities and horror of the music;
Schubert and the eerie back-
.proiections created the drama.

Overall it was a good season that

.vein
Cortinulna Exhibitions

Until December 29. Midlands Arts
Centre, Birmingham. Jess Hand: recent
drawings.

Until December 31. Ferens Art Gal-
lery; Hull. Humberside Printmaking ex-

found the dancers perfectly matched
to their established repertoire, es-

pecially to a ranee of lyrical styles

(North. Davies, Taylor, Alston) but

showed the choreographers wanting

a confident sense of direction, or

paths that would lead to valid in-

novations in idiom.

Richard Allen Cave

The author is lecturer in English at

Bedford College, London.

In the spring the LCDT visits Vxford
(.Apollo Theatre

,
February 8 to 12);

Liverpool (Empire, February 16 to

19)

; Leeds (Grand, February 22 to

20)

; Birmingham (Hippodrome,

March 2 to 5); Glasgow (Theatre

March 15 to 23); Edinburgh& Theatre, March 22 to 26); and

ester (Royal Northern College,

April 11 to 16).

Film Socialist.

Until February 5. City

Manchester. Drawing-, leclui

pose, exhibition first shown

v Art Gallery.

'uiique and our

m at the V«A-

hlbition.

Until

Museum
December 31.

Oxfbrd. Allan G
Ashmolean
iwnne-JoneamiBBuni, uAiuru, /vuun uwynne-Jo

(1892-1982) retrospective exhibition.
UntU January 3. City Art Gallery,

York. Room for Craft; work from the
GiiQd of Lakeland Craftsmen.

Until January 7. Museum and Art Gal-
lery, Birmingham. Princely Paintings
from Mughal India.

,

Until January 8. Ikon Gallery, Birm-
ingham. Laurie Anderson: Artworks.
Also, exhibition of Paintings and drawings
by Tom Keating, used In the Channel 4
series Tom Keating on Pointers.

1

Until January 9. Serpentine Gallery.
London. Raymond Mason: coloured
sculptures, bronzes and drawings 1952—
82, '

i Uotil January 9. Museum and Art Gai-

ety Leicester. Twelve by Twelve: work
by leading contemporary prinlmakers, In-
cluding Peter Blake,

,
a retrospective of

whose work opens at the Tale Gallery In
February.

,
.

•.
* T

UrtUl January 9. Art Gallery; Wot-
eriianmWa. Painter as Photographer.

’

UntlT January 9. Art Gaifexy. Aber-
tew. Dorothy Johnstone-A.R.S.A.IM-
1980. 8? works by the artist, Including 53
oil paintings.

.

Until January 15.^Goorgc Watson’s
Cotes® Edlnbureb -Thc Stewart ! Lock-
part Chinese collection,

.

j'

; w
UntU January 22,.- Royal Albert Meino-

Jg‘ Mtiseum and Art Gallery,
,
Exeter;

7™ *5?*?"* puppets of all types.-
, UnWJatogry 22/ John Hgnsiid. 0*1*

by RM
w.

MMland Group Arts Hall, University Of &-d«n,

traits and
Vfavii pom Georgian Consort prwenr trio sonata t*

•*!¥£.?ad. •wf-porfraUa. Piunffi.- Corelli and Handel. .

„
. Until January -29. Museum and ’Art .*•

• Monday lanuarv 24. Uniwrth? of

TV. .—«— y '

oven, Brahms. . .

University .h Emx. Bertolued i Tml8*

-

df a Ridiculous Man,
;

*

w u.i],

»*«***** ^»&JS5SLS*^Ojtoy. grirt,; *S.

<Modernm, Oxford. Uopld Pasternak 1862-
1943. Other exhibitions include Rothq-ds

PuiteU, Corelli and wanoch. -
Monday January 24. Untwrtftj-“T

Ptefry Reading: Andrew Motion

tbureday January 27. Arts

New Exhibitions;

From January 1. The Cooper GaHery,

Barnsley. Big Prints.

From January 8. Ferens Art Gallery,

Hall. Sonia Lawson: Shrines of Ufe. AJ»

Wapplng Artists, selection from 55 artisu

and craftsmen.
. .

•

From January 8. Arts Centre, Abeiy*-

wylh. Quilting, Patchwork and, AppUque

1700-1982.
, ,

From January 8. Scotliah National Ce-

lery of Modern Art, Edinburgh Through

Children's Eyes. _ , .

From January 13. Library, Onore

Polytechnic. Picasso and the Theatre.

photographic and documentary maierm^

From January 15. Art Callery, wo**

verbampton. Inner Worlds. ,

Ftom January 15. Royal Museum and

Art Gallery, Canterbury’ The Engllm w
Line: a cartoon celebration. lbe 7°

‘

twenty famous cartoonists, from Uie um-

verslty of Kent’s Centre for the ?tudy o

Cartoons and Caricature. „ „ ...

From January 17. Heslington Hall, y™*

varsity of York. Leaves Sever Grow on

Trees: Max Ernst’s Hlstolre Naturelle.

Events

Ftom Wednesday January 5 to Satur-

day January 22. Contact Theft* Coo

paoy, Mxochester. Stoppaid s Rosea--,

crantz and Guildehstem are ytaa.
' Thursday January 13u
Lancaster. Medici Siring Quartet:.Haydn. .

Janadek and Brahms.
-Thursday January
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The centenary of the death of Dante

Gabriel Rossetti provides an opoor-

Sly not only for a reappraisal of A
one of the nineteenth century s most J7 I
Lificant artists but also to reflect ^

S his extraordinary .personal influ-

ence When he died in 1882 he was
|

Already the inspiration for as many

nwstenes and legends as featured in

h 5 own medievalized pictures and

noems, Such attention lias kept a

Swnd course with more general in-

EJ In the' Pre-Raphaelites: spec-

Son followed by comparative

“gleet and, of late, serious consid-

eration of influence and achieve-

m
slicb was the force of Rossetti’s

Individuality that any retrospective

assessment is dominated by it and by

bis great personal influence on his

contemporaries. When this consid-

eration is coupled with the bohe-

mian, idiosyncratic lifestyle he

affected, it becomes evident that

Rossetti was. and remains, a para-

dox He appears to be obsessed by

the mythical, the legendary, and

especially the medieval, and yet his

subject matter is nearly always per-

jjjflal. He was intensely an Italian -
'
by descent, temperament, and choice

ol subject - but was also John Bul-

tishiy English - despising foreigners,

rarely travelling abroad (never to Ita-

ly), arid even rather uncomfortable if

away from London for any length of

time.

He was the founder and chief

voice of the Pre-Raphaelite Brother-

hood but hardly used its much ^ p Ranhn(
vaunted, brilliantly colourful technt-

^re-KaPnai

ques. For most of his life he was an

extremely popular painter with a Raphaelites. The
number of wealthy and generous pat- ern Pre-Raphneli

runs, but was almost always in want thing about earl;

ol “tin". Much of his work - both dilute the enth

Portrait of a paradox
risin sc If-righteousness. The Fleshly
School of Poetry, by Robert Bucha-
nan set out to show Rossetti’s poetry
to Ite decadent and corrupt. Rossetti
soon replied with his own The Steal’

thy School of Criticism, and though

AnHr#a\x/ rirsrtrki/wn th 's exorcised some of his anger and/\nurew OOOuWyn bitterness he never really recovered.

TPAnrtmicPC l b* already morbid view of all critics
l t/ajjjjJl alaCo lUC and criticism wus intensified to the

lifp r\f Vinnik Point of paranoia.
1IIC VJl L/dlllC II was a tribute lt> the power of

f^ahi-iol Rosscili's influence that lie should be
VJaDriCl KOSSCLLl singled out for sueli an attack but it

nrt f-w ponlonfir.. was also ail indication of the nature
Ull Lite cenienary «»l Ins “bohciniiiu" repuiiiiiim. This is

nf Kio Ho nf Is confirmed, oil a lighter mite, hv Ptirtl
UI Ilia UCdLIl Madox Ford's umum l i>r a calf made

„ .... .
by Henry James on Rossetti one

in ,
.
hc conlempurary world, afternoon, liiulina the artist unswei-

r J

1

,

L
,!

irnei u
?

,“L' niL'thevul. not to mg the door himself, dressed in what

H i

bW 10 cnht,,lcc James took to l»e a dressing-gown fit
and look beyond it.

it is stgiiificant that his formal,
pictorial attempt to express social
concern through the medium of art

was Iris painting eo.K). James went
awuy saying llwl Rossetti was tljs.

uuKiing m his habits, never timk
baths and was insupportably lecher-

in dealing with the modern figure of „us. His flamboyant personality , n.-
a

_
prostitute should be sueh u failure, tense friendships and muddled h-

roinitl is not just a poor picture but nances made hi in particularly vtilncr-
louinl is not just a poor picture but nances made liiin particularly vttlner-
one that was hceitii in I S53 and still able to attack, vet this proiieness was
uncompleted at his death despite his u pan of his openness and flexibility,
work on many studies anil details. his sociability and also iris instability.

Rossetti's symbolism was fun- This latter l rail was another result
damentu ly mul cogently personal, of flic paradoxes which made up the
extended to a general frame of refer- mail in that it led so often to positive
ence through its inedievalized ton- effects. Ills dissatisfactions with the

able to attack, yet this proiieness was

The Pre-Raphaelite Ideal: detail from Rossetti’s Beata Beatrix

text. Hence a picture like flento
lietiirix depicts the moment when
Beatrice is “rant" to heaven while __
the figures of Dante mul Love look iitiod then jed him [own id more iruii-

_ c
!
n;

!

he dovc - “ombining peace and vidunl development and expression.' ' " *“ “ the Holy Ghost, bears the poppy - ||js teclmieal failings led him to
seed of dsliriuin and forgetfulness - oilier forms than oils and thus pro-

Raphaelites. The fact that the mod- their way as artists, even if they did to Beatrices hand. The spectator is jlu,Vl| soinc 0f t |ltf miy,t cuiuisite
ern Pre-Raphaelites knew almost no- all write a little and very badly. Only caught by the ecstatic expression ol work in British art and his Jmitic
thing about early Italian art did not Dante Gabriel was a tried and in- Beatrice, a combination of the in- dabbling with poetry and translation
dilute the enthusiasm with which spired writer and somehow he man- tensely physical and the spiritual, eventually produced work ol the
Rossetti had inspired them, enlhu- aged to persuade them ail that what while the 'surrounding elements ol highest standard in both At l i/vie\
siasm exemplified in the intensity of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood the picture, its figures, poppy, the t|Jmh he threw his manuscripts in
such works as Millais' Lorenzo and needed was a voice to capture the dove, expand the visionary quiilitv of her grave but. because he kept no

Royal Acndcinv led to the formation
of the I're-Uapliuelite Brotherhood:
his disMiiisfaciiiHi with the Brother-
hood then led him lown id more indi-

vidual development and expression.
Ills technical failings led him to

oilier forms than oils and thus pro-

pping and poetry - is suffused with Rossetti had inspired them, enlhu- aged to persuade
the erotic, vet it deals with a desire siasm exemplified in the intensity of the Pre-R&phae
for an ideal and intensely spiritual- such works as Millais* Lorenzo and needed was a vo
ized love. He almost never painted a Isabella, Hunt’s Rienzi and Rossetti's public's attention,

nude, male or female, nor produced own The Girlhood of Marv Virgin. The product of
auoem in which one was described. The history of the Pre-ftaohaeiile sive success was e

the picture to encapsulate love, copies, lie laid to oxunic them later,
deuth. sleep uud dreams. This wus a negative result of his

ti.j .tho. <i... . i .... >.

:male, nor produced own The Girlhood of Marv Virgin. The product of Rossetti's persua- deuth. sleep mid dreams. This was a negative result of his
a poem in which one was described, The history of the Pre-Raphaelite sive success was a literary and com- The other level of the picture is impulsive behaviour, as was the mur-
yet in the last decade of his life he Brotherhood is too well known to mercial failure. The Germ staggered almost confessional. The painting riuge of June Burden mul William
wh reviled by some as the chief need retelling and there is room here through four numbers, remarkable dramatizes the death of Lizzie Sid- Morris, because Rossetti had per-
among “the fleshly school of only for a number of details signifi- only for one or two pieces, mostly dolt who almost certainly took an winded Jane In mum- while Lizzie
poetry’’. cant to Rossetti himself. The first of Rossetti's, and including his The intentional overdose of drugs, while was still alive in order to ensure her
All Judgments of Rosseltl must be these is that he was the one who Blessed Damozel and his rather ex- Rossetti, represented by Dante, proximity to himself through Morris,

tempered by a recognition of the tired of the secrecy of the Brother- traordinary, semi-autobiographical looks on complicitly within the Lizzie then died iind Rossetti wus left

tensions that such paradoxes create hood’s initials and in revealing prose story Hand and Soul. frame, sharing in the knowledge or with the leguev of guilt and fnmtrn-
within a personality - tensions which • casually their design brought the full What marks The Germ is Rosset- her moment of death and its cause, jinn.What marks The Germ is Rosset- her moment of death and its cause, jinn.
serve to make him particularly and weight of British anti-Roman Catholic tbs vision of its potential: he was failed earthly love. Another paradox,
profoundly a Victorian. He was trap- feeling down on the group. The con- partly influenced by "tin", believing Beata Beatrix also supplies one of terms of results, is that
ped not only between the imagined notations of Brothemood were ex- there was an audience that could be the first images of whufeume to be vidcs the link hetwee;

udox. this time in

,
is that Rossetti pro-

between lwo of the
I away from the big month- known as the Pre-Ruphnelitc ideal of main movements - opposing in nuiity

quarterlies. More important- beauty. This image was largely ere- other ways - that dominated the art

aw that any “revolutionary" ated by Rossetti with nil its chrirac-. „f the close of the century. Not only
.J L.. J' .1 L u,UI« —F »n..U lib*, n tnllur" mnc. . I •> _ f _ .1 '

tad the real but between the art he tremely aggravating to the Victorian attracted away from the big month- known as the Pre-Ritphuellte ideal of nurin movements - opposing in nuuty
ws inspired toward and the demand public and its art critics were no lies and quarterlies. More important- beauty. This image was largely ere- other ways - that dominated the art
for his work from those who paid for exceptions to the rule. ly. He saw that any “revolutionary" ated by Rossetti with nil its churac-. „f the close of the century. Not only
it. Most of his patrons were The irony of this was that Rossetti - group had to have a medium through [eristics of "neck like a tower", mas- Wns he the persona! friend of the
nwvreux riches, and, In Rossetti’s himself escaped almost unscathed which to reach Its potential sym- ses of hair . and large, lunguid eyes, founder of the "arts and crafts”
ww, Philistine and unappreciative of from attack. Because of his fear of pathizers. A few years later William Lizzie Siddoll herself was piiiniecj nt movement, such as Morris, and ofw genuine value of his work: thus criticism and also his desultory way Morns and Burne Jones revived this the beginning of this trend and was writers like Ruskin who preached
he despised his patrons but could not of working. Iris pictures were hung at principle more successfully with their perhaps more often drawn in a large- socialism through art, but olso of the
oo without them. This dependence the Free Exhibition and not nt the Oxford and Cambridge Magazine, ly natural manner. U wns later mod- originators of “'art for art's sake” like
Spains why there are several ver- Royal Academy. The result was that Again Rossetti's real contribution els like Alexia Wilding. Fanny Corn- YVhistler.
sods of many of his pictures - "pot- Hunt and Millais received the brunt was the idea, he was unfortunate in. forth, and especially Jnne Morris. -|-jie extraordinary naiure of Ras-

- as Rossetti called them - of public outrage, notably Dickens’ that the group was not strong enough who became fused into an ideal or
jjel (j's influence was niajnly uttribut- •

produced simply because of the fees infamous diatribe on Millais’ Christ to execute it. beauiy through. Rossettis art. uhlc to that which makes nil artists

-

of working. Iris pictures were hung at principle more successfully with their perhaps more often drawn in a large- socialism through art, but olso of the

the Free exhibition and not nt the Oxford and Cambridge Magazine, ly natural manner. U wns later mou- originators of “'art for art's sake" like

Royal Academy. The result was that Again Rossetti's real contribution els like Alexia Wilding. Fanny Corn- Whistler.

In the House of His Parents. Through Rossetti'!
_.l_l .1 -I » Danha.lila n.nild

produced simply because of the fees infamous diatribe on Millais’ Christ to execute it. beauly through Rossetti s art. uhlc to that which makes all artists

commanded. in the House of His Parents. Through Rossetti's influence the There are many anecdotes anout extraordinary - imagination, except
Rossetti fust becnine eminent ot a This violent reaction was short- Pre-Raphaelite movement continued how Rossetti would become enrap- that he possessed that quality to a

Jfof,
toflg before he indulged In pot- lived, however, and by 1852 critical on Into a second generation through tured by the sight or u * stunner wno super-sensitive degree, what other

P^lng, when he was a particularly favour had largely returned. Letters Burne Jones, Morris, Arthur he would then accost uno insist on hnve achieved so much in urt

Mpecunlous member of the Royal written by Ruskin to The Times in Hughes, Frederick Sandys and others painting. William Moms met June nmj literature? Only Bhike. with
Arademy where they had all met. In 1851 had partly achieved this rehabk (even crossing the Atlantic through Par^ th™u

f^ i^e

nD
shareiJ

.

n
,
w,i,y 10

ft dissatisfaction with the academv litalion. In them he had explained an unlikely friendship with Charles method of acquiring beauty. Tins
flec, and recreme visuol and verbal

JMJheOnly thlrto they slncerefyshaeX not only that the Pre-Raphaelites Eliot Norton), yet kossetti’s style wa
.
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,|y informing each

^Rossetti wild condemned all iti had been misunderstood but that became quite distinct from the 1850s UP 1
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unm'«akenble in

Pdducts as ''slosh", and the fcumtlftrnf thev miaht .. as thev Rain expert- onwards.
,

between the woman ns empomer 01.
their individuality.

^school as Sir “Joshua" RevJmlds ence lav in our England the founda- His subjects remained chiefly beiiuty and mere ^ The final paradox is that Rossetti

Perhaps' the most remwkaWe- tions’ of^ school of art nobler than medieval, often either deriving from moulded to the artist£
idea Such a was terrifled by the thought of any-

“Wavement 0f the PreSadifo he world had seen for 300 years". Dante or Arthurian legend, pe re- double standardl was Mrta^n y one of one writing about him because they

Brotherhood Waathnf The. etouo reoaid Ruskin for this turned to these subjects again and the tensions which dominated Rps- w1)uId use „ os un opportunity .to
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[e re- double standard was certainly one of

1 and the tensions which dominated Ros-

form setti’s life, artistic and personal, and

The final paradox is that Rossetti

was terrified by (he thought of any-

one writing about him because they

would use it as un opportunity .to

scandalize: yet the twentieth century

has jhetter valued and appreciated

him Ihtin his own- His reputation

remained high for several years after
1^ous-.genluRofffiSpif Hisolved" This jaeal was both an intensely per- well as his paintings.

.
him Jhun his own- His reputation^ srai a? sr ssasis-is.

:

feSfts r & SS^'A?iva“ sssz
^ turning to water colour as a better

’

na- anJ The Oxford and Cambridge
thal Save kepi . Rossetti’s name be-

'

^^faction With the sincerely and 'ess technically difficult means of °r °

x„^TiDn but with z Magazine: but his first' co lection fare the World. ;

S
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.
he

y.
sincerely • expression. He did not acquire much fore iin

f suggestive of de- contained not originul work but his Rossetti was j ao sensitive about
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u
e fa^of technique diiringhis 'aWd

' of some . translations of Dante and wnfompor-
,limse|f that, he called a potential

as 8,oshv’’ and brotherhood days and •thougb
' "«- rimftnrly obsessed by the Boswell “..

.

a biographical devil

school, as “Sir throughout his Ufe was capable erf
ooftry from female and with love, ocular and.

. . . « scandnl-monaerina devil". His

J ThS»5f
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penods of intensive work the years
Eis death

' spiritual. It was 1 not until 1870 that
t,est ; biographer. Oswald Doughty,

,y
erba! humour, a 1848 to 1852 were marked by a 1
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medievali^na 'shares Rossetti actually published a coljec-
re iales „n anecdote about an anony-

Rossetti, • general effort towards galvanizing T^011®11

JJ^' nStalRio im- tion of his own work, including some mous reviewer of RossettTs work
of IhefoVial’com- others rather than himself. some ofthev ^‘

th ?entury of the son not series The House of who remarked how fond Rosciu
Bfothferbood it- .In the light of Rossettis influence putoofjh* u.

.

^ ;
wfas 0f the sldty of the Kalmufc^r-

• r
,in® young Rossetti, general enort towaras .gaivtmu.mg
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•• ffSS iMlso camnlns som, oT«* " &

flH signed; the paint- self looks less fragmented than would fuj

^ Rossetti’s otherwise appear. Too much stress ae;

*n. which was has been laid on the frivolous com- ly

Critical estimation of bjs poetry mrsi their high priests ore burnt on

is varied at least ns much as that Of their deaths and the iishes moulded
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‘ aspect of
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much stress genuine realiz^rions ejcpreM

^ ^ ^ painting but at the time of pub- by their successors (wilh Ihc.aid of

volous com- fy by Ruskin, ofihe^9 . ' Ucation it was very well received, iheirsaliva) into a stntuette.Rossctti

es as though art forms and artists. Rosse gan
receive<j rapturously la places-,

is supposed to have commented: "I

tether. What with a - seme of the powe
. . resoonsc was partly due to Ros

,

wonder, what officious kneader Will
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to have commented'. **I

stimulate and develop ideas
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his personal T/le author Is an. English lecturer as

reinterpret the
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his earliest work.Is symbolic
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The need for a lay ministry

Eric Homberger chooses Walter bel
Benjamin’s Illuminations

While not quite sepia tinted, the Moscow, keepers of the Stalinist a Lutheran pastor and theologian,

faces of 1968 - Dubcek, Martin orthodoxy, and to Max Horkhelm- Dietrich Bonhoeffer, has turned out

Luther King, Robert Kennedy, er, editor of Zetischrfft filr Sozial* to be one of the most influential

Eugene McCarthy - do not belong forschung. The essay was insuffl- figures in contemporary Christianity,

to now lime, nor yet to the historic clently Marxist for Das Wort, and "c was one t *ie Yei7 *ew 9?rman

pul. far loo much so for Horkheimer. churchmen " l'° “In“ f£",E
UmtawodiiatM today, who dls- .. . (he Nazis to the length of joining the

John Macquarrie suggests

that the relationship

between Church and state

ought to change

far too much so Tor Horkheimer.
Benjamin’s temper as a critic

A Lutheran pastor and theologian,

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, has turned out

to be one of the most influential

figures in contemporary Christianity,

lie was one of the very few German
churchmen who carried opposition to

the belly-aching of John showed Itself most faithfully In

Osborne’s Jimmy Porter because he - The Capital of the

reminds them of the boring leftwin- Nineteenth Century.'* This was (he

gers at student union meelngs, are famous outline or “exposl" which

separated (born their 40-year-old Beqjnmln wrote for the Institut far

tutors at university by a chasm of Sozlalforschung In 1935, In which

historical experience. The heart of he explained the proposed Pas-

Ihat experience wos defined In 1968. sagenarbelt, the study of Baudelaire

The war in Vietnam, the assassin a- and the arcades of Paris upon which

lions of Martin Luther King mid he had been working for years, and

Robert Kennedy, the student de- which was to keep him In Paris

monstralions at universities, Ike fac-

tory occupations, and Ihcn, In Au*
longer than caution dictated. The
rejection of the 1935 “export" by

gust, the Russian occupation of Adorno and Horkheimer was lutcr

Czechoslovakia, came like portents heavily criticized by the German
of (he apocalypse. I wns In Cum- New tail. Adorno’s point was that

bridge In 1968, working on a thesis it appeared to him (hat Reqjamtn

on Ezra Pound, and helping to edit hoped, through the simple act of

underground resistance movement
and even of being involved in the

unsuccessful attempt to assassinate

-Adolf Hitler. He was executed at 39

years of age in the closing days of

the Second World War. In a few

years, he had become world famous,

hot only as a Christian martyr but as

the author of his posthumous Letters

and Papers from Prison, expounding
the vision of a modern Christianity

that would be deeply involved in the

affairs of the world.

There arc many forms of Christian

discipleship. Bonhoeffer chose poli-

tical disciplcship. Unfortunately, his

theological reflections on the subject

remained sketchy mid incoherent,

but it is important to remember that

the Cambridge Review. Juxtaposition, that the contradlc-

What seemed most original In the Hons of- the age would reveal them-

sensibility of 1968 was the way spe- selves. The essenHally poetic nature

clflc, discrete complaints and obscs- of what Benjamin proposed was un-

slons, from racism to sexual oppres- acceptable to tbe social scientists In

don, the cofd war, atomic weapons, the Institut. But In Ills characteristic

Hie police and paternalistic universl- way Benjamin went even farther:

ly administrations, assumed a place Ills ideal mode of criticism was
In a larger, generalized sense of made up almost wholly of quota-

outrage at (he status quo. The new tions, poetic Images, and, In Susan

his motivation was genuinely theolo-

gical. He had not abandoned religion

For politics, but remained to the end

culture heroes were of synoptic in-

telligence, able to link widely di-

verse layers of experience with en-

thusiasm and much-debated cose.

Duck-Morss’s phrase, “data parti-

cles,
1’* with commentary reduced to

the barest minimum. Adorno felt

the techniques of Benjamin's 1935

For some 1968 was also the year “export" were Insufficiently dlalec-

af Walter Bertfamln. His lUnmhta- Heal. A mechanical Juxtaposition

lions appeared In New York, trans- seemed to replace critical analysis,

laled by Harry Zohn, and with an Benjamin's revised texts on Baude-
Intreduction by Hannah Arendt who lalre, “The Paris of the Second

.
had known Benjamin In Paris In the Empire In Baudelaire" and “Some
(93fa. Benjamin died In 1940, a Motifs In Baudelaire” go far to-

Jewish refagee who had come to a wards responding to Adorno’s cri-

state of nikklal despair at being tidsm. Yet I kept returning to. the

denied entry to Spain. He rightly earlier version, which appeared in

dreaded arrest by the Gestapo or the New Left Review In 1968; ,R
their enthusiastic collaborators In revealed Benjamin’s Inspiration In

the French police. During his life- an unmedlnted and perhaps less

time Benjamin was mostly l(nown as cautious form.. ...... u
a man. of. tellers. He traiiatated- . Benjamin was not “one of us".

Proust and Baudelaire Into German, Nothing was more alien to him than
published two scholarly books, and tbe aggressive, querulous absolutism

devoted himself to writing essays on or the 1968 sensibility. For those

French' and German Hteralure, Un- .. who read him then,. Illuminations

111. Hitler came' to power in 1933 seemed'to suggest the shape of a
Benjamin published In German new kind of literary Intellectual. It

periodicals; afterwards, with the was hardly what 1968 wanted. No
rtnandsl assistance of (he Institut activist, Benjamin was Wedded to

Nr Sozlalforschung, his work the high bourgeois culture of MUT

appeared In emlgrt periodicals. He tihuropa. By temperament a coliec-

wa$ a friend and admirer of Brecht; tor of books and quotations, he was
T. W. Adorno was Benjamin’s dls- a man who took delight hi small

dpie.and later cr I lie; and Gcrshom objects which could open a way to

Scbokm tried far years to, extend the larger, dowdier meanings .of bur
Beqjamtn's Interest fa. Jewish' mys-. culture and heritage. As the mind of
tlclun. His woric pleased nb one all 1968 straggled (o hold together the
the tlmej and Benjamin, given to diverse and contradictory skeins of
reticence add secrecy, - withheld' our protest, Benjamin was there as
parts of himself from, each of hfa an example of terrifying integrity,

friends. But the fortunate survival: '

. -A lot of what might have been
of Ua correspondence with Adorno learned from him In 1968 took years

und ScHoIctn, and the tunes Brecht fa rink fa. By. Ihe time New Left

Jookoftlbelr conversations, ^ mske.il Books published hU three texts on
pwfabte' Ip reconstruct Hie trans- Baudelaire In 19^3, other currents

forjpWlopx Qf Beqjamln's thought, within Marxism were emerging,

tjnd life irelatloni to hta ednierapor- Structuralism, fa -all Us, protean

arte* Both Adorno and Brecht de-- fapeefa, confirmed -the suspicion' In

the rhystktem'fa-BeqJaTnln’s Marxist circles fa Britain that Ben-

• work, Foj^ . Schrfem . hli ’ friend’s jamlri ' was too dilettantish and
Marxism \ Wgs hart thw

; v?hn|ty; . Idiosyncratic, and iiisufOdehtly fa-

unfariuaa^ ; Influence , of Bfacht. rtofa In hlft dialectical materialism,

faidjaipfa : : sought to . keep
;

j- these The' ' tieW
, nfanbf

1

ihe; moment rMr
mutfally explustrc idkghfaccslri d|- Louis ..AKhusser. gravedlgger of
alec deal rafatlodshlp. to each other; Marxist humanism. Id BcnJqrnlb’fl

Somefaliifi of (ha same poise; char- Jfdxeirr-Jtke impendence, : InNli
SKjtmes aLj bf Benjamin’s best drk AufttyUp and intellectual, pass!op, he

:

iIcbJ wiling. Benjamin hoped that was ;«•' reproach anfian exafapfai a

:

jits /assays wofad. be regarded 'w true l|)tellectijal; - am falrifectijal

genuinely Marxist. Tire “Ec*faFa,s- herb.- '
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Brazilian essay on *TTie Work of The aulhdr ls

a devout believer who saw his Christ-

ian vacation within the political con-
text.

Bonhoeffer has caught the im-
agination of so many contemporary
Christians because his attraction to

politics seems to chime in with much
of the religious temper of our time.

Christianity has become markedly
more politicized in the past few de-

cades (and there have been parallel

developments in Islam and Buddh-
ism). One has to think only of the

increasingly political stance of the

World Council of Churches, of the

liberation theology of South Amer-
ican Roman Catholics, or of the poli-

tical clout wielded by conservative

evangelicals in the United States.

Religion and politics can never be
kept entirely separate, but for better

or worse, religion is becoming in-

creasingly politicized in our day.

Clearly, there are many
.
reasons

that justify religious involvement in

political affairs. Christianity (and

ten into the constitution, as in the

United States and many other mod-
ern countries, or it may just have

developed gradually as in Eng-

land. While the Church of England is-

estabtished, the ties with the stale

have gradually been loosened. For

instance, the Church now has free-

dom in the ordering of its worship

and a say in the appointment of its

bishops. On the otherhand, the state

has in many matters, such as divorce

and abortion, gone its own way in

disregard of the Church’s teaching,

and although 20 bishops still sit

in the House of Lords, their political

influence is negligible. On the whole,

both Church ana state have bene-

fited from (he distance that has been
placed between them, so one must
ask whether recent religious incur-

sions into politics may not be putting

the clock back.

It may be useful at this point to

get some historical perspective on
me question.

In the earliest days of Christianity,

any direct political activity by tne

Church was out of the question. It

existed as an alienated group on the

fringes of society and was from time
to time subjected to persecution. Yet
in these small Christian communities
new kinds of human relationships

were being established and old bar-

presumably other religions as well)

aim at the salvation ofhuman beings Bonhoeffer: vocation and politics
and any idea of salvation must touch
on the whole of human life. Human
beings need to. be saved in their

political as well as in their private

dealings. We recognize more clearly

.today than perhaps people .did in

earlier limes how much structures

and institutions go into the shaping
of Human lives so that it is hard to
see how there could be any salvation

or wholeness for individuals without
a -corresponding renovation of the

Mitd, political and economic struc-

.
lures in which their lives are set and
with which they interact at unnumer-
able -points. Individual salvation,

-Irrespective of sociopolitical consid-
erations, would be possible only if

that salvation', were understood in

'purely other-worldly terms, really as
-an. escapq- from this world rather
than q ' process which

,
must at least

-

begin in this world, even if its final

consummation is elsewhere, Christ-
• Ians have become more conscious of.
.the need to -relate; the concept of
salvation to our lives' here 1 and now.
Partly, |his may be dbe to the Marx-
ist criticism that religion has been fa
concerned with the hereafter that it

has been Indifferent to injustice in
thd here and now. partly .it Is due to
the steady match of secularization
which hits affected even the religious

.understanding. butftarttyi tuviThag
•i
been aiic-jo the' recognition that if.

riers between ethnic groups, the so-
cial classes and the sexes were break-
ing down. The Letter to the Ephe-
sians in the New Testament gives us
a fascinating glimpse of such a com-
munity. The Church in those days
was to society as a whole like a
leaven in the lump, but was not
seeking to be the lump itself.

Perhaps this is how it is most effec-
tive in influencing society - simply by
showing that there is another and
better way. This may still be true.

Perhaps it is In - obscure congrega-
tions where the work of reconcina- •

tion is going on in the back streets of
New York or- Birmingham that we
find the spearhead of the religious .

transformation of society, rather than
in the noisy pressure groups protest-
ing against multinational corpora-,
tions or abortion or whatever hap-
pens

.
to be the current obsession of

politically minded ecclesiastics,

when Constantine was converted
to Christianity, a hew relationship
between the Church and the Roman
Empire came about. Church and
state had now become allies. The
churdi historian 6f those days,
Eusebius, has. been.. called.- the first
political theologian, -and he did not
hesitate to couple the names of God

tion; It may nofbe abandoned as evil
.OT;«g^ed

:
rt rimplyia stag? In ihe

•human pjlgnmart to, a spirimal goal.
; but de«jrvcj as-Gotl s crcahon. to.be:
- treaiedAwih-respect ind rmnllded in
.'all rtfcdimensiqhsj including the. poll.
' tfichl on#;.1

;
towtjtfd th? end of promo r-

- Thu Whrtlehfttc iVir' - calvii(,Xn f »»»

Art fa the Age of Mechfartcql Re* - of Engtlsh and American Stiipies^di.

production" wns sent (o Das Wort In the Unlvenlty of RaU Angtid* .
'

,

.sppara(ion:bf

With choirs and hymns,, they extolled
first, of all-God; then they also cele-
brated the. pious Empetor." The
c om relation between Church and
shite became the general pattern in.'
Europe for;

, many, centuries, Cran-.

:

.fe2W the' chief .architect of

.

; fhe.ppsLRefounatloh: Church of En-
1

«qc?‘^ a
u
8‘?

bser^.erit W-Ufa slate.

.
s Had ever been, A : mainly

syn^tlmtlo.bfaferapheT felt bound fa
1

v« *5 • Pvrasc iOod and the

SjS cdnUrtU^Uy in Crap-

;

'• indeed fare
>?Rr hfaV'to-; write, th? name of the
Almighty. WithOirt bracketing'll Wjth

that of Henry VIII." He also de-
clares: “There was hardly a page in

the sacred scriptures which Cranmer
and his colleagues were not prepared
to pervert to the greater glory of
King Henry.” In Geneva, an equally
close alliance of Church and state

took a different form. There, the
church dominated the civil authority
and Calvin’s dictatorship in the city

must be reckoned one of the most
repressive in history, comparable
only perhaps to the tyranny of the

Papal States before the liberation of

Italy. On the whole, the story of the

Church's involvement in politics dur-

'

ing many centuries of European his-

tory is a depressing one. As a group
and with few exceptions, ecclesiastics

have shown themselves to be sing-

ularly inept in political matters. I

shall suggest some reasons far this in

a moment.
But meanwhile, the picture has to

be corrected slightly by mentioning

the achievements of laymen. 1o
some extent, these redeem the fail-

ings of the clergy. In England, for

instance, one would have to take

account of the work of men like

Lord Shaftesbury and William Wil-

berforce, men whose Christian vision

was combined with a grasp of politic-

_al realities, so that they were able to

'accomplish advances in cutting down
social evils and humanizing tne con-

ditions of life for many of their con-

temporaries. But these men got their

original vision in the Christian con-S'on, which I have already de-

as ’’the spearhead of the reli-

gious transformation of society," and

seems to me far more important and

effective than the ecclesiastical

assembly with its portentous but

frequently dubious pronouncements.

In other words, a community of

genuine vision and reconciliation,

even if it is struggling for survival on

the margin of society, is likely to be

more effective than the report of

some high-powered commission-

We have seen that today we are

living in a time when separation of

Church and state is regarded as desir-

able in most democratic socleties.Tnis

Is understandable considering jhc

many unhappy consequences that

arose from the ofton unholy alliance

between church and state In the past.

Yet it does not allow for the justifi-

able efforts of Christians (and adhe-

rents of other religions) to bring

something of their vision of a recon-

died and humanized society into tne

political processes of their time.

gion cannot and should not be kep 1

altogether separate from politics, ana

these varied and confused attempt

to introduce religious considerations

into the political debate whichi

we

can see at the present tune are »

proof of this. But we still have to

Work out a new relationship between

.

Church and State, to take the p‘ace

of the old one; «
One guideline seems to emerge. *

there is a political ministry «
Church, it is a lay ministry. Clencs

are politically too naive, for nu»l “

them have no first hand acquaintance

with Industry or commerce or&°
fl

eminent. They also suffer ftJJJ.

weakness for ethical absolutes.which

they apply, without regard to the .

latlvities of particular-

Finally, as representative perso

. who cannot simply s^kas“^J
viduals, they must hold .

thoms
i,rtv

open to all and cannot take ujp W ^
: positions. That Is why 'Engli^-ia*

rightly debars priests Pa

particular polides but to make

!
pie : sensitive tp enlianws

: what diminishes
.
a truly human

.- Frpm then on,; the
:

laity

over. A
.

few active and InteU 8e .

'

laypeople involved- in lhe ,P£
ntcI1.

;
process are worth * i

thousand ^ te^

tiotis
.;
utterances by, bishops

j
synods. •

• ^
• 77te author is Lady
sar:of Divinity at Christ Church,

, fortC .
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The report of the independent com-

mission which I chaired on the

‘‘North-South” question was pub-

33fa early
4
1980. Since tRen,

much has happened to merit farther

discussion; we intend to publish an

additional document early next year

to update our findings and1 to recom-

mfind specific action in the light of

more recent developments.

In our original report, we summa-

rized our concern about the prevail-

jng situation and prospects. This is

ufiat we had to say: “Current trends

Mint to a sombre future for the

£nrid economy and international re-

lations. A painful outlook for the

poorer countries with no end to

poverty and hunger, continuing

world stagnation combined with in- \ impicmemauon or emergency mca-

flaticwi’ international monetary dis- \
sures - without delay and without

order; mounting debts and deficits; Willy Brandt On the \
waiting for the results of Global

n«ntpriinniam‘ major tensions be- & , , , \ Negotiations which will in any case

tween countri'es competing for ener- Steps Which Should be \ take several years. These emergency

ot food and raw materials; growing taken now with \^ measures should include the creation

SSrld population and more unem- V^ \ of *e requisite institutional improve-

alovment In North and South; in- regard tO the \ ments lo deal with investments in the

Seasing threats to the environment North-South DialnmiP \W encr*y
,^
aQr ’ ^abUization of

Je international commons A>,uri11 dialogue commodity markets, and a substan-

thiough deforestation and desertifica- rial Increase in the transfer of re-

Z overfishing and overgrazing, the i0urc^ >
n iuuPP

ort
,

°r
§

dwelopina

Ktion of the air and water. And countries. Obviously, this woul5

ra«"
y,hin8 ’ ,he

T71™
nd

d™ sssjtks .itierpencv mpdcurpci i*ljAiiC1 &CAitJ mcdhui -p-j-gaaaja
the irreversible destruction of their

_ _

®[n t^js context the report of the
ecological systems; many more face course. Our difficulties are not dent Commission will be meeting national programme may be a partial ’independent Commission on Dis-
growmg food deficits and possibly accidental, nor do they result from again in Canada soon at the invita- shift of budgetary funds from the armament and Security Issues” under

steps to set in train the long overdue
Global Negotiations and the imple-
mentation of emergency measures.
(Global Negotiations, within the

framework of the United nations, of
course, is the name of a most ambi-
tious project to discuss all North-
South issues among all countries at

the same time. This would mean that

no single problem, for example (lie

energy or the debt problem, is to be
he viewed in isolation without con-
sideration of other relevant ques-
tions.)

An initiative by interested coun-
tries to convene nn international eco-
nomic conference to discuss propos-
als for immediate steps towards the
implementation of emergency mea-
sures - without delay and without
waiting for the results of Global
Negotiations which will in any case
take several years. These emergency
measures should include the creation

of the requisite institutional improve-
ments lo deal with investments in the
energy sector, the stabilization of
commodity markets, and a substan-

tial Increase in the transfer of re-

source in support of developing
countries. Obviously, this would
amount to actually taking steps to-

wards the creation of what some like

to call the New International Econo-
mic Order, n system of international

relations acceptable to the groat

majority of countries and not biased

against the weaker nations.

defaults by major debtors or bank between ourselves and the environ- ing, there will be a draft text to away when many more people will published earlier this year and
failures; a deepening recession under ment and resources from which we winch two London-based Commis- urge world leaders to stopor at least to among other important items clabo-
KKsible energy shortages or farther live. sion members, Mr Edward Heath reduce the military folly. The responsi- rates on the economic impact or
failures of international cooperation; The adoption of measures and and Mr Sundi Ramphal, Secretary- ble leaders in East and West must military expenditures. The report
bo intensified struggle for spheres of policies inspired by dreams from General of the Commonwealth, aTe .finally understand that their spending points out how ibis burden is begin

-

influence, or for control over re- days gone by and already once making major contributions. on arms does not increase but actually ning to strain even the wealthiest
sources, leading to military conflicts, proven disastrous - such as we are

'ri*~ :—* — -f — —* *—*- *--• =* —

—

1 1— ' 1implementation an reduces their countries' security, economies and how it increasingly
The 1980s” - wc concluded - “could now witnessing in various parts of emergency programme is even more Moreover, only an end to the arms race threatens the stability of societies
witness even greater catastrophes the world, in Eastern and Western urgent today than it was at the be- will provide them with the chance to and regimes irrespective of their

than the 1930s. industrialized countries and in de- ginning of 1980. Its implementation overcome the economic crisis afflicting ideology or political system.
. This was written before the inva- veloping countries - simply repre- implies the creation of considerably all our societies. This may sound overambitious and
tion of Afghanistan, the outbreak of sents a desperate fling of a kind more employment in the developing Hence, we should make sure in some people may call it unrealistic,
war between Iran and Iraq, the other which is doomed to failure. The countries through the opening of good time that a reduction in milit- But we shall not solve any important
dangerous conflicts in the Middle sooner we realize this, the sooner we markets and with the aid of substan- ary spending will indeed mean a con- problem by listening to.the advocates

can start with a different approach, tially higher financial flows to that siderable increase in funds for de-

There is no escape from the fact part of the world. A proper choice of velopment purposes. We need to

.
. —. . - ary spending

East and in Africa, the political tur- can start with a different approach, tially higher financial flows to that siderable increase in
moll in Poland, mounting tensions in There is no escape from the fact part of the world. A proper choice of velopment purposes.
Central America, - to mention just that our basic problems are indeed technologies in both agriculture and emphasize tnis pointtechnologies point and to make it

tome of the major recent events global: soil erosion is taking place manufacturing would permit a con- part of the agenda for negotiations
which have rendered international everywhere, not simply in the de- siderable increase in employment. on arms limitation.

;

relations so complex. veloping countries: it Is now even An accelerated process of econo- The sooner we shift our priorities.

Bat current trends need not con
veloping countries: it Is now even An accelerated process of econo- The sooner we shift our priorities,

threatening the bread basket of mlc activities in developing countries the better our chance- to make the
,1 . 1. 4 r\-f !_ . !1 I .1 —r ..luntlnn pliih Imnl.M On infl»r_

wai nanons, even on grounds of overfishing is a world-wide problem; equipment needei
Klwqlertst, can join in the common and so on. And despite the present of production will
tetf’ Of ensuring survival, to make abatement of the energy crisis - with main, from the i

uk world more peaceful and less some predictions that oil prices may tries. And to a
u^*rta'n ‘ fall to a much lower level - ihe times orders would go
JHowever, a fundamental change in of cheap oil arc gone forever. And branches of indiu
relations between North and South fortunately so, one might add be- utilization Is low.

88
£
elween East and West is cause cheap oil - while fuelling the A new initiativi

wwallo this task. Resistance to this unprecedented boom of the post-war increase our coo

ot production will be ordered, in the the change acceptable also to many
main, from the industrialized coun- of the people affected by it. -

tries. And to a large extent, these We really cannot go on .spending

fall to a much lower level - Ihe times orders would go to exactly those much more on military research and understai

of cheap oil arc gone forever. And branches of industry where capacity development efforts than tor Jicw pro Diem.

A new initiative designed to vastly proi

ray systems and Increased food

auction combined. To accomplish

This may sound overambitious and
some people may call it unrealistic.

But we shall not solve any important
problem by listening to the advocates
of “pragmatic realism .

There will be little hope as long as-

we do not accept that we face a

fundamentally new problem, the
problem of mankind's survival. We
need new efforts to organize global

cooperation since there is no hope in

purely national solutions and not

even solutions within their own com-
munities. What we need is the will to

face the future instead of fighting the

foes of yesterday.
. Let us then au make the effort to .

understand the fall dimension of our
problem. Let us not run away from
the task; let us face the future with

an impending stabilization of world

, ..VM.UH.l.w IV nil.' UlipiVVtUVIHVU UW11I VI IHV nu. imvivwiu
toon the increase as govern- years - simultaneously blinded us to fight ui

and the general public show a the rapid deterioration In the world's would ha

• fi» t0Ward
?
e5CQptom and flee environment and material base. making b

” hoping to solve to- Similarly, there has been an insane explosion
1

Uiv S brnh Pinn unth L. n - .1 IJ_ ...Sv* 5
e ” hoping to solve to-

5 problems with yesterday’s solu-
do not think that they have a

ounce to succeed, •
. r*v“. succeea.- whose mfianitude is almost imposst- avauaoie numan capiuu . ivowoiwi uauuymu -- ~

jmfd-looking policies applied ble to grip? World wide military and development should I be increased actually reduemg our chances for sur- ^
coordination; expenditure this year will reach ab- in order to obtain a better, under- vvaJ . . .

R
the* primary question of

^J/hted bilateral agreements; out • £410,000m, and this does standing of what types of energy to we oday
^

face a tows^on tne

protectionism and competi- not even include the inevitable unex- use and how to cope with erosion, renewed ten nw
0|H-fashioned tions^they will find that there exists

^e^uatfans this has all hap- peeled costs. All this Is taking place desertification, pollution, and other wotW' * te™ ft
^

wltich in ibal wa«
®n<1 it ended in diaas- while we are threatened by other pressing problems. It Is obvious faat

^ant oroblem wor?d economy. But it they continue
K^Jhisto today accompanied developments perhaps even more se- to a large extent this work wjj

jffiJJ JoHcies in

1

aif other to think that equity will come auto-
Objectively rlpus than the devastating arsenal to be ^jn^I^ingcontnes determining

^u^nob^y cin deny ma^y ^from^.-tecbiucal.splu.
d’ “light lead to with a potential sufficient to destroy and involving their own

and oravilv of the con- tions, then the underlying tensions

^ffiin ls5te?'
‘

fh“ time - our Pla^ several ,lmes over - For tfSK.1 S Zl iSSSfiSfnd w«l SSSh wSl not be removed nor Ihe id-

Ofcourse. environmental crises are ment - boA manvra^isrt«Sy between the equities redressed.; , •.

not new. On every common, mere oe requirou
It has lost its predomi- Far too many academics m uie

are traces of civilizations which proved sectors and in nwg °f

jjj Sc?for aTl’ those who try to under- world are not purging productive

unable to cope with the forces of world.
;
Sub

5
tantial investments will

research, 'nicir tkfeaU are wasted.on

MBkat

•

OI
<
m»nKina -

not new. un every connnem, mere « ibjuiw.

'Uod rtindki
e

’ ^etore was man- are traces of civilizations which proved sectors and -in i

orUv Sin ft?,

deatraying itself, not unable to cope with tbe forces of world. .Substantii

Waaimf? u
tea

)
lit °* tiie world-

,
environmental decay. Today, bowcv- be needed for m

*mt ato° as a result of or, the pace and scale of change ' reforestation and
^.u^conironed, exoloitation and mdIm a fundamental difference, btlize populationr^S^ed.expfoitation and makes a fundamental difference. ?

liz® BT'S?!SLSre rf tta KviiKr to our - inosl pressing orbit while we rfiould be using Ihern

S^.-of,.the,
85'obai- reiource- Never before has world ppputotlon dwarMJy tire

-Sobl2m”
'

-
.

to broaden our .twderstan^ng of
;

‘ increased so rapidly; never before energy sector.
^utSSna^SmeSt

P
to immediately practical steps an global - interdependent - problems

pretonf^o^h^t °f hjl,. we seem at have pressures accumulated so quick- vestment and
? raent d,a l-

: emergency programme on. finanro, nntl ,lo put appropriate ^ ^
BBwSife rftiing the two - ly; never before have we such little ffifeueiW and food. - should be .hands pf the mftlfona of poor and

'dangerous man- time to act. • ;. -Stolid atforthcoming Internation- Jmh peopte.^•
'dangerous man- time to act.

*

' to invest In our Traditional policy

!COnsutoe in the obviously inadequate

•

.
tfaito ®n arrQs. Asa day’s challenge of glc

-° death Mere adjustments

any fine tuning of economic pohey requlrementt »»»
tho . Cancun. mrttmg /of Cfafo^

a measures. A wtole new approach is ActartfeButfti b gs
•

|9Bn ,ha( fast SummitJcetirig of

LfalversirieS pur$ue a special task!

they must continue fa promote _an

enlightened fafeinationalisth ui order

to strengthen the underslandmc and

the perception of world problems

and -thilr complex interrelated na-

ture.
1

'

October

,• '^Teior deuAi^.Z 1 '.countries’

infor-

roal-

=res. A wnoie new
Unk that

The "NortfaSouth”
.

Report pro- exists hon our world-^de

vided a blueprint for important ele- nomic ens

ment, of «ucf a new poltay. alttoug, gjlJ » S J,

m 4-J5JS;~ Sus paTof SI

the initiative

‘

-b'i

'

yr. 1 liohr of develoDments since its pub- solve tne prowsm.w*

,a^ lntetre|ftted, of. uStion. To that end, the Indepen- necessary capital as part

South: A Programme, for Survival

Tills lecture MW originally delivered at

the University of Leeds., ... ,

U1C rapiu UClCnUIHUUll UI UlC ««IIU a wuiuu HOTS, , "
, TV nnlitlfal unll whirh tc IllrlrinD Th^

environment and material base. makine better use of the “education to our survival are becoming more political will wnicn is taciang. ine .-

Similarly there has been an insane explosion” of the 1960s. It would be formidable while perceived military difficulties do not lie in the environ-

onTe^ bitiBKp ESflbk if we did not make threats are becoming more and more mental constraints of arti a “final

ofarms7or*Sn°?”,a built-up modtm of our investment in the absurd. We must realize that the stage” hit dongjhe road leading

whose magnitude is almost impossE available "human capital”. Research tiwHtaondl way of ro«hng to them is ^ards it; x.f an economic
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When Thomas Cranmer. during the
closing years of Henry VIII’s reign.

stales together at a time when eeniri- volutionary activity since, by defini

fugal forces were nulling powerfully tion, the governments which initiate

in the opposite directiun, hud no it cannot come within the category of

alternative but to strengthen and ex- "subordinate groups". Zagorin is not

pund their authority. In doing so entirely at ease with his own defini-

they swept aside individual and lion, however, since in an unguarded

corporate liberties and (as with the moment he refers to “a counter-

Stuarts) asserted an absolute pre- revolutionary revolution", and one of

rogalivc which overrode legal nr con- the weaknesses of what is otherwise

vcnlionut restraints upon their free-

dom of action. They were driven by
a major and important work is its

failure to deal with the aims, policies

IJaevJiJv.vs - **..•-• v-Ts~-2fV'

li»i§sii
necessity, but their subjects could and assumptions of rulers to the

not he expected tamely to acquiesce same extent as it does with those of

in the extinction of rights that their subjects. “Counter-revolution" may
forefathers had fought hard to win. be n contradiction in terms, but

The tension between (he expanding although Zagorin enn banish it from

authority of the ruler and the eon- his terminology he cannot destroy it

trading liberties of the subject ere- as a phenomenon - and one that
was compiling a hook of model scr- alcd a highly charged atmosphere, cries out for analysis,

mans for the instruction of the king’s ami the addition of religious, social In the section on “Conspectus,
subjects, he included a homily on and economic discontent could easily typology, causality”, Zagorin sug-
ohedience. In this he emphasized provide the spark which set the gests that revolutionary activity in

that the earthly order, no less than whole thing alight. Despite homilies early modern Europe can be divided
the heavenly, was of divine inslitu- oil obedience the subjects of early into five main categories. First there
tinn, null that “the high power and modern rulers were repeatedly en- nrc conspiracies and coups d'etat,

authority of kings, with their making gaged in rebel I ions, large and small , which were mainly confined to the
of laws,_ judgments and officers, tire and the major monarchies of Eng- urislocrntic elements of the doduIb
the ortliriaiiees not of man but of land. France and Spain all underwent tion. Then conic urban re
Ciod". To such divinely instituted an- periods of convulsion. and agrarian rebellions, which were

the ordinances not of man but of
God”. To such divinely instituted au-
thority there could he no legitimate

opposition. Even if the ruler curn-

ntnnded something clearly contrary

tion. Then conic urban rebellions

and agrarian rebellions, which were
directed against either local oppres-

sors or the more distant crown. The
mnnded something clearly contrary Marxist historians interpret these fourth category consists of provincial,
to the law of find, the -subject was events as evidence of the death regional and separatist rebellions,
not to go beyond a passive refusal to throes of the old "Feudal” society while the fifth comprises “kingdom-
ohey; fie should on no account “‘re- and the birth of a new, capitalist wide civil war against monarchies
sisl violently or rebel . . . or make order. The big advantage of such an based on noble ana aristocratic lead
any insurrection, sedition or interpretation is its all-inclusiveness, ership and involving the entire socie
tumults”. Active opposition would but it depends upon assumptions ty”. Before turning to examine these
lead him into “the most detestable whicli not ull historians are ready to categories through specific examples
vice of rebellion" which, since it was accept. Perez Zagorin is one of Zagorin has n chapter entitled "Re-
an offence against God’s anointed, these, and in his latest work he de- volutionary contexts” in which he The Norfolk rising of 1547: “An Assembly In Kelt’s Camp”.
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nounecs Marxist historical scho- analyses tne nature of early modern -—— - • —
ihere was nothing exceptional ab- lurehip on the grounds that it “has societies. This is first-class, and has .... ...
*
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ounrfs 11,3,11 > societies. This is first-class, and has was an appeal to the powers-that-be impetus of events to formulate
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lo
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m,Pose a m utdating the advantage of summing up. in a to restrain their avarice and abide theories of resistance which went
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S and
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10 lhe succ,n? a
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ntCauthoritative manner, a within the bounds of convention, beyond hitherto accepted limits. In

n»umntinn« Jlh SLEnE? •
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V
de,lce

|TS0? B™1 deal of the w°rk that has been Much the same was true of urban all four cases the aristocratic leaden

3222? ^nLre !.
,,|cn,0UI mcthods of « carried out over the last decade or revolts. In Pfirigueux, for instance, of the revolt saw their aims and

IE" “Pi?

I

,
. . .

so. Returning to the attack upon the the basically loyalist attitude of the achievements threatened by the em-
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noWn ° Marxists, Zagonn emphasizes that rebels was indicated by their rallying ergence of popular radicalism, often

^
eyZi^01 “ft St the_ political communities of this cry of “Long live the king wirfout usfng the language of liberty which

widespread acceptance throughout
the Christian world - and, indeed,
beyond. For in early modern Europe
it seemed self-evident that rulers

Zagorin will already bc known to
English readers fur his earlier work.
The Couri and the Country, in which
he put the English revolution of the

was not, as in modem states, offered

weraannointed hw ffnH «inr, Ll fu ,n
f

P
,

enod w*re based uP°n status, not the Sabelte"\ in Naples, likewise, the they had devised for their own (li-
he put the Enghsh revolution of the class, and that the keys to under- insurgents cried out “Long live the .mited) purposes. This radicalismS ^l^e"‘Ce

n
nt
J?

cc
f

"lurT unde
-
r hls standing them are orders, estates and king of Spain, down with the bad springing up from below was just as

tnonty descended from above and microscope and offered an inter- degrees. In view of the growth of government". much of n aanaer to the rebels as the

uTorrel^ 2 iiih
13*"?3

,

t0
u,
be towns during these eentunes it can Zagorin’s second volume, which imposition of autocracy from above,

"JSJ? ffit nf kl«« ™ ‘n
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j-
h theJac,s than hardly be denied that there was a can be read as an entity in its own and they struggled, successfully, to

course^^?old SsmSLrchfit£lf hm 2tS£ih?.SS?pt
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°J*

he bas bourgeoisie but “it was neither a right, begins with an analysis of the contain and eventually suppress it.

uS? kixtefintlfand h ‘c^n
h
JnS

c,ass nor lhe bearer of a revolution- phenomenon of provincial rebellion By so doing they preserved the social

DMn fauna to be bTuSSoT SK' In2m^lh “*1? Iake
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ary vo
c
catlon Leadership of revolts and ends with a detailed account of structure, which had been their aim

tunes it came to oe Bn article of faith. opportunity to refine his technical came from the aristocratic elements fmir “ravninfinnsni anr," f.a« «i.a — :
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achievements threatened by the em-
ergence of popular radicalism, often

using the language of liberty which

they had devised for their own (li-

.mited) purposes. This radicalism

springing up from below was just as

much ofn danger to the rebels as the

imposition of autocracy from above,

and they struggled, successfully, to

contain and eventually suppress it.

ahd also a talisman,
against the’ ever-pn
.anarchy. •

Early modem n
eirtbodiment of what

that tested (heir capacities and their* more, than (he pretentious statement
powers of endurance to the utter- of the obvious. Immersion in sociolo-
inosi. For. one Ihfng. all European gical treatises also has a deleterious
states were experiencing a rapid and effect upon the historian’s style, and

intolerable economic or social condi- Zagorin takes for granted but which
tions, but unless they obtained , the in .Tact needs close scrutiny, since it

support and guidance of members of embraced a wide range of attitudes
the political nation they were bound and activities. This policy oF “Thor-
to fail.

r 1

deleterious

ough" brought them up against local-
ism and provincialism - unappealing
concepts, on the face of it, but ones

.culture at a sufficient rate to keep.u

K .-'ll l
1

K-

; ;

gircady-aipotent brew of discontent- definition of
/ .Ewh ln i-ine abstnici re(tlm of - “ahy attempt

ideas, |opg*cst^blisned assumptions through the i

were being eh(d)enged
1

and. ovot:- about ft) a cl

V&WF*: W.diswvery of the New' its- policy; (2)
iWW MR4he.:otd one fiito'a Affe- ; (3) B.charige

f

' was the state,' whose- fiscal deman

the aggressive actions of rulers intent The conservatism of revoluHonaiy
on state building - a process which- protest in the early modern period is

Zagorin takes for granted but which the leitmotif of Zagorin’s learned and
in .fact needs dose scrutiny, since it impressive work. Yet it is worth
embraced a wide range of attitudes making the point that it was not

and activities. This policy of “Thor- mere hypocrisy which drove men to-

ough” brought them up against local- justify their actions by appealing to

ism and provincialism - unappealing the past. Their culture, rooted as it

concepts, on the face of it, out ones was in classics and law, predisposed
which in reality encapsulated an them to this course, and they had a

alternative (and equally valid) view justified respect for the achievement
t0 princes, rooted in of their ancestors in creating stable

tradition and history, or what Zagor- societies and balancing the need for.

in calls “belief in the normative government against the need for

past Economic and- social factors, liberty. Any change in this delicate

which were so important in agrarian balance might well be for the woree,
and urban revolts, were of relatively as Thomas Wentworth,- Earl of Straf-

imte significance in provindal upris- ford, foresaw when he declared that

mgs. These were inspired above ail “whatever he be which ravels forth
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H tbe
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oca* comEnilnity into questions the right of a king and

and the defence of a separate identi- 0f a people shall never be able JO
ty in face of the juggernaut of state wrap them up again into the Cornell;
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BOOKS
Sweet and
twenty
The Adolescent Idea: myths of youth

and the adult Imagination

by Patricia Meyer Spacks

Faber, £15.00

ISBN 0 571 11915 8

The first few pages of The Adoles-

cent Idea warn the reader that, as far

as adolescence is concerned, things

are more complicated than they
seem. The OED*s attempt at grasping

the slippery subject is quoted -
“adolescence is the process of grow-
ing up . . . ordinarily considered as
extending from 14 to 25 in males,
and hum 12 to 21 in females” - but
such crude empiricism is condescen-

1

dingly put aside in favour of the
more fashionable formulation that .

adolescence constitutes an idea mas-
querading as a fact. As such, it is

auickly internalized and said to be
that period when, most alive, we
experience - “exploration, becoming,
growth, pain".

,

Above all, we are told, it is a time
of self-creation and self-imagining,
which we as adults cannot possibly
understand because we are pre-
judiced witnesses;

As during those adolescent years
one endlessly re-created oneself,
trying out in one’s head - some-
times even tentatively in the real
world - different possible roles, so
now one re-invents those past
selves, converting the shifting
shapes of adolescence into images
ihal make retrospective sense.
Shapes may be turned .into images,

but any sense we think they make is
Mill an illusion since we are all of us
ado ascents, adults, writers, read-

ers - locked into the power struggle
™ generational dynamics” whereM

Jy
real question is, who con-

uue whom? Clearly one cannot trust
mow, the question becomes, there-
l0rc

J

101 what adolescence is but how
Kr 5 k k ’ and « useful
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$otluc overstatement-

I prototypical adolescent whoemerges from this advice
. js HI being of tumultuous passions Lcanously controlled by the alertnSof parents and parental snrrogato

* a creature at once terrifvins anri
appealing to grown-up*.

deslrni.^
1 encrgy which may
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provedestructive or creative." This Tear ofcourse, conceals envy, aid
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counters turn over and become theiropposites the author’s unease seemJto .focus finally on the adofeSS
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loose. For, despite her critical
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ulty all adults, in

all periods, experience about main-taining a firm, clear, single attitude
towards the young, those protean

judgmLm” -

fy ciassilotion and

77^°^ .

l¥s ls tbc final impression
Vie

.
Adolescent Idea leaves behindA dwire for the firm, the clear, and

the single watches with nervous awethe protean adolescents and the Dro-tean texts flexing their muscles and
'

grappling with each other. ,
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realist tendencies? ForTn

cLSST* F
ChaPters on Brenda

and
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*he gloomy chapel by therem-soaked pit-head* an image ofWales only now departing. But theseSK1* rec
?!l ® imore exotic Welsh

tradition going back to Dafydd anGwyhm and before - the courtly
poets of pre-Renaissance Wales, the
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. but threeMh°na ofsatire, and took advantage
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CL S°* cv?n bis “imitations"
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ta,n admixtures ofJuvenaUan and, m lesser degree Per-
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entS

r^ tWO latl" looming
propomonatdy larger In his poetry as
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bSa^progressivel
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n’ore dis-musioMd with a supposedly “Augus-
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°P? sorely was capable of usingnone deyioes without awareness of

thkh^?L
bu

L
0ne Piai°r point of

this book has been that he came to
Rowing others,

hi*
breadth of his vision allowed

hunt? incorporate the usable satiric
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1 auou«i iur

ylan all along.

Yet, as everyone equally It
has not been quite like tha

eryone equally knows, it

quite like that since.
°T R- S. Thomas (the

David Carroll

Poetry of
food and
humour
The Coat of Strangeness: essays on
the English poets of Wales
by Anthony Conran
Corner Press, £9.75
ISBN 0 85088 865 4

Like the Greek poet Cavafy, whom
he evidently admires, Anthony Con-
ran has always looked at poetry from
an askance angle. Personal factors
plus a career spent mostly in his
crow s nesr up in Bangor when

things Anglo-Welsh tended to occur
mainly in the South, may account for
tnfs. He has produced numerous
hArtUo r>C II* I mi n

“If,
P®®?? R - S. Thomas (the

by for the longest chapter

and
1

£i
n*I°-Welsh exileand the Second Flowering" of the

SdMh,Jlw
d
fa^

Cd by Con™n in fu«and hvely fashion - accompanied the
°atioi,al conscious-

ness and Cymdeithas yr Iaith Gym-
raeg. But surprisingly, the seerage
has not been great. Clearly fTs.
Thomas stands alone as a religious

£
ro'W«h P°«- How far is he

a Welsh poct7 Such was his influence
on the second flowerers, says Con-
ran, that they all ended near-elegisu,
expressing not a full nationalist feel-
mg but, again, only the position of
that new Welsh middle class.
Conran makes so many stabs in so

many directions that summary is dif-
ficult. I was left remembering a re-
mark of Jan Morris (on television a
couple

,
of years back) evoking, not

the usually-imagined chapeHaden
doom but “a Welsh swagger and
style almost Rabelaisian". A full
Welsh indeDendence. lifpmru » nri i

. ;— r-,i— lunuic eaunc
past into his own present body of

wS^SSlSTSSt
nosta^c and lonely defender of the
°'dorde

rc
s values against the new,

and specifically like Persius in using

326)

medUCab 6 adversanus
- (page

Professor Weinbrot is not so much
SSS?8," ^“verina this classical

L
n P°Pe -,

L^c critics of
t0°* he rc|ates ][ to the

quality of the poetry:

The excellence of Pope’s satires, for

h3ie
’ r

n
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P?
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r
Steri18 f™1* ‘he

breadth of their form; they catch
what Aaron Hill called both “the
acrimony of Juvenar and “theHoman an of ease and serenity" so
L
ha

! ,?V
S and familiar at •

once
. (page 334) i
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Sadre

*? a form of comedy is
jnow taken as almost self-evident . But 1

unhl the eighteenth century it was i

*u
y
e

.

nalwhowasregarded as the model J
satirist, and satire was, accordingly, to

1

be rough, biller .and somewhat 1

obscure; its links were with tragedy [
rather than comedy. In the first half of

f

the eighteenth century, however, [
Horace s star was in the ascendant, r
PCnamnllu n, a . I

s Women’s
5 fiction
g

Feminism In Eighteenth-Century
s England

i-
by Katharine M. Rogers

:- Harvester Press, £25.00
ISBN 0 7108 0427 X

I If
"feminism", in a 1970s sense,

claims absolute equality of the sexes

, Jf
d comP,ex identification of roles,

i
testes

i hinted at female pohtidans while ex-

:

£.,*"? motherhood, might qualify.
But if a feminist is one wno is aware

'

of female problems nnd is angry or
mildly imtated at the female predica-
ment, then almost every woman wri-

}?,L
an

.
d Tn

V
m®n eoiUd claim the

title, in thu book Katharine Rogers
avoids definitions and ranges across
the century, scrutinizing the majormale novelists like Richardson and

ir,L
OC

r?
n
i

d
?
hF ,na

i°/ fcmalc Pt'lemi-
cims Dclariviere Manley and MaryA stall, but stopping also to glance at

nnd tt7G
,

^,h
S"r"h Rcldln8

fo two senses Feminism in Eight-

i i'
C
L
e,

!
i,,r
y E,l8tond is an old

•

intlar8ely a compendium of
Katharine Rogers's previously pub-
lished essays and being written in the
straightforward anecdotal style of
early feminist criticism, aimed more
to iworm an ignorant public about
forgotten literary riches than to
analyse and speculate. So, although
® P n°w sections it follows the

S0n
no

B

t

in Franco ^ ‘he tone

SSJ®: Prefaced was one. of smiling correc-
ipel-Iaden

ti0n . Whv did thk h*™* otion. Why did this happen htf&ES
Because, Professor Weinbrot argues.

UIWMT (UIU
political, would appear more likely
founded on the second of these two
delineations, not the first.

J. P. Ward
~

books of poetry edited The Penguin
Book of Welsh Verse and now assem-
0*®s the bulk of his essays on Anglo-
Welsh poetry in one volume.
But nskancc or not, a full-bodied

flppronchnbility nnd humanity are
one’s main memories from (his book,'T ” uviu iJHD UUUPl,
which is uneven, lovable, always
well-informed, sometimes eccentric
(sometimes plain dotty), often very
shrewd, repeatedly original, highly
readable, and contentiously shan>-

and^!"
8

,f°
n'

^fufthflr ,

and treatises;

^^he wofk
by

f

referPp8^
sociologists

mSfSSa^ difficulty in

S^siSSStti;We,10 deal

lurching
^Time-Life

fecoijm d Joseph, Genesis
to the gene}!

^ P9iitkŜ w and *n^iEenent-

readable, and contentiously shoip-
spoken on Welsh and English alike,
ft and Qlyn Jones's The Dragon Has
Two Tongues are the only books on
the subject.

Written at various times the essays
follow the poets’ own chronology,
and a unity, If refreshingly broken-
surfaced, is achieved. What thesis
there is suggests that an Anglo-
Welsh poetry cannot flourish by
packaging Welshness for London or
being a (Welsh) middle-class express-
ion of Wales's supposed demise.
Rather there must be a “seepage” to
English from the strength and sensi-
bilities of the Welsh lancuaee. Con-

'''SP'SSStP t

d6SCrIbfed clearly:

'rea'ment o£
^, wth te

?tiorl
.
or

f flnal iwd

^ adolescent

Si.ftt̂ 'i^dess* of. this

'

P^adox :

W VIII uiw OUWUglll nuu 991101'"

es of the Welsh language. Con-
ran gives a first interesting example
of this in the New Poems (1907) of
supertramp W. H. Davies which
“can claim more affinity to Welsh

J. P. Ward is lecturer in education at
university College, Swansea and for-
mer editor of “Poetry Wales" (1975-

Something
like Horace
Alexander Popeand the Traditions at

. Formal Verse Satire

byHoward D. Weinbrot
,

Princeton University Press. £24.70
ISBN0691 065101

Though he does not confess it In so
many words. Professor Weinbrot is

clearly a scholar ofthe old school. That
is to say, hfi is dearly interested in

matters of “background” and "Influ-

ence” at least as much for their own
sakes as for their critical relevance. .

Half his book Js devoted not to Pope,
but to Horace and Juvenal (alone with

Persius and Ludllus) and their chan|-

felsh independence," Uteraiy and Horace’s^AniwilIS!
Com

f
ar
?
ble

.

to

)11tical. would anne.lr mnrp Tilr.]„
an a«?»0lute but

benerolent niter who provided a lone
period of peace and prosperity. Estab-
lishment values, therefore, could be
taken as a legitimate norm, in the
Horatian manner. Juvenal, it must be
remembered, was bravely satirizing in
the age of Domitian.

In Englapd, too, the eighteenth
century inaugurated a period of stahil-
ty, peace, and growing prosperity,
conditions thatencourageconservative:
wews. Pope was indeed conservative.
The difference is that the Whigs were
in power and he was a Tory, and thus
had to look back to former times for his
normative values. Moreover, he took
George H to be more like Domitian
than Augustus. As he grew ever more
frustrated at Walpole’s continuance in
power - showing the pen to be Jess
powerful thap the purse - and ever
more disgusted a( the increasing influ- -

ence of commercialism, so the Hora-
tian manner became more and more a
stalking-horse for a Juvenaiian con-
tent. A process encouraged by in-
creasingly personal attacks Upon himp~‘ rT-.—r- ‘“"i
by such political opponents as Lord
Hervey.

Horace, therefore, is mainly influen-
Al-l f— *L. n i/ i i

ftllUIJl Ul , AM tObl D1UUI I^U^i
W. H. Davies and Edward Thomas,
Conran argues, were an early if

tentative Anglo-Welsh group of this

century. Rhys then succumbed to the

editorship of the Everyman Ubraryt

Davies fell into Cheltenhamian re-

spectability and Thomas was killed in

France.

After these came the working-dass

]

poets Huw Mcnai nnd the remark-
ably evocative industrial valley poet

!

Idris Davies. Idris Davies’s saa anger
and his biographer-critic’s vivid re-

telling come through strongly here.

,

Who next? Dylan Thomas of course;

but these two chapters are a little

:

strange.
'

(Incidentally AJun Lewis

would actually require little if any of

this information. A knowledge of

Pope’s England and the political affi-

liations of nis special enemies - know-
ledge amply granted in the second half

of the book - together with their

own sense and sensibility would suf-

fice for a critical appreciation of the

poetry. Even for readers who are not

ideal the first half still offers much

more than we actually need - and

the second half somewhat more. -

However, one should not repine at

(his, for the information is both in-

teresting in itself (and little knpwn in

our unclassical age) and is interestingly

conveyed; Professor Weinbrot’s style

is always blessedly lucid and cogent

and often enlivened by an appropriate-

ly Augustan ironyi Moreover, the

wealth ofinformation and exemplifica-

tion does help to cany conviction. No
cause here for even the wariest reader

HVW| Hiviviuib) JO UJBUMjr UUJUBU*
tial, in the totality of Pope’s work, in
mattersofstyle. Apart from his use as a
ploy tp smuggle through' Juvenaiian
matter, he enabled Pope to rid English
satire of its misguided addiction to
hectoring, roughness, and obscurity-

a

feat most clearlyseen in his rewritingof
Donne’s satires (a feat little recognized
as such in ourown post-Romanticage)

.

n.«:u ..M .ji.ji.. • i ad.

SI .u ll IUUOW5 me
0 rasnionable emphasis on women wri-
it

i

rf™er * bHI* images of women in

v
hterature, it avoids thc theore-

if
‘lc"» sociological and linguistic cou-

°' most recent feminist cri-
tlCISOl.

c „JJte
book treats in vaguely chro-

nological order early “rationalists’*

?
like Defoe, Swift and Mary Astell,
women such as Aphra Behn and

a n-
n
?

“Brker* "senUmentalists" like

t
Richardson and Frances Brooke, wri-

1 ,°f.
“^e

.
feminine novel" like

:
Qiarlotte Smith and Fanny Burney.

.
and late radicals like Mary Wot

,
stonecraft and Mary Hays. A useful

,

appendix has short notes on 110
[

women writers. From Katharine Ro-
gers a admission ihal she omits “those
or whom nothing is known but aname and a list of. works” it appears
that she presents the list as feirlv
inclusive, although in fact there re-
mains much archaeological work to
be done on women writers of this
period.

Feminism In Eighteenth-Century
England is strongest on the major
“f authors; the more analytical
sections devoted to them are with
difficulty integrated into the rest of
the book. The women writers are
surveyed and there is mi

-

effort to
mention different types of novelists,
but as a comprehensive survey the
book has serious Daws. To support
generalizations on feminism and
female writers, much more context Is
required. For example, the omission
of male sentimentalists such as
Mackenzie and Sterne (whose enor--
mous Influence Mary WoUstonecraft
lamented) makes it dlflSculi to chart
or explain the movement of sensibil-
ity in women’s fiction. Sociological
generalizations require both more
description of the data and also in-
vestigations of kinds of writing other
than the novel; women religious

ly directs attention to Pope's diversity

ofcontent and tone, to different emph-
ases In different poems and periods
within a general uniformity of style; it

directs attention also to theimportance
of positive values Introduced by small
cameos Id longer negative satires., to

concealed implications (more evident

to the classicist), and lo the political and
moral issues underlying what might
seem merely spiteful attacks ofapurely
personal, nature.

Besides this critical guidance Wein-
brot supplies much material now tittle

knownandofmetacritlcal interest In its

own right-
,

• "
,

.

Allan Rodway

Align Rodrny Isreader In English at the

University of Nottingham.

polemicists, for instance, -especially
Quakers, often argued rigorously for
female autonomy and participation in
public events.

Further, the lack of clow analysis
of women writers allows quick asser-
tions that canriol always withstand
scrutiny. In passing Rogers argues,
for r Instance, that Mary WoU-
itonecraft uses sensibility "as the
basis of her claims in her last femin-
ist work, Maria (1798)”, a book
which in fact rather warns against
than extols sensibility, taking its sen-
timental heroine, Died hy flous-
seauian romance, twice Into raptures
over unworthy foeo and finally info
ap' attempted suicide.

Janet Todd

Janet Todd is d visiting lecturer in
English at the University of South-
ampton.
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BOOKS
Modern
Iran

lime. For example, he describes how Tudeli - another parallel with Bata-
regional linguistic particularism com- tu, who has provided a detailed his-

bi nc<l to frustrate the devefoDment of torv of the Iraai Communist Partv inbi ncrl to frustrate the

class consciousness

him Between Two Revolutions
by Ervand Abraliainian
Princeton University Press, £33.60
and £10.90

ISBN 0 691 05342 I and 00790 X
Iran Since (he Revolution
by Sepehr Zahlh
Crooni Helm, £12.95
ISBN 0 7099 30003

The contrast between these two
books - whose chronological con-
tinuity is such that the events de-
scribed in Abrnhamian's penultimate
chapter reappear in Zabih's first

pages - could not be greater, or
more instructive for students of con-
temporary historiography.

Abrahamtan's account of the past
eighty years of Iranian history Is a
lucid and wide-ranging analysis of n
society in transition, of the profound
contradictions inherent in the com-
binations of lopsided economic de-
velopment and political repression,
selective modernization and relative
deprivation, with particular insights
into the throe mnjor periods of wide-
spread political galvanization, 1905-
09. 1941-53, and 1975-79. Zabih’s
book is much narrower in scope,

nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies. mid how these same phe-
nomena combined, or could be util-

ized, to counter efforts to forge a
united opposition to the monarchy in

the immediately postwar period,
cspcciujly in the context of the inter-
nal politics of the Tudch. Again, he
shows how the essential conservatism
of the peasantry wns carried into the
slums and shanty towns into which
the Shah's “land reforms" drove

le development of tory of the Iraqi Communist Party in

s in tne late the same period. The chapters on the

Tudeh are among the most illuminat-

ing in the book, particularly in the

way in which it developed under
Reza Shah in the 1930s, and its his-

torical connexions with earlier

opposition movements. Abrahamian
goes on to describe the sharp decline

in the party's fortunes in the posl-

Musaddiq era, and the emergence of

the Marxist and Islamic urban gueril-

la groups in the early 1970s. It is well

known that the nature of the late
them in the 1960s and 1970s. Here 'Shah's regime made the development
religion became a substitute for (heir of legitimate political opposition vir-
lost communities, social life was tuaily impossible, especially after the
oriented round the mosque, and they introduction of the Rastakhiz Party
accepted the teachings of the local in 1975, but Abrahamian gives the
mil » tuifh 'MU I “Thl.P I - .mulla with zeal. “Thus, paradoxical-
ly, modernization helped bolster a
traditional group.”
In his preface, Abrahamian ex-

plains that he began his work ns a
study of the social bases of the

Demanding
a recount

reader a clear and convincing
account of the social and political

factors which enabled the movement
of religious protest to gain such re-

markably overwhelming support. The
book is enormously rich and minute-

ly referenced.

Much of Zabih's writing might be
described as speculative; “there arc n

number of possible explanations for

A’; the mosi'eenerally accepted are A
and B, but C is also plausible." He is

obviously interested in (lie whys and
wherefores of American policy to-
wards Iran, and vice versa; chapter
nine on “the Islamic Republic nnd
the World”, is almost entirely con-
cerned with American-Iranian rela-

tions. The Soviet Union is portrayed
as lurking somewhere in the wood-
work, ready to leap out but never
actually doing so. Zabih is rather
shaky on the Iran-Iraq war, particu-
larly on the Iraqi side; he seems to
think that Iraq is “one of the closest
allies'’ of the Soviet Union (page
174), while the relationship has al-
ways been extremely fragile and has

^een 'n cold storage since

Zabih also favours the “reliable
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c Republic and prime minister nr n
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le of the closest mian’s scholarly achievement on thet Union (page other hand, will remain a standSIronship has al- work for years to come .
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ig support. The reports indicate” approach, which
:h and minute- often results in the quotation of high-

Power (a Elect: the case for

proportional representation

by Enid Lakeman
Heineniann, £6.95
ISBN 0 434 40220 6

candidates in terms of political and
demographic factors.

What is lacking in this book and in
many such traditional texts is an
appreciation of the political aspects
of electoral systems. We have pro-
gressed beyond the simple dichotomy
of associating the two-party, first-

past-the-post Anglo-American system
with “stable” government and the
multi-party, proportional electoral
system of the Continent with instabil-
ity. The choice of system is impor-oaox is muen narrower in scope, —— **-/ »*«* ui system is impor-K an account of events in Iran Suggestions (hat Britain should adopt J?!

11 ,n
-
trans,atinB votes to seats

en February 1979 and Decern- ® proportional electoral system were
1 was v"onB when he said

ber 1981, with a postscript continuing first raised in 1831 and nearly came ? ,

thc 001111 1,118 votes » the

•he story until the late spring o? to pass in 1918 and 1931, when we Kal ceremony of a long process").

1982. had a multi-party system. Even if its ^
type of system shapes the num-

Abrahamian's work is meticulously time has not yet come, the idea is *
of elective parties and the form

documented but never becomes sub- attracting a growing body of supoor- ,

stability of government. The
merged beneath a welter of detail, tors. In recent yenrs, many of the f.

,eotora ' system is an intensely prac-

whercas Zabih's breathless and occa- accepted assumptions about the poll- f?}

aMer
«

partly because politi-

sionally slapdash narrative is often tical and constitutional rules of the j
t0 I

ti
a™pu,Elte the manipul-

rather confusing. It is of course true game have come under question
a
P,

anin partly because they may be
that the historian of the very recent The plurality electoral system has IS?. ? draw the ru,es to toeir own
past has to work under rather special -long been criticized on the grounds

ad
I“

ta

JS' ,uA „constraints, but the absence of any of its unfairness (in the alsprop-
the tom of this century,

attempt on Zabih s part to set Iran- ortional allocation of seats to votes).
'grou
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an history since 1979 in its historical But this was aeneraUv accented u n
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constraints, but the absence of any of its unfairness (in the alsprop-
attempt on Zabih s part to set Iran- ortional allocation of seats to votes)
fan history since 1979 in its historical
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context necessarily detracts some-
what from the value of his enter-

The plurality electoral system has
3ng been criticized on the grounds
f its unfairness (in the alsprop-

But this was generally accepted as a r
'~onser

7
a ves ' In

.

some

r«*h*"*jras on’&n
, £5 , SSLSJUtiaparty in•„ r ; .

— win* a clear
prise. In fairness to Zabih, it may be majority of seats. The British voters
that tie has attempted to do this in were presented with a dear choice
ntl ^ aHi or ivnrlr 7 > n I * , , ..an earlier work entitled Iran's Rev- between two parties and the oppor-
olutionary Upheaval (1979) which I tunity to vote for a government,
have not been able to consult.' Since 1970, however, the disprop-
tnm between Two Revolutions is ottiouate outcomes of elections have

an important landmark in . the histor- been more grotesque - in 1974 the
teal literature, of the modem Middle. Liberal? got 2 per cent of seats for

^.uComPaLab«' perhaps, in its nearly 2CT per cent of votes, and In
breadth, profundity and perception the two 1974 elections, no party
oniy with Baiatu s monumental OW. emerged with a clear and durable
hartal nrtA Phi•/.li.rin

S"SS2Lrtir?*S FTth
,

ey fc" sorialteuwoSd

if seals T^e British volm ?
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anl ™lh « mass electorate,

eril wi h , 3™S in Britain, th? CouemaUva were

social Clashes and Revolutionary majority. ;

" IU1 tunsiacnna electoral reform. In
MovMtena of Iraq (1978). Although Above all, there has been mouat- 1“sHPn h» been
Abrahamian s commitment is always ing dissatisfaction with the outcome „jPu Tu
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.
rantement in connexion

implicit, his balanced detachment or the political system, and particu-
oIecllons to the European
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The continued fragments-

of. complex but vital episodes. Finer in 1974 and has' bean 'del S °i
the party combined

Abrahamian s insistence on the dyna- veloped by Vernon Bogdanor in The ^ ,
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^merged In the- 1960s and 1970s.
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changes.- Much
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^Certain
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dimctuiqns, pethaps, middle of the road oplhior^ and the
®al°T partfes. -Labour |s now

,could or should have -

been given Social Democratic Party, accept thid 7,®
re ” ®Vcr the party of ihe big
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Revolutionary
Movements Of Iraq (1978). Although
Abrahamian’s commitment is always
implicit, his balanced detachment
and Ihe clarity with which he ex-

more confident they could hold off
Labour; so far they have been vindi-
cated. In recent years. Conservative
"wets” have seized on PR as a device
to exclude a Bennite Labour parly
from coming to power with, say, 37
per cent of the vote, and producing
“irreversible" changes. :

-

There are other practical reasons
for considering electoral reform. In
recent years, the question has been
debated in Parliament in connexion
with the elections to the European

majority in future.

Finally, the regionalization of the
electoral map of the UK has
weakened the aggregating role df the
two major parties. Labour is now

SIS?J ?utl0u ’ T*10;
pioneering na- analysis. Adoption of a proportional

215 -
wor^ (ssuch electoral system fe now partof coh-mat some brief description or evalua- vehiional *refoirm politics”

1

^..“Dtompprant toil- Enid Likeman, a tireless campaig-
ers ia the^same vineyard^would have ner for PR,- now makes ft vigorous^^ H^ough there and informed cosejor the Single

, are bnlJUuit summaries of the. pnn- Transferable Vote ($TV) in' Power
vEa^ :

i
0^ _ Sha|iT

aii ; and' -to Elect. Ip this system electors hum-
ber' the candidates in. multi-member

has hardly, any representation in the
southeast.. The Conservatives are
the parhr of the south and the rural
areas. Again, proportionalism would
give a reward for so many of these
respective "wasted" i Conservative
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K. J. Holsti, a professor in the poli-
tical science department at the Uni-
versity of British Columbia, has two
shots at a title for this symposium,

i both unfortunate. “Alignment” and
“realignment” have come to be
associated with alliances, which this

; book is not about. And “restructur-
ing", like its parent, “structure”, is

so weary with over-use as surely to
1 deserve pensioning off, for a lime at

least. Professor Holsti simply means
“change”, and poses the question

: whether there are general factors
which cause a state which has been
pursuing one foreign policy to
change direction and pursue another,
assuming it is not forced from the
outside to do so. .

Six examples of foreign policy
change since 1945 are examined:

i -Bhutan, which came under India's
protective umbrella after Mr Nehru’s
visit in September 1958, following an
era. of isolation; Tanzania, which
President Nyerefe led from colonial
dependency into a policy of diversi-
fied International contacts during the
decade 1967 to 1977: Canada in the
1970s, struggling under the Trudeau
administration to free Itself from the
suffocating influences sweeping up
from the colossus to the south; Bur-
ma* which, after Ne Win's coup in
1962 embarked on a retreat from the
world almost unparalleled in modern
history; the radical, three-stage
switch in China’s international posi-
tron, which took her from alliance
with the Soviet Union in the ,1950s
into a!most fraternal relations with
the United States in the Nixon years'
and

. the abortive attempt of Chile
under Dr Salvador Allende to break
free from dependence on the United
States, ending in a return to United
States dominance with the coup
which; unseated Aliened in Septem-
ber 1973, The chapters on Bhutan,

u?
nd

V?
a,

l
ada written by

HOlsti himself, the -rest by other au-
;

thore,
:

•\ The Variables affecting these fpre-
ign policy realignments are exfracted :

• in - each case study, such' as military
,
and .non-military threats from other

Peter Sluglett

is
[
e
-

c,Hrer in «°*niMiddle Eastern history at the Uni-
versity of Durham.

the day, is caution incarnate. “Vih «
can suggest", he concludes,

that countries facing conditions
such as those found in our studies

might choose to alter radically

their patterns of externally

directed activities and their policies

regarding foreign influence - and
that is about all. We cannot pre-

dict with any degree of certainly

either that they will do it, what
forms of restructuring might be

involved, or when it would be

undertaken.
There is another finding which

comes to light iu these case studies,

however, wnich may be more valu-

able than generalizations about fore-

ign policy change. This is the stub-

born persistence of local nationalism

(“autonomy-seeking behaviour", in

the professor's jargon), the sheer will

to go one’s own way, despite all the

much-vaunted interdependence and

integration of this world of ours. As
Holsti puts it, “in future, we will

see . . \ increased efforts of highly

penetrated countries, occupying sub-

ordinate and dependent roles in the

international system, to restructure

their foreign policies in order to cre-

ate more economic, cultural and

S
riitical autonomy”. So much for the

fobal Village. Reach for your pass-

ports to Pimlico.

Will thp thrust for autonomy mean
even more strife in world affairs?

Evan Luard, former diplomat and

MP, now a fellow of St Antony's,

Oxford, and author of several boob .

on international conflict, bas taken

on Ihe awesome task of writing a

history of the foremost agency for

controlling such strife, the United

Nations Organization. The present

• volume covers that body’s first de-

cade, including the setting up of the

organization and the disputes which

the Cold War dropped Into its lap.

The book reflects little in the. way

of new research or thinking. Some-

times it is a trifle naive in its judg-

ments, as for .instance the idea that

the. Palestine problem .in 1948 might

have been resolved by patient com-

promise between Arabs atid.Jews it

the movement to take up feed posi-

tions in the General Assembly had

been arrested. But, ‘for the most im-
part, the stoiy is clearly and sensibly i

told. The main feature of the book is

Its fierce attack on the western states

fori using, or abusing, their voting

majority in }he UN miring lh«e Jen

years, not to negotiate with ine

Soviet bloc, but to Tight a propagan-

da war against it. “The conduct or

the 'Wesr. writes Luard, -“was a •

,spon$e to the existing political
_

en-

vironment; a confrontation in wWfa

political, passions were twW
prpilsed and ho holds baited., BUJ*

1

was ’none the, Jess an abuse ,of pow-

er”., Luard admits that the.commun’

nerc .L- /‘I t:5' 111*1 anomies . to . rally .Support

pr \i Miaro aamiis mat iuc,

ists would probably have acted in te®

same; way if they haa had the' whip

. hand. Still, the West's behaviour set

a precedent for the Third world.
.j.L
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particular variables, in particular
combinations, . chh be ' shown • . to
account for particular foreign policy

•
sfich that, r for ' example,

bo made to the;, effect
that, if- certain conditions are 'present

*1 • U10W9UCIII 1UI UK -- - -

: When jt dominated General Asms*
bly .voting later on and. HJJ
United States to IfeeatenTO quit tpe

f organization If its will was. Ihwauea.

:.\ Evttn 'Laard is an. essentially civ i-

fred observer of these events. Would

. tftat the uncivilized W?tid heeded the

admonitions of such menl

Fv :S. Northedgc . ..

P. A Northedge. Is ptof^sor-of Inter-
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Corporatism and Welfare: social

policy and state Intervention In

Britain

by Alan Cawson

Heineniann Educational, £13.50 and

£6.50

!£QN0435 82136 9 and 82137 7

Stale and Welfare: Tawney,

Galbraith and Adam Smith

by David Relsman

Macmillan, £20.00

ISBN 0 333 31917 6

Thomas Wilson and Dorothy Wilson
hive produced a well-informed, judi-

cious and well-written survey of the

economics of the welfare state. They
are primarily concerned with experi-

ence iu this country, although they
make some useful international com-
parisons; they discuss the National
Health Service, the personal social

services and the various schemes of
cash transfers, but not education or
bousing.

They begin with a balanced
account of the various approaches
ok might take in discussing the wel-
fare state - utilitarianism, Paretian-
ism, Rawlsianism, public choice
theory, and so on. In one sense this
*xount is too balanced, for in the
«d the authors are left with no
consistent theoretical framework on
»Wch to hang the rest of their dis-
naion. Their inclination seems to
be towards a pragmatic and sonie-
vhat old-fashioned kind of llberal-
tm: they are broadly in favour of
t« institutions of the British welfare

but they are suspicious of

i

Bnd cons
l
ant

ty
-cnipha-

nntely Cawson never gets muchbeyond such generalities. In particu

T .k
h aX,ds lhe ^“estion of

cooperation is possi-
ble at all when each of many groups
has the power to disrupt society bv

SSX }?. Perf0,^u
its function.

Perhaps this is why he can provide
no analysis of inflation and unem-
ployment in his corporatist model -
despite his sweeping dismissal of all
orthodox macroeconomic theories
Cawson is quick to draw ideologic-

al conclusions from his speculations
nbout society. State socialism, social
democracy, liberalism and conservat-
ism he reports, have all been discre-
dited; but miraculously. Clause IV of
the Labour Party Constitution
apparently has not. Cawson’s brave
new world seems to be a corporatist
society purged of private ownership,
in which each group is democratically
controlled by its members. Somehow
this post-capitalist society will gener-
ate a juster distribution of rewards
than we see today, but Cawson does
not explain how or why. Perhaps the
answer is that people will be diffe-
rent after capitalism has disappeared.

tne importance of individual seLf-
[aptti. Private medical insurance
“a private pension schemes, they
wgue, have an important role to piny

J
providing additional benefits for

a^who choose to buy them. The
, strongest condemnation is

tJfPfu «ir the “dishonesty” of un-
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by which time they will, like Caw-
son, have realized that "the accu-
mulation of material possessions is
'

‘A a
.S°Kn .

of enslavement".
David Reisman shows how a simi-

. lar belief was an important part of

e

" ‘he thought of R. H. Tawney. By

j
Market

i forces
d Housing Economics: an applied

s approach
I- by Duncan MacLcnnan
i- Longman, £7.95
e ISBN 0 582 44381 4

^
The Economics of Building Societies

by T. J. Gough
. Macmillan, £20.00

. ISBN 0 333 30029 7

3 The Building Society Industry
- by Mark Boltat
- Alien & Unwin, £17.50 and £7.50

[
ISBN 0 04 332U86 4 and 332087 2

f in spite of the flood of literature on
. housing economics, it is hard to
. think of a completely satisfactory
. basic textbook. One therefore

f
approaches these three books with

f
interest. Housing Economics is the

r
most ambitious m scope nnd intent.

. the author, nn economist nt Glasgow
i

University, analyses the various
. theories applied to the housing mar-

ket; points out their limitations; and
. suggests a new synthesis. He then

;

coos on to apply this theoretical

j

framework io British housing policy.

; The first part of the book gives a
detailed examination of housing de-
mmul, supply and finance. An

. attempt is mode - perhaps most suc-
i ccssfully in the chapter on the liousc-

building industry - to combine insti-

tutional with theoretical material.
MncLennan’s general conclusion is

that simple nco-cinssical models can-
not be accepted as "reasonable
approximations to reiiUtv” (page
110). However, it nil depends on
wlial you mean by “neo-classical”. A
great deni of British economic writ-
ing for the past half-century has been
devoted to outlining models, de-
scribed as “clnssicul" or “neo-classic-
al", which are n travesty of the views
of the leading representatives (Mar-
shall, Pigou, Robertson) of the
school purportedly being described.
These economists never postulated
such patently unrealistic assumptions
as perfect knowledge, no capital

stocks, no submarkets, and so on.
they merely maintained that, in spite

of all these complications and im-
perfections, markets could operate
tolerably well; that holding down

.

prices reduced supply in tne long
run, and so bn. The critics of “simple
Marshallian assumptions", having
built up n straw man. knocked him
down, and usually concluded that all

talk of an “invisible hand” was non-
sense.

MacLennon. however, docs not
draw this conclusion. His analysis is

part of a movement which bas

brought back into microeconomics
some of the common sense and prac-

tical wisdom of Alfred Marshall - if

not always his verbal clarity. Some
passages are difficult to follow, and I

am not sure how far most under-

graduates would obtain from it a

S'T8 lh'

Y •S°
Ut Possibility of an unacquisi-

• five, communitarian society. This is

{hai °R
e °f Vari

u
llS in,eresting things

that Reisman has to say, but his- book as a whole is disjointed. Most
of it is taken up with reviews of the

- Sh °
,

TaWn
^ and

.

J ' K - Galbraith,

s T tmu« t8 dl8ress,on on Richard

i

1 “muss. Tawney emerges as a sin-
l cere and inspiring socialist but not a
- penetrating thinker; Galbraith is pic-

;

lur
.

ed “a rather superficial popular
writer. Reisman adds a short first

! ’JSJS? •
0n

lu
the n

)

arke
,
t mechanism,

:

wntten in the style of an introduc-
t tory economics textbook, and a final

chapter on Adam Smith.
' '^11™ links between these

S,perale reefions, and the reader is
left wondering why Tawney, Tit-

FJi
S\ Gal

t
ra',h and Smith have

been brought together in this way -
unless it is because Reisman has
already wntten books about three of
them.

Robert Sugden

:

RoPfrl Surfeit Is reader in economics

Tyne
U,"V*mly °f Newc™tle upon

dear understanding of th^fSct^of
British housing policy and the issues
involved; it is perhaps most suitable
tor graduate students. There is no
examination of Marxist theories,
which seems unfortunate, given that
much of the academic And popular
literature on bousing policy is expli-
cmy °r implicitly Marxist.
The second part of the book is

concerned with British housing policy
-subsidies, rent control, ancTso on.
The discussion follows well-worn
lines; a somewhat wider European
perspective might have illuminated
the closed world of British housing
policy. Even the changing policies
towards Third World housing, exem-
plified by John Turner's Housing by
People, might usefully have been dis-
cussed. In spite of my reservations
about style and presentation, this is

an myiortant book. It is one of the
very few comprehensive and compe-
tent treatises on microeconomics ap-
plied to housing.
The books by Bofeat and Gough

dea[ with one particular group of
institutiqns in the British housing sys-
tem - the building societies. Nearly
everyone who has examined the pro-
vision of finance for -house purchase
in other countries agrees that the
British building societies offer a ful-

ler and better service than thejr
counterparts anvwhcre in Ihe world,
so one might nave expected some
modest national self-congratulation,

In fact, British politicians and
academics. have generally taken a cri-

tical view of the building societies.

The short book by T. J. Gough,
nn academic economist, is critical of
thc “cartel

1
' on mortgage rates, of

mergers, and of thc expansion of
high street branches. Gough's
method is to give a clear exposition

of relevant economic theory - on
cartels, for example - and then apply
the theory to the “real world'.

Although many of his criticisms no ,

doubt hove a good deal of force, one
can question whether, for example,

(

the traditional theory of cartels,
j

which is concerned with holding
]

prices up, can be applied- to the
|

!<recommended rate" system. The {

slowness in -changing rates- - in an {

excessively volatile monetary .situa- t

tion - may have had unfortunate r

temporary effects on the flow of [

funds, but the effect on the general s

level of mortgate rates (if any) was f

to lower rather than raise
1 them, t

However, whether one agrees with

Gough’s criticism's or not, this is a fi

sound study in applied economics. b

Mark BolAat is deputy secretary- p

general of the Building Societies n

Association, and although one would o

hardly expect him to write a critique,
j]

his book is no mere apologia; in tact d

the academic quality is impressively ti

high. Issues such as the effect of si

building societies on the flow of p
funds, tax arrangements, the “recom-

mended rate" system, housing fi-

nance in Ihe EEC, and monetary

:« an

W<
f
d S(rccl

- was dciiSslfcdln 1897, WasbLSlr Christopher Wren In 167(W. This photograph of the East front Isken from Kenny Downes's The Architecture of Wren (Granada, £17.50],

subject than either of the other two
books.

All three books have good points,
and deserve to be on reading lists for
rourses in housing economics, but
there is still no single book which
can be recommended with confi-
dence to the undergraduate or gener-
al reader who seeks a comprehen-
sive, clear and concise survey of the
economic issues in housing policy.

Graham Hallett

Dr Hallett is senior lecturer in econo-
mics at University College, Cardiff.

Feelings

about tax
The Psychology of Taxation
by Alan Lewis
Martin Robertson. £16.00 nnd £6.50
ISBN 0 85520 412 5 and 413 3

Dr Lewis is lecturer in research
methods in the School of Humanities
and Social Sciences at the University
of Bath. Is he psychologist or eco-
nomist? He seems to be at home in

both subjects, one of the new breed
of inter or trans-disciplinarians who
one hopes are waking faculties of
social science from (heir long sleep:

He presents his book as a “cross-

fertilization between disciplines''.

How awful if the issue, through some
trick of the Laws of Mendel, were to

display the worst characteristics of
each.

Surely no one could object to his

proposition “that the altitudes,

perceptions and preferences of tax-

payers can be studied and that -this

contributes to our understanding of
fiscal mechanisms''? He shows In

chapter three, however .
.
("Some

Methodological Issues and Rational

Economic Man"), that an examine-.,

tlon of this matter requires an intru :

sion by psychologists, across a bound-

ary ''well policed by economists”, to

add a heart and mind to Ihe cash,

register of Economic Man. It is'

heartening, though, that Dr Lewis Is

able to produce strong testimony

from economists -in support of these •

transplants.

Dr Lewis finds that there are three

changes ami work effort.
Dr Lewis has been indefatieiblc in

his examination of research findings
(his bibliography runs to 18 pages).
Work motivation and taxation, it

seems, are not connected in the
minds of most people; and of those
whose work - patterns are affected,
some react by working less and
others by working more. Interesting
datn come from thc United Slates,
where voters may Teduce taxation by
referendum. In California in 1978.
there was a two to one majority in
favour of Proposition 13, in terms of
which property tax was halved. Simi-
lar votes were passed in Idaho and
Nevada, but were defeated in Michi-
gan and Oregon.' Investigations in
Michigan found that level of income
was not a strong determinant of vot-
ing behaviour. Years of education
proved a much better indicator: Iheproved a much better indicator: Ihe
longer the education, the less likely a
vote for lax cuts. Bv 1980, attitudes
had changed: in California, Proposi-
tion 9, for further cuts, suffered a
landslide defeat; in the eight states in
which the question was put, only one
voted to limit property taxes.

Evasion, the second kind of resist-

ance to tax, is difficult to study, since
the evaders are generally unwilling to
talk. Inquiries suggest that evasion is.

regarded as a venial sin, and that it is

not much reduced by increasing lire

penalties. The author's suggestion of
.a carefully managed programme of
fiscal education In schools'and through'
the media” seems a trifle inadequate.
There are great variations in the way
tax is collected in different countries.

Ofthe 23OECD countries, 13get most
of their revenue from income, and
profits taxes, led by New Zealand with

65 per cent, five (including Austria)
from taxes- on goods ana services.

policy, are dealt with clearly and in

detail. For example, chapter seven,

“The Determination and Control of

House Prices", gives a fuller Iheore-

tical and empirical discussion of the

facets of taxation to which a com-
bination of disciplines con be ap-

plied: resistance to tax policies that

may result in change of government

or reversal by referendum; resistance

that leads to evasion or avoidance:

'

disincentive effects of high marginal

tax rates. He is optimistic that re-

search into these areas will yield

practical solutions:
,

’

\Vi|h characteristic immodesty, it

is claimed' in this present volume

that a greater emphasis on atti-.

hides .... tould improve both

comprehension and prediction by
examining taxpayers' consciousness •

and thfiir subjectively attributed

causal links between income tax

and four (inducting the Netherlands
and France) ' from sodal security

taxes. Income tax has long been
favoured as a means of exacting di?-

proporttonally more from the rich,

.out this' may be an illusion since -the

very rich are : also very .skilled

ayoiders..
'

'

/•

. Lewis justly criticizes surveys and
opinion polls for

1

their general Jack
of detailed . analysis Of the prefer-
ences and perceptions of taxpayers:
they give no indication of the
.strength with which people hold their •

opfomons. .

This book, makes a valuable con-
tribution lo an Important, if not .

popular, subject. Lewis quotes Wirtfr.

in his introduction to Mannheim’s
Ideology and Utopia: ** ... the most
important thing we can know, about n
man is what he takes for granted, am! .

the most elemental and important facts

'

about a society ate those that arc
seldom debated arid generally re-

garded as .settled”. Because economic
relations are fell of tacit agreements
and silent conspiracies, the skills: of
social psychology are essential for their

understanding.

%

’ ^ 1
' '

'

Guy Routh
'

Dr Routh was tmtil.recently reader hi

economics btihi University, of ^Sussex. -
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BOOKS
Climatic
vagaries
Climate, History and the

Modern World
by It. H. Lumh
Methuen. £16.95 and £8.95

ISBN 0 416 3340 X and 334407

Tlu Earth's Climnle: past and future

by M. I. Dudyko
Academic Press. £26.20

ISBN (i 12 I3946H3

xsisgmmmmmm-
dties Lamb. This is parity because linns between the atm P • j^e recent upsurge of interest in

there are many more equations and oceans and ice masses, arc ^mark-
c|jmates> t ,ind future . has pro-

ea leu lat ions. Closer examination, ably successful m sunu a ing th ma-
a sJflte of books a t all levels,

however, reveals that the discussions, jor features of l lc ^'' ia

J'
1

J . Sadly, however, none I have read
though clear, sire often rather super- ic circulation and of the present r

he subjcct justice. It may be
ficial. again leaving one feeling world climate.

JJ
p ' u [hat those scientists most qualified to

rather frustrated and disappointed: regional and scasoniil cjuiiccs such ^ # defini , ive text are rightly

Tliis is mainly because the author ton as the monsoons.
c prcaccupjed with the actual research

often attempts to make important models .
Awtopra ^ certainly there is much that

.’."V *. L : . i l> hi , nm.-P nffpr hv' needs to De uiscovereu UIIU UilUL-1-

cmpineal theories which, in hoping to UK Meieoroliigic.il Ofthe. <alter by
predictions of future

avoid the complexities of the real far (he best prospect of assessing the stpoa nemre pre^
^^ wjth

climate system, tend to become almost likely consequences of natural and
-fherc is a need for a

tautological. aiaa-nta.lc disturbances: to speculate V ^ preseat
Discussing the results of physico- on these issues without reference to

knowledge concerning the
mathematical models of climate, the best li able guidance is thus

Minute, ifs fluctuation! and
udvko restricts himself almost en- not very jirofiuhlc.

vulnerability esoeciallv to man's
liri'lv m vt»rv simnlifk-il one-ilimen- BiitlyknS treatments also suffer 't^.vulnerapility^^^iiy^to man*Academic Press. £26.20 Qiulvko restricts himself almost on- not very ^rotitantc.

ISBN ti P I3946H3 lirelv to very simplified unc-ilimen- Butlykos treatments also sutler

2
—

' 1- ——— sioniil single vertical column models from lack of organization and eoner-

Professtir I luhcrt Lainh lias almost w|,jt.|j ;ire usc f„| for i-xplonitorv cal- cnce. A particular tupic such as the

certainly read and written more ab- culations and for giving some insight carbon-dioxide threat is discussed in

out climate than anyone alive: and in
j nll> ..|obully-averaged effects of. say. several different chapters with a

his latest book Climate, History tint! nujialivu hem transfer but cannot izood ileal of repetition hut nowhere

the Moth'in World, it shows. Alter
p rupL

.
r|y allow for the influence of Til an overall context and in depth,

publishing two huge volumes on C7/- il1m(,Sphcric motions and provide no However. Professor Budyko does

nuih': present. past and future and u
jnfitrmalMtn mi the geographic dis- bring together a good deal of useful

host of articles in recent years, lesser uiiniiions of climate parameters. Lit- faehiul information and this is gencr-

morlnis might have paused for rest

and conicnip Iation. However. Profes-

sor Lamb is n compulsive writer and. A
drawing on Iris encyclopaedic know- | |/j 1

1

ledge of past climates, lie has now A
traced for the general reader how the j m
course of history - the giowili ami
decav of empires mnl the m ignition 1.1M VFl-i.V'iiJ
of peoples - has been influenced by ;—;

;

climatic changes. Tin- Dynamics iif Agricultural

The plan is well conceived and I Change: the historical perspective

hail looked forward to a scientific |jv David Grlgg
detective story in which the evi-

| imchinsoii. £I2.11» and £5.95
denee. though often rather scanty. ijjbN (MW 147790 5 and 147791 3
would la* assembled with skill and

Enrth's climate, its fluctuations and

its vulnerability especially to man's

activities. Unfortunately, neither of

these books meets the requirements.

several uiiicrcm won « . .

good ileal of repetition but nowhere John Mason
m an overall context anil in depth. ;

“
;

“ ~
]

I lowcver. Professor Budvko does Sir John Mason is Director-General

of the Meteorological Office, Brack-

nell, Berkshire.

Agrarian
models
The Dynamics nf Agricultural

Change: the historical perspective

ISBN 0 tW 147790 5 and 147791 3

imagination into a coherent and well- With only a smull minority of the

constructed plot. The story whieli work force now employed on the

emerges is rnther stretched and land in western Europe and Northemerges is rnther stretched and
strained and lacks the pace and style America, it is easy to forget that

to sustain one's interest for mure agriculture formed the history or

than a chapter or two at a lime, mankind for more than ten nnllen-

Nohiuly lias greater recall or the niu. Moreover, it is only during the

fuels in llieir historical context than past I (Hi years that the dominant rule

the author but lie does lint always nf agriculture has been supplanted by

marshal and present them in tfic industry and commerce. Despite this

most straightforward and telling long pre-eminence it is David Griggs

manner, lie perforce makes sweep- contention that agricultural change

ing deductions about" large-scale has not received the attention that it

climatic changes from only spiuse is due from economic historians,

and fragmentary evidence hut his while even among those with u cen-

npnrouch tends io be so indirect that tral interest in agricultural history

it is often difficult to see the wood there has been more concern with

for the trees. The result is a book the description -and chronology of

that is too long for its content and is unique instances of agricultural

made harder to follow by the au- change than with the formulation of

ihor's Long, complex sentences of gencrulizcd concepts tuul theories.

1 1-

maim hum .l
-

Geoloev bv Guest. Bultcrworm.
s of Change: Rural Life in Victorian and Murra v and O'Donnell, both of

•ard, published by Allen & Unwin at £10.95. whjch 'are to be commended. But

seventy, eighty, even u hundred Despite the examples set during

words' with too manv qualifying the last century by Aueust Mehzen,
cl’tiuscs. J. M. vop Thunen and Karl Marx,

Nevertheless. Lamb's account con- agricultural historians,-huve been slosv
i ^

Iniiis much of interest especially in to respond to; the more (heoreiicnl illustration taken from Seasons of Change: Rural Life in Victorian and
the later chnpters where he traces and model-bused approaches that Edwardian England by Sadie Ward, published by Allen & Unwin at £10.95.
the course of climatic fluctuations have emerged in the allied disciplines

since the dawn of history and of economics, geography and socioio-

attempts to assess their political, ccn- gy. Dr Grigg's book draws together West, of ninele'cnih-century Austra- fertilizers - that is. of industrial tech-

nomic, militarv and social impaci. attempts that have been made to Ha. and of Portuguese and Spanish nologies - has revolutionized western

-He is lest*
.
successful in the early achieve generalized explanations of settlement in central and southern agriculture.

.diopters' where the explanations oT agricultural change that ure indepen- America suggests that the advancing The book duims to be a systematic

how the climate system works and dent of specific areas and particular edge of agriculture was more likely historical geography of agriculture.

. why it fluctuates on different time- times. Broadly speaking. (he to breed servility than freedom and In the sense that It ranges over a
' scale ate often too simplified to be approach that is adopted is model- individualism, the antithesis of Tur- wide variety of concepts and ideas

Planetary
bodies
The Cambridge Photographic Atlas or
the Planets

by G. A. Briggs and F. W. Taylor
Cambridge University Press. £12 50
ISBN 0 521 23976 1

' *mJr
It is a fact much lamented by (he \
planetary science community that
Funding cuts in most western hemis-
phere countries have led to a great
reduction, when compared with the
Inst decade, in the number of plan-
ned spacecraft missions to the
planets. In general, this lull is seen
as damaging, since it will disrupt the

continuity of many research prog-

rammes: but in some ways the reduc-

tion in new activity may be of value

to the community by providing an

opportunity to complete the detailed

analysis of many data sets which
have so far received only cursor)

study by the limited number of.rc-

searchers in the field. "N*'"

It is perhaps not generally appreci-

ated that the completion of the com-
puter-decalibrnlion. enhancement,

cataloguing, printing and distribution

of the sets of photographs from any

one mission has typically taken many
months (sometimes considerably

more than a year) after the comple-

tion of the mission. It is often the

case that the most useful und in-

teresting ve reions of the photographs

together with the mosaics ana mapsH* iced from them are those oro-

at the end of a mission, when

there has heen time to assimilate

experience of the processing prob-

lems associated with that particular

data set. Thus, the detailed analysis

of the products of a mission can take

several years from the start of data

acquisition. During the intervening

period, the attention of the popular

media and many of the popular sci-

ence journals will have moved on to

subsequent missions, by then in their

early and, therefore, “newsworthy"

stages of data release.
.

There is therefore a continuing

need for some means of bringing oT

the general reader and the rest of

the scientific community summaries:

of the final products of the planelarv

exploration missions, in the Terms ut

bath summaries of the results of ine

scientific analyses and examples oi

the dntn on which they have heen

performed. Some attempts at I™4

nave alreadv been seen: one thinks

of Earthlike Planets by Murray.

Malin and Greeley, and Planetary

which are to be commenaeu.

these and similar works are lately
nf economics, gcograpny ana socioio-

.

-
_ \ '

in (
uP

uv. Dr Grigg's book draws together West, of ninele'cnih-century Austra- fertilizers - that is. of industrial tech- eclipsed, as regards care in
in

attempts that have been made to lia. and of Portuguese and Spanish nologies - has revolutionized western r
!
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achieve cenerulized explanations of settlement in central and southern agriculture. *be presentation oi oesenpu
.

convincing. bused aimougn me renoer is nets conception. Because oi me in- mat are admirably documented in a »« ,,s 11

50|[d sur-

I cannot but admire Professor cuuiioncd thnt the term “model" |s troduciion of restrictions to solve the comprehensive bibliography, this is ,so 'ar system tjocties
nHequaie

Lamb's industry, enthusiasm Und used in .a "libCTtme miinner" and problem of labour shortage. Ime. The hook also draws intel- faces so far explore^ \ *^
ore

•wide knowledge but. he is si reporter, embraces both coherent theories that
,

Like Elswood Huntington and ligentlv on the present to interpret detail: but it ls J?.,
t satelllte(s)

rather than an ’analyst: and is not may justifiably, be termed .models Arnold Toynbee, one might be the past. On the other hand empiric- Each planet, wun 1
.

. wpa.

sufficiently critical of the evidence to and. generalizations that are perhaps drawn to assume the existence of a a l evidence is drawn more narrowly, where relevant, is treareu

although the is ner's conception, because of the in- that are admirably documented in a

the presentation ai

number of planetary bodies treiue

by the publication of the Cambnrtg

Photographic Atlas of the fljHrtJ-

This book is indeed aa n tasjn so

far ns it contains map. of 13

-J*

“

rather than an analyst: apd is not may justifiably, he termed .models Arnold Toynbee, one might be the past. On the other hand emntric-
sufficicriilv critical of the evidence to and. generalizations, that are perhaps drawn to assume the existence of a

. al evidence is drawn more narrowly,
demonstrate that the skeletal facts better classified u* Ukkc ussociiitidns close association between the physic- The bulk of examples comes from

laces so rar expio «=u

detail: but it is

Each Planet. !«L fflS

and theories arc inadequate to sqj>- nf ideas
;

port the rapidly growing body of

speculation and opinion concerning

climatic changes whether past, pre-

sent or future. 1 was not persuaded.

al environment and human affairs. English case-studies and there must
The outcome is u book that con- and a fortiori between environmental be a question mark over the extent

tuins much of interest and some change and agricultural change. The (o which it is justified to draw infer-
materiul that is new. No one model relationship is not straightforward, ences from this evidence about the
can Ire said in hold the key to rtn however, not least because environ- rest of western Europe and evensem or uiiurc. i wns ihh per»u«iucu. cun i»c -amu m hum hw « mi ramtisn nw kb»« uccquac cnvirun- rest oi western curope and even «u«iv»iww*w.

for example, by the deductions thill understanding of agricultural change, menial change - for instance, clima- about Europe as a whole. Asricul- he congratulated

“the three decades pf rccurrinE Although demography has played tin tic variations - and agricultural ture in England is not typical of that high .standard of

.crises. > distress, social upheaval und 1

important role, the precise
,
mechnn- chiiitge tend to occupy (ime scales of of continental Europe at the oresent discussions. Each

K'eniic disease helwcen .1812 and isms i

'* were triggered by the cold The ’

summers of. 1812-17 apu that these • food i

:

,
quanlHfei

1 of volcanic dust ejected populution growth leading to over- It lias long been appreciated, by work. • .

. Run (h?^ ^stratosphere. On the other pnpulutiini und the avemunl rc-im- geographers thpi the physical en- — :

. ihnnd. l-anfb \< hut, unduly alarmist piKiiion of a new hiilunce at subsist- .vitonnrcnl. rather Ilian playing a de-
r

. pftn|' fnmntnn
' Uitid mikb of His evidertee suggests once level must bo.sct UBiiinst Ester termining role, offers a range 1

of nos-.
r yopiptuu

.
,
that the uthiospherc' nnd human Bosehip’s conieiiiion tliaf popiilalion sibjlitles that are operationalized u ,

beings :who have to cope with jts growth has ii positive inlpact.'im agrl- through .the medium of. social and £A
no‘

.
: vagaries (ire far more resilient than cultural change.-- ; economic structarcs. Technological Wl(Vn

the general
,
public h often led to Nor can the writings of Karl Mti rx .. advance is liiipcirtnnt here' but so. too

believe.
; ,

'. 1

.
or thc vicwji of F, J. Turner nn tK’ is .ihc diffusiiln ot' innovations and

'

'

.

- -

.

1—;

Professor
.

Budyko's monograph, frontier provide coherent mmiols; nr the. general level jif, demand outside Second! editions of iw
the author's own trqnsiaiinn of the agricultural , chungu.-. Work Siibfrc- .thc farm cdiptininiiy for ggriculturtil. textbooks have recenth

• ; Russian cdttibn. publisliccl in lOttk qUent to that of Mutk' uli (he. econq- gi^pds. why,.iindustrialization; lishe'd. R C Selldv’s
'

covers,some of the. same ground but mie history of England; hps shown jund urbanization hqvti. had •such pro-* rion to Sedlnienmlaav I

is rather! different in Its uppnslich. that
.
ho ^ misunderstood the rdle, or: foynd effects upon farming

,
fjuring ; Issued with minor revisic

tne past, on toe other hand empiric- ^ :n a sepa-

al evidence is drawn more narrowly, where relevant, is t
with ..a ^

The bulk of examples comes from rate chapter
’ [Understand-

English case-studies and there must summary-of the. cu eni
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Theistic

purpose?
Contact with the Stars: flic search for

extraterrestrial life

by Relnhard Brcuer

Freeman, £12.50

ISBN 0 7167 1355 1

The analysis of human behaviour can

be approached from two broad com-

plementary points of view. On the

one hand, mere is the influence of

(he physical world of external phe-

nomena and the soeio-political world

of external pressures: on the other

there is the internal world of the

-psyche with its fears and needs.

Ii is little short of a truism to say

(hat our perception of the external is

contingent unon our unconscious ex-

perience of tne internal. The psycho-

dynamics of our race is. I imagine,

less well established than the

psychology of the individual,

altnaugh it is clear, as Polanyi

showed long ago in the chapter of his

monumental work Personal Know-
Udge entitled “Conviviality", that

our perception of the world around
and the concepts we use owe much
to the fashion of thinking in our
society. How far is the contemporary
preoccupation with undiscovered cos-

mic creatures a response to what we
know or can reasonably infer of the

physical world and how far is it an
expression of our civilization's

deepest fears and needs?
It was. if I recall correctly. Bacon

who remarked of the Universe "I

would rather believe all the legends
of the Koran and Talmud than that
this Immortal Frame were without a
mind". The "conviviality" oF his day
fed his contemplation or the Cosmos
to a theistic conclusion. This argu-
ment from design was grossly over-
rated by Archdeacon Pa ley in his
Evidences for Christianity ( 1794) nnd
tirtk a -very' fair drubbing from Dar-
win and Huxley half a century later.
But in the “conviviality" of our day.
it has often been supplnntcd by be-
lief in a cosmos thnt is itself the
unthinking progenitor or minds on n
Nific scale. According to Rehilmrd
netwr. the distinguished astronomer
fallow Shapley suggested in 195K -

of t
!
le Sputniks - that there
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already being made to send or re-
ceive information to or from anvone
who might be there, io the technical
anil astronomical problems and after
coming perilously neur to cloud cuck-
oo land conies, majestically, reason-
ably und I imagine correctly to the
conclusion “We are (still)' alone".
Part three survey's cloud cuckoo land
from " Hie galactic club" to "UFOs-
the modern myth" and shows it for
what it is.

This is a much needed, fair and
level-headed hook. Us errors may
offend the expert but do not affect
the argument. Unfortunately, it will
probably do nothing to stem’ the tide
of nonsense beamed at children and
thc childish from television and cere-
al packets. As Breuer says on his last
page: “Daniken’s writings are
dangerous precisely because nf their
success, particularly at a time in
which traditional religions arc neg-
lecting more nnd more to druw con-
temporary mythological ideas to
themselves . . . proof is replaced bv
assertion. Blit he who is nt heart a
True Believer will nonetheless call it

science".

R. L. F. Boyd

R. L. F. Boyd is Director of the
Milliard Space Science Laboratory
(University College) at Hohnburv St
Mary, Dorking.

Solid-state

soup
Genetic Takeover: the mineral origins

of life

by A. G. Calrns-Smith
Cambridge University Press. £15.00

1SBN0521 233127

The origin of life on Earth is still a
scientific curiosity nnd mystery. Propo-
nents of “Pansnermia" have suggested
that life arrived on Earth from another
planet in the form of bacteria! spores,

possibly transported (perhaps deliber-

ately) on meteorites. The astronomers
Fred Hoyle and N. C. Wickrumusinghe
have advocated an explanation of the

origin of life in interstellar galactic

clouds where the precursors at many
"vital molecules" have recently been
detected by radio astronomy.
The more popular view of the origin

of life, after A. I. Oparin and J. B. S.

Haldane, assumes the formation of a

“probiotic soup" rich in organic mole-
cules us a particularly favourable

medium for the development of life.

These organic molecules would have
heen synthesized from gases such as

metimne. ammonia and water vapour
in Hie prehiolic “reducing" alniospticre

by the action of sunlight or thunder-
storms. The "soup" may have con-
tained tile two basic ingredients of life,

nucleic acids and proteins or their

immcdiale precursors.

Thc idea of the organic origin of lire

on Earth is questioned hy Dr Graham
.

Cairns-Smilh in his book. Assuming
that life arose spontaneously on Earth.

Dr Caims-Smith's book attempts to

develop thc idea that life evolved

through natural selection from inorga-

nic crystals, (hut is, thc first organisms
had a solid-state biochemistry. Miner-
als. particularly clay, formed by weath-

ering or rocks arc seen as the sole

inateria|s out or which early organisms
were made.
Dr Cairns-Smith tries to answer two

main questions: "Can we imagine

f

ienetic materials that could more easj-

v have been generated on the primi-

tive earth than nucleic acid?" and "Is

genetic takeover possible"?To achieve

this, he makes three proposals. One is

that "the most favourable prevital

conditions have existed on an earth

that had weathering cycles and an

atmosphere dominated by nitrogen

and carbon dioxide" (note the absence

of a prebiotic reducing atmosphere

mimicked by Stanley
1

Miller in his

historic synthesis of organic mole-

cules). Second, "the first organisms

were colloidal mineral crystallites

forming continuously in open sys-

tems". And finally, “some evolved

primary organisms started to make
organic molecules through photo-

synthesis - this led to organisms thnt

had both organic and inorganic genes .

Although nn inorganic crystal fife was

easier to begin with, an organic

moteculnr life was more efficient in the

end - this led to a genetic takeover bv
organic molecules.

3

The ultimate ancestor was made
from units available in the primitive
environment, ii belonged to a very
large set of possible structures related
to each other by minor modifications,
and it was able to reproduce in a
hereditary manner. Thc primary gene-
tic material should be able to store and
replicate information and the informa-
tion it dimes should have a meaning
"Crystal genes", says Dr Cairns-Smith.
have an these characteristics und
should therefore be considered as our
ultimate ancestor.

How do these crystal genes control
and direct evolution. Crystals often
have grooves on their surfaces that fit

the molecules out of which they are
made and the grooves are templates as
well as jigs, that is, they specify the
sequence of incoming monomers as
welt as holding them in a position
suitable for polymerization. A genetic
crystnl would be a small crystal, prob-
ably of colloidal dimensions, that con-
tained some irregularity of structure
that was accurately copied in growth by
thc fresh molecules. These irregular
features or "defect structures" of ervs-
tals such as vacancies, substitutions
and dislocations are compared to the
deletions and point mutations in a
DNA molecule which causes evolu-
tion. Defect structures store informa-
tion.

The replication or information in

growing crystals is easier than DNA
replication- it could be achieved by the
break-up of the crystals in such a way as
to expose the information on new
surfaces. The meaning of the genetic
information in crystals depends on its

exerting some sort of control that lends
to increase its own prevalence. For a
picture of first life, Dr Cairns-
Smith asks us not to think of cells but of
an assemblage of clays actively crystal-

lizing from solutions - the vilal mud.
The book is divided into three

sections, each section with three chnp-
ters. Part one discusses the current
doctrines on chemical evolution nnd
the origin of life and points nut the
doubts and questions often asked. The
idea of genetic tnkeover is introduced
in part two and proceeds to the au-
thor's conception of the primary gene-
tic materials and first biachcmicals.

Thc nature of "first life" is discussed in

part three, followed by the entry of

carbon, which caused a genetic revolu-

tion and eventually to the genetic

takeover by nucleic acids and proteins.

Research during the past decade has

demonstrated the ability of clays to act

as supports and catalysis for various

condensation and polymerization reac-

tions and as substitutes for biological

membranes. Also there is now
tremendous interest in thc use of

semiconductors such as oxides of iron,

ruthenium, strontium and titanium as

catalysts in vurious photochemical and
photobiolouiciil processes. Certainly,

clays and these mineral oxides would
have played their role in the origin of

life. But to believe that life originated

from these minerals one would have a

lot of faith in Dr Caims-Smith's thesis.

The book is written in a simple style

.

extensively and beautifully Illustrated,

well referenced, and moderately

priced. It should be of interest not only

to biochemists but algp to geologists

and crystallographers.

K. K. Rao
.

K. K. Rao is honorary lecturer in

biology at Kitig's College. London.

Biological

artefacts
Biotechnology

.

by John E. Smith

Edward Arnold, £2.60

ISBN 0 7131 2835.6

Man Made Life: a genetic engineering

primer

by Jeremy Cherfas

Blackwell, £16.00 and £5.50

ISBN 0 631 13026 8 and 13027 6

The past few years have seen (he

emergence of radically new possibili-

ties in biotechnology, based pnmanly

on the practical application of

molecular biology. It is now about 30

years since Luria. Delbrtlck. and

Lederberg (to mention only a few)

founded the .subject of microbial,

genetics, and Watson and Cnck disc-

overed the structure of DNA. The

studies of the 1951 Is in particular and
of the l%Us were very pure: know-
ledge for knowledge^ sake; and
although exciting to the scientist,
they did not really catch thc atten-
tion of the man in thc street.
Towards the end of the 1970s.

however, the bringing together uf a
number of totally disparate areas of
research gave rise to a technical abil-
ity never before available. Tliis was
the emergence of "genetic engineer-
ing": the ability to manipulate pure
isolated DNA in the laboratory and
then to insert it into a living organ-
ism so that it became part of the

f
enctic heritage of the organism
rom that point onwards. Tliis has

caught thc public imagination in a
way that Watson nnd Crick's work
never did (despite The Double
Helix), and the view is widespread in
all walks of life that some son of
technological revolution based on
biology is upon us.

There seem to me to be two
causes for this excitement, which in
combination have captured the pub-
lic imagination. First, there is the
undoubted prospect nf making
hitherto rare or expensive biological
molecules more cheaply and easily.
This will certainly transform some
aspects of medical treatment ns well
rs making other biomolecules much
more easily available for commercial
exploitation. But n strong secondary
component is the potential of "gene-
tic engineering" to scare and to titil-

late. fn the minds of many, this new
technology is science fiction come
true. Nor has fear been allnycd by
the very scientists working 'in the
field who so stridently voiced their
concern over thc potential dangers nf
what they were doing.
These two books provide un excel-

lent. if very different, means oi
understanding what underpins the

biotechnological revolution. John
Smith's small hook is a succinct
account, very much in the language
of (he practising scientist, of the
broad sweep of biotechnology. It is

Courses of

action

separable and geometne program-

ming. The book concludes with an

appendix containing introductions to

linear algebra and calculus. Each

chapter is liberally supplied with ex-

ercises for which selected solutions

arc provided.

The treatment throughout is

almost wholly descriptive with very

little by way of explanation or proof.

really intended ns a simple student
text, and that it certainly is. But
equally it is a straightforward
account for any render with
elemen tnry biological or chemical
knowledge. Chapters cover fermenta-
tion. genetic engineering, fuel gen-
eration, microorganisms as food, and
microbiology in relation to medicine,
agriculture and forestry.

Chcrfas's book, nn tfic other hand,
concentrates on genetic engineering
and is journalistic in style. I found it

extremely readable and entertaining.
Perhaps there is n little ton much
name-dropping, rather ton manv cor-
ners cut: but it succeeds admirably in
setting out the theoretical back-

S
ound to its subject, itself central to
e biotechnological revolution.
Is there much future in (his par-

ticular technnlogical advance? Clier-
fas certainly thinks so. and I would
agree with him. although I do feel
thni the lasting impact of genetic
engineering techniques is likely to lie
the ability they give us to analyse
complex biological problems (for ex-
ample. (lie structure of (he human
genome) in ways hitherto unthink-
able. rather than In commerce. Is
there much political mileage in the
subject? I doubt it. Thc reut ex-
ploitation of this technology will he
too long in comine for the fugitive
needs of the politicians. But Chcr-
fas's book captures thc excitement
generated by this new technology.

Mark Richmond

Professor Richmond is vice chancel-
lor of the University of Manchester.

'Optimization Techniques: an
Introduction

by L. R. Foulds

Springer. DM84
ISBN 3 540 90586 3

. 1

The theory and practice of optimiza-
tion - the mathematical process of
determining the best course of action

or combination of (computer) inputs

with respect to some desired condi-
tion- has increased at nn astonishing

rate in the past few years resulting in

a corresponding increase in books
(and journals) on the subject at all

levels from research monographs and
conference proceedings through to

undergraduate texts. This book is

intended for "final-year undergradu-

ates or first-year graduates studying

mathematics, engineering, business,

or the physical or social sciences". Its

objective is to “provide an introduc-

tion to the main optimization techni-

ques which are at present in use"

and it claims to be “virtually self-

contained" from a mathematical

point of view.

The first four chapters deal with

linear programming arid some of its

ramifications' and applications, in-

cluding integer programming. Chap-
ter five begins with-a brief account of

graph theory and goes on to discuss

network flow problems. Next comes
an introduction to dynamic program-

ming and multistage decision) prob-

lems. Chapter seven covers “classical

optimization" associated with the use

of calculus ' in optimization and' in-

cludes an outline of Ihe calculus of

variations 'and optimal, control

-theory.

Chapter eight. Qh nonlinear prog-

ramming.. deals with : methods for.

solving general nonlinear optimiza-

tion problems with and without con-

straints. Among thc topics included

are univariate minimization, gradient

und variable metric methods, direct

search, feasible directions, gradient

projection and reduced gradients.

Snd ‘approximation’’,, quadratic

Most of (he concepts arc illustrated

by appeal to specific examples. Un-
fortunately. Ihe book lias an unusual-'

ly large number of faults, making it

difficult to recommend. II is out of
date, the descriptions of many of the

techniques are inadequate and some-
times erroneous, there are many mis-
prints some of which could lead to

confusion, and the author's stance
that "pfousihillty and clarity have
been given precedence before rigour
for the sake or itself" leads to such a
lack of rigour that . inaccuracies

.

. occur.
The definition of n point of inflec-

tion on page 260 is misleading, as

there should be no requirement of

stationarity (for example, sinx has a
nonstationnry point of inflection at

Ihe origin). The statement -on page

274 beginning "When S is thus unres-

tricted" is incorrect and leads to

absurdities such us the answer to

exercise 7.6 1(a). The derivation of •

the reduced gradient on page 349 is

mathematically meaningless (see also

page 282) and thc description of the

method is very poor, as are die de-

scriptions of many of the other

methods discussed in this chapter.

As far as being self-contained is

concerned, the appendix is quite in-

adequate for this purpose. For exam-
ple, the concept of "line segment" is

referred to early on and is nowhere
defined; and although the reader is.

referred (page 358) (o section 9.1,6'

of the. appendix for in formal Ion on

strict concavity he will waste his time;

looking there. .

'
.

r
’

; . . ;

,

; Awareness of the many difficulties

involved ip writing a book of .fins

nature for such a wide readership

engenders sympathy for the author

and reluctance 10 criticize unneces-

sarily. In the present case, however.

T con only say that the author ha*

not . succeeded in his stated objec-

tives. This is a great pityi as a well

written. Un-to-daie text on these

line;; would be a useful addition to

this important branch of mothema-

tics.
'

Colin Storey '

. .

Colin Storey is professor ofmathema-

tics at the University of Technology.

Loughborough.

. A second 'edition of K. A-. Stroud's

Engineering Mathematics:

mes and problems has been pubusiitd

by Macmillan at £18.50 and £7.95.
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and analysis of agotropic mutant* ofarabWopa

Ihallnn by Dr P, Maher; £22,468 from to

SERC Into practical aap«is of mcnjtwyM
age by Dr G. Cohen; £13,127 from foe SERC.

for research Into the effect of gwotype:
end

mlcrogravlty environment on the u,,c"t"“p
development of rool slactotypes by Dr .

Serial* Sciences! £17,248 from AjsDHBte
research into the design of foe

benefit postal claim form by foe OlTs iretttu

of Educational Technology; £17.035 rmn ™
Health Education Council via UM>T *j

Bradford for research Into fogflyWhwnree«

foe organization of health iworeere i
and

l

sibiliHes within the home by Dr H. GraM*

Sussex • _ j-.j.
Biochemistry! £123,900 from Coral&ri^-
Brasiliera do Posquhai o De«nvommw

Llmltada (CORAL) for nmckoat *y»g
ration of monoclonal antlbpdlw w P* . ny
hormones and-cells. under the direction or ur

BtdnS« £173.440 from JjSSRiB
rincering Rerearcb Council abroad
for the doslgn and Imptamamallon o a »

• band focal area network, under foe 1

Professor R. L. Orirojale. .TtweJd $
£60450 from foe SERC mT^ngf.

»

for work on orthogonal tefoe
under

arrays for flexible Mtobb au‘®71
prorraor B.

the direction of Dr K- «*cone for

V-. Jayawanl; £96.704 Trom tM:
SBRC »i

on VLSI archilKiures ifor imago

under the direction of Dr K. ®
f p*.

F. Lister; £141.926 from

fence for research on a eompiJ
jjnuiaiort,

j
ij SlQMATURE OKTp

| V flense send tills toiiponwith your cheique to filigelDentsda ."
ti l

m 710 fJT .hi
: W‘h disorders altar gattrio surgery.

' •

APPlJ,d atokraatica and theoretical phyria: Dr
MOW- Kermode. £33,50Q from Tho’SBRC for

into foeoretiraT nuclear phyrics. foe
tfody Bndose bf few nadeon syttemS; Proiessor

inq.Biilnn DfebeUc As*pd«tiqn. fot an fe vUm C. Wlchael and nr A, r Irvtnn pS.-swi (Win,

l^
t
PrioryHpiisCr 3t John's Lane, London'BfelM 4BJf \

'<
Jl:@

the direction of ur j. ft-
the bsmss-

Geneties: 00.000. from foe EEC-W1 w

aa,,aaa.as*iarw -

search Council for foe
‘PSEJJJhof Commons

multidimensional s^lM of Homo “ ^ v
Divisions lhtii under the direction w
Divisions 11

Cromwell.
Mechanical

ass
a

frruq foe.<%uber
tie ttimOur-tktl<K Crtrtti'fsqfoni

SS££Sf:-. ™ representative of the newly SERC, Rolls Royce Ltd. Utv.“
f v,d fluid

^red ju^ceUultir. 'mirinn ianktoMc cymio- Turbines for research to beat
LiL^itv rotatfe*

Foundation, for

,

• on DNA-bln
S

system

.
Bayley

*, under foe
M. Owen.
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Universities

The London School of Economics
and Political Science

is appointing a

SECRETARY
^ <^all resportaiblUty to (ha Director far the administration
°f B18 Softool. Tne appointment fallows the retirement of the two
present Seoreterlea. The School hopes to make this
appointment by 1 Ootober 1983.

°F *0 fllve preference to Bomeone with
expWsnce In. and understanding of aoademlo administration
and tns needs of academic polity. LSE has been proud of the

JMHpna between Its academics and Its administrators,
and wishes to make sure that this Is continued.

Wftb* expected to delegate Important work toccw officera on the academic and general management aide.

Vt
iioiimtun oi iu wnu la ageoumarae

tt the Secretary, but has dlreot access to the Director.
The salary will be In the professorial range.

**¥ P0*1 of Secretary and a copy of
from *h» Personnel

1

h

?u 'd h® no* leter than

1

Lon<ton Sohool of Economics,
"Wflhton Street, Aldwyoh, London WC2A 2AE.

;• . . ^Uniyersity of
Tke Weet Indies

. Trinidad

apa ' fovitod

.
; librarian ii

ssfeny

b. r-
TTi38.616-

pjVAiAm**

University of Oxford
GERALD AVERAY
WAINWRIGHT
RESEARCH

FELLOWSHIP IN
NEAR EASTERN
ARCHAEOLOGY
T
.t° ?Purti Pf, Mnimnoiuoiu

Flfoo Cfoinlil Avnrny Wnlu-
wrlput Nonr Cunts rn
Arcliiiaalnulral Fund prop-
osob to uppoinl n-om I Oatu-
tiBP IDSS a Pnllow to enrryout research into llm nan-olsMlul nrclmoolofly of unv
country or uuiintrlon of

Africa and tlio NearEMt Hroin Morocco to
ArBhanutnnl. The h I Ipend or
the poit win be so, 000 a
yoer witli an etldlllonnl olio-wence avatlahle rqr travel

year.
r““BPDh nt 2t,7S6 ii

FSrV*?p jMrWcHlsr* may
otitalnart rrom tlio

“
-rar, linivaritlty O
vJ'Wfi 11

.
Sfluoro, o*wXl SjD, by whom app

tlons
i (alnht copies, two

candidates abroad)
two referees, but
testimonials, should n* recalved not later then
February 1—

Fellowships

University of Oxford
Nuffield College
Oxford OXt INF ,

CENTRAL
ELECTRICITY
GENERATING

BOARD RESEARCH
FELLOWSHIP

R
Applications ere Invitedom men and women sredu-

wlahlnn to undertake
research In the general area

Industry end Its rale-

reeoarch In the aeneraT aroi
1 mL 'PUustry and Ite rate

more than five years beyonc
1 SIS, uatlOH or be at u com pa

L, •nUusiry and Ite rein*
tQ ^ qovernment.

andldatee
. ahoulri not be

•ore than five years beyond
rabia •tanq in their ocedemlc
cereora. the Fellnwehin will

,°r lwa
.
Voar* only. Par-

ticulars and rornii rrpm the
AutjiisMans Bnrrelary. toAm'jSiK iWlVS

University of Papua
New Guinea

. Applloat/ane ore Invited
for the following paste:

Department of Physics

LECTURER/
SENIOR LECTURER
IN ELECTRONICS

AND
INSTRUMENTATION
Applicants should have

a postgraduate degree in
Phyeloe or Eleatrorilcs En-
Blneei'lno together with
teaching and raeoarali ex-

fnduetry
” lJn,vopolty or

The appointee is re-quired to boaoh courses In
electronloe (analogue end
digital) end processors.

Dopartment of Physics

LECTURER/
SENIOR LECTURER
IN EXPERIMENTAL

PHYSICS
Appllnants should have,

a PliD In PIivbIob end wide
teaching nnrl roseerch ex-teaching nnrf rogoerch ex-
perience in University,
supported by a goad pub-
lication record.
The uppolnteo Is re-

quired to teach ana or
niara of Quantum Mocha*
nice, Electromagnetism,
Geophysics and Solid Scato
Physios to rinal year ntu-
dantA. Proven research ax*

norny Thupderatorme
bn conaldnrad an

f
iartlsa In Oeaphyalce/8o-
nr Enorny Thupderatorme
will bn consltlnrod an
ndvantana.

Succoegrui applicants In
ticUli pnaltlun* will ehara
hi tnuclilnh Introductory
PhVHlre, und develop
iinQernrndoiito laborntary
COlirHOB.

finlury ncula: KIUD 6S-
K{

"llj,.
lCl eterllno «

Tlirae-yaer contract:
liratuity: support for
npprovnd roHoarch; rani
fron uacDinmoda
ly ponsunesi bagnane
wnnea; leave fares
1 H months service i aduca
tlan eiibsldlpsi salary eon
tlnuation scheme to cover
Ktendad illness or die

-Uiflty. Applicnnte whi
wleli to arranpo second

' from their home in
will bo wel

letnilad
.
appti

a curriculum viten, a ra
cent small pnutanrapli end
naming 3 rafars
Bhoula be sent to the

aw
. nl-

vnrslty po, Papua New
Oulnejt, to arrive no_latar
than 38 January 1983. for
poats In the Department of
Physics. Applicnnte resi-
dent in the UK should also

d 1 copy to the Over
.. Educational Appoint

ante ' Department. Thi
Co unci

, ,am Court Road,.Loa
- *r d-
• rrW

nnt Sncretary (Star
jniverRlty of Re
Guinea, Bo
varsity PO,

saht«Pcsii"
altirar eddrase.

University of
Cambridge

Department of Physiology

SUPERINTENDENT

sssswifr'S
a theroef-

4* ,

fu°
,
4>-. lS

fprorraStloft on
rram

Pf?n
thBtton forme

atlon and
.

applies

"nrl
o
m
rSr

t
Sl>Brd OmS

Brhoole. cambrld^

University of Papua
New Guinea

»^p PJL
lca

I
ll

?,
nH f ro invited

for tno followlnfl posts:

Department of Economica

LECTURER/
SENIOR LECTURER/

ASSOCIATE
PROFESSOR

IN ACCOUNTING
(2 positions)

Applicants should be
capable or. teaching anytwo of the following: Cone
position la for e taxation
specialist]. Taxation. Au-
diting, Intermediate
Amounting. Advanced

Data Processing would be
an advantage.

Applicants should hoveMBA with Accounting-
Concentration. Preference
will be given to those with
n combination or a good
MBA/PhD/D.A* Bnd'la *pro2
CPA/CIMA/CA .*

,U* 1 ,f,ce¥lon

fDuronal
n
and

r
"rIrSlufriii

experiences, pertlcuerly in
e Third, World Country
would be eg advantage.

App] loan la should state
clearly xubJects previously
taught and practical ex-
perience , If. any.

Salary scale: KI 3965—

Sim ,£1 s," pllnB “

Three -year contract:
gratuity; support far
approved research; rent-
free accopimodotlon: fami-
ly paenenas) baggage ello-
wancei leave to ros' after
IB mouths sorvleoi educa-
tion suusldlsei salary con-
tlnuotioii scheme to coyar
oxtendad lllnase or dis-
ability. Applicant! who
wish to arrange second-
ment from their noma In
stltiitlone wit) be wol
corned Dotalled applica-
tions (3 copies). Including
a curriculum vitae, e re-
cent smell photograph end -

naming ' 3 references,
shouia be sent to the
* sslxtent secretary (Ster-
nal, Unlvoreltv or PiAui
ew Guinea, Box 390

wnlverslty PO, Papua Nev,
Guinea, to arrlva no later
than 14 January 1085 Tor
the posts In tne Depart-
ment of Economlca. Appli-
cants resident In the UK
should also 'aend t copy to
the Overseas Educational

p,«l.,h "

Pu/tlii

r

—
details are avail

ram either address.
HI

..... be wel
corned Dotalled applEc

ment from thal
stltiitlone will

University of Papua
New Guinea

Department of Extension
, Studies
Applications are Invliedfrom suitably qualified

persona for the poet of

TUTOR/SENIOR
TUTOR/LECTUHER

In the Department or Ex-
tension Studios ut tho Uni-
versity of Pepua Mewul nea. The appointee,
whilst epociaHalng In En-
glish LenDUBjs will also
loach and caordlnata cor-
respondence course* In
general Humanities at
Adult Matriculation and
Arta Foundation level.

The appointee will be
required to assist In the
preparation and revision
or external courses . to
participate In some as poets
or academic administration
and to travel occasionally
to provihdal study cen-
tres.

Applicants should have
nn appropriate higher de-
prea. experience In
feachlnp English as a

F

secpnd language and in
llatanca education le hlgh-
y desirable.

.
The appointee should

lake up duty ip Morcfi
1983.

Salary: KI8869-K1S160
PS
I Cl sterling «K1.939>.
Three-year contract;

gratuity; support - for
approved resaaron; rant-

f
ree accommodation: fa
r paaaagea; baggage eL._ .

nance: leave fares after
I months service; educa-

tion subsidies: salary con-
In nation achenie to coyai

B
ended illness or die
llty. Applicants whi

wish -to arrehgq 'second
mgnt Trom their home in
atitiltlana will be wel-
comed. Da t pi lad applies

-

.Uona (2 cop leal, Including
a curriculum vitae, a ra*
cant small photograph and

E
emlnn 3 rafaraaa, should
e sent to the Ass

'

Secretary (Staffing),
varsity or Pa pu a
Oulnea. _
veraliy . P
G

confidential reports
directly to tho University
without waiting to. be.con-
tec tad. Applicants resident

the UK should ajaa send

ODT.. Pu
available
address.

SPECIAL FEATURES

FOR 1983
' •

. i

'
. .

‘
'

' J;

Jan 21 Business &Tndmie8(

Education

Jan 28 MIcnlilnPiiMlaMiig

Mar28

Feb 4

English

Feb 11

Education

Feb 18

Biological

Sciences

Feb 25

Economics

Mar 4

European

Studies

Mar 11

Sociology

Mar 18

Maths &
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on’sdia
In the middle of November, the Ro- rpv hldimKk 9

man Catholic bishops of the United fit U1311UIJ3
States sent us a ChnstmHs present. It

t .

was the second draft of a pastoral letter Cf|T|96
on the morality of this nation s nuclear IIM. M.OMIi»o
armaments. Good Christmas presents

SCIlt

MnnHnu rious conferenceslvionaay The one in Loi

2 stand staring at 6.15em. These are (next week) and D
figures on a clock, and that is the of a pilgrimage r<

time I realize as consciousness the money generously donated t

gathers. I recall my commitment to Sheffield Polytechnic, as Kansas is

getting properly fit again. Minutes long way from everywhere,

later. I'm padding west across Am-
erica clad in those sweat greys worn
by so many US film stars as emblems Tni lrcnaV
of their rugged manhood. It's not yet aJ
dawn, ana if I get to the turn on This one will run

schedule, the amazing Kansas sunrise I prepare for the

will entertain me on the back-leg. at least now km
The first minutes are particularly between a wink i

breath-giving. Overhead, buzzards seem astonished th

hover and in the tall grass I hear text as a compendi

what could be coyotes, racoons, be taken serious!

skunks or even Indians. This is the have been writtei

|jfc.
some alternative lo

Back at the house, I hear the west coast, circa 1

hooter on the University of Kansas Lunch at the dIf

campus summon the early scholars to use a line every b

|
IIKLI W I should be surprises, and the Bishops'

aF I was a very good one. Conservative“
I pundits and the Reagan administration

I let loose howls of outrage heightened

further because they have taken so for

rious conferences I want to attend, granted that docile and patriotic

The one in Louisville, Kentucky Bishops would always slip into line the

(next week) and Dallas, Texas (more moment anyone waved the flag,

of a pilgrimage really) will exhaust The bishops are really reporting on

the money genet ously donated by their own lengthy discussions and

Sheffield Polytechnic, as Kansas is a reacting to the worldwide protest

long way from everywhere. against the nuclear arms race which

threatens to destroy us all. Their draft

. paper acknowledges massive Soviet

Thursday power, and is quite aware that we do

. not live in an ideal world where moral

THE TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT
14,12.81

,Lnnc 9 Our bishops have entered into ties of

ilUPiS hclP and fnendship with their counter-
Mr parts who speak Spanish and thus have

•no stumbled on the horrors of repressionIda torture, murder, and other gov^
emmental savageries. The piurtina
mortis imago is for so many the image

This one will run and run. At work,
choices face no consequence, above all

I prepare for the interpersons, who
nQ shaped by hostile

at least now know the difference
handg ^ hopC| however, to create

between a wink and a blink. They
pSyChology ofpeace, a shared convic-

seem astonished that 1 use the course
^ that peace can be made by men of-

text as a compendium of ideas not to
000Hwill

*

be taken seriously. It appears to K
Thc substance of their draft is

have been written in a Jacuzzi on
straightforward . They deal first with Timrvtliu Upolvsome alternative lovecomunity on the
the ^oral principles that underlie the UmOUiy Xlcaly

west coast, area 1970. rhnefion definition nf “a iust war”.west coast, circa 197U.
Christian definition of "a just war",

Lunch at the deli, 1
particularly the idea that there must be

use_a line every bit as terse as Mil- P
nrooortion between the force

The second asks, “why has it taken

In the shower 1 imagine the Sheffield

students' reactions to a 7.20ani class.

At work. I spend the morningpre- was colossnl,

irino for mv “Culture and Com-

rye with dill to go." t savourea tne

order more than the sandwich, which

II l> IIHIU iu uiangitsi —
, 7 , . , , ,

war is a moral horror of enormous Any notion that bishops belong only

wickedness and evil; no Christian can in sacristies is contrary to the entire

paring for my “Culture and Com-
munication" class to senior under-

graduates. I've Had some fun Friday
weapon it is also wrong io inreaien io American caucus, sewuu as

X. auuaics. » r* ..»« -- jt * *v.~, use it. “Detterence” they find a more, of a Christian communion, and thud as

ruughing-up the relativists, in prepa- . . h st0nDeti covotes or not. ambiguous ground. They see the ba- the leaders of that communion. Any

ration for some serious stuff on
j

c“5i the mo™^^ law* of tenor as morally tolerable statement that we must be nuclear

general/universal features of culture, ^ .
, This time I have a only as long as it serves to move us physicists or ordinance experts in order

and of language in particular. The
at the kind of linguistic towards mutual disarmament. ^to exercise our rights as citizens or

determinism favoured by technically The bishops«em to have caught the ‘ in *he face of

that if Whorf was right, he couloir

have written bis articles in English. tics, if only selected bits of lexical

semantics and speech-act theory.

More grading of scripts, then

raocuaMiiumui uuwvni ....
. .. , . r —

"r

nation's universities and colleges have catholic bishops have laboured over in

not distinguished themselves as centres, the past few years. The first is the

either of discussion or of protest. The’ national debate over abortion and the

Hill I^Tty? louder shriekTof horror therefore , sanctity of foetal life. It is difficult to

S'rvrcKnf^rdavsin five a rose not from the academy but from raise your voice onbehalf of life in the

Tuesday touted bun, the administration and hardline news-

Ditto at 6.15am. First pari of morn- known either as an Aristocrat or a PaPer folk.
, . ph to Hie ” the sensual strut has bemm

ing in the library, plodding through Hoagie, depending on the shape of Two kinds of questions predomin- edi? ^tothe
tanole. L the suffenna

the various catalogues, I become en- the Bun, cSwed & my wife's Scorn ^.Th_efi aSthe various catalogues. I become en- the buii. Cowed by my wife's scorn ate. The first asks, “how dare bishop

grossed in an excellent computer that I always eat the same thing, I stick their nose into military business?

nnnt-Atil aP all the mo. oLouf At Mhnisl mu — —

The second tangle is the suffering

church in central and South America.

torture, murder, and other gov-
emmental savageries. The plurim
mortis imago is for so many the image
of our own government. It is hard to
decry the murder of some hundreds
each week in Latin America, and
placidly gloss over the death of millions
in a nuclear moment.
To answer the other question, “why

wait till now7” we must reach into the
history of the Roman Catholic church
in the united States. It is fascinating to
chart the chasm between the native
Catholicism of the eighteenth century,
and the militant faith of the immigrant
church in the nineteenth century. The
adjective “immigrant" dominated, it

also imposed its own stern rules. The
great thrust of the immigrants and their

church was to become American. It

was un-American to be foreign; It was
un-American to speak with an accent;

and for most of the history of this

republic, it was un-American to be

Roman Catholic. In war after war the

first to bless the banners were tiff --

Roman Catholic bishops, binding their

office to the faithfuls’ struggle for

citizenship.

After Pearl Harbor the bishops

rushed again to bless the banners, only

to hear from academics like Paul

Blanshard that they should be deprived

of their citizenship as agents of a

foreign power. The block against full

participation by the Roman Catholic

church in the life of America has been

the grinding need constantly to prove

loyal citizenship.

The bishops' outspokenness will ex-

pand the debate about nuclear

weapons, encourage other parts of the

nation to join in it, and at the same time

put the weight of thier office and

numbers on one side of it.

The legal effect could be large if it

becomes a formal Roman Catholic

position that conscientious objection

to nuclear arms and armies is accept-

able to the church. Finally, the bishops

cannot but have considerable political

influence.

It will be a long time before the,

shouting dies down between the:
lords

temporal and the lards spiritual, and

before it does even the academy may

deign to involve itself.

print-out of all the short-loan ma- swap them Say about. At school,~my - — - -
'

. ...1'liT
"**“ •• —

-

,“ St “asIrS Christopher Price’s column didn’t arrive this week. This letter came in a plain

;e of reading that will Keep naehos, plzzaburgers and tostados, brown envelope, SO WC are USUlg it instead.
inurft rlnum for fhp npvt fpW uinelirarf Haum urifk phnArtfntP milt. . .i man «their Tieads down lor the next few washed down with chocofate milk, „ „

. TTf
weeks. ! . They love school , which turns out to be gon WilliAm Waldepave,

My class on interoersonal relations highly-structured, focusing on the

follows, for which I have some three Rs. Bang goes another myth. Department of Education and

1 " .sshw
sinksJto agony column level, ^decide. Saturday I London SE1

.to embark on some actual teaching. Off to Topeka en famllle, first of all
Tf .

so It's basic concepts in communica- for a 15 kilometre road race (not en M
y,

deaf William, - it does

lion theory, followed by ditto in in- famllle). As we warm up in' the chill
ihU bSt m Cterpersonal interaction, for at least ^ad, a group of aerobic . dancers

the next dozpn Sesdons. ‘ demonstrates what you can do when
the div Vm

Early evening/l hefo ^ W* 1“P" your whole body is fit, and to music
i

Swell. It's tie Chariots of Fire "g** HSSJJ

Elizabeth House,
York Road,
London SE1

My dear William, - It does seem
rather absurd my writing an official

letter to you like this, but as Christ-

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND SCIENCE

BUZABSTU HOUSE, YORK HMD, LONDON BE! 7fH

mtno»H«aw)

PROM THE asewnuv OF STATS

IVLIVI lu JWU UUM bUIO)

opher Price reminded us at the select the more important vice chancellors

committee the other day, I'm com- in time for tne next election.

iv* (ui wni“; m»wv *"6“* *w as Well. ikS me cnanuu uj r«re

ten-year-olds. Eight years after giv- theme, and its strains follow us

. ing the game up in a huff, knowing around the beautifully-landscaped

•Fd never play for Scotland. I'm ex-
|a^e BS we .head off. Everyone

peeled to. demonstrate .all the basic appears to be fitness-crazy, and I

skills.
. . . pass people in the race who: are

obviously emergina from decades of
' __ T , .

physical neriect. The 1

last mile is very

Wednesday hard, and! vowtostoptralningat
i .r 'r ditfanCes below die ones 1 race. Still,

committee the other day, I'm com-
. milted to riving some advice to the

National Advisory Committee on
The first, of course, is Absolutely

National Advisory Committee on true. I'm not just referring to

Local Government Higher Educa- Rhodes and Bill Shelton; the PM's
lion, and since you're the chairman, berinni

this seems to be the only way I can oflt. t

y*. m Sra^con»“»Sr.nTn^^
last mile is verv dinaiy NAB system get set up? Did I under the kitchen table doing her.

tn mentioo that rather unwise

W^rfneWlflV' Kandt^tSwto stop^rriningat aPProv® it? " foU the truth, I can't chemisfiy O levels as foe Gennans ™,Sti^nt you seemed toYYCUUCSUaV
. JjJ™' .

, th fun remember now whether it was your bombed Grantham? I do like her,
J???

1

. t committee abput even-

And'agajtu eight miles in new shoes » come in thlrtv-seventh fourth in my' idea or aelect .committee’s; but she spent so much of her early
handedness with the universities

-

boughtfor half the British price. The. In^ust over 60 minutes" 2erbaPs lt;was *x>lh yOT and Chris life in dark laboratories or dreary the sodolorists may

Amfripan shops are foll of goods .KJSPk frJ quafe of be"’ &» 1 kno™ Sir James Hamilton Chelsea drawing rooms entertaining ifawaT^h it in the etS.

from Korea, Taiwan and, noticeably, St I head Foft^h^nS was very much against vow lunching foiled oil executives, that she's never
aWay

• V# r a little war

Chira,q matter causing alarm here. -
an

•

shopping
with him at your club the week you had ahy time in her life to read a I’m sorry if I souiri Mi™

Wg
' There’s ;weal concert about unein- were appointed a minister. “About a book. ‘ weary; bm I suspect we mauc

_ ,

to cut out all those history men and

dangerous sociologists.

Christopher Ball should help. I

can’t imagine why a college head

should get mixed up with aU this

Council for National Academe

Awards stuff, but he did, and you

seem to get on together. I ran 01

quite so certain about that

young man with a boy scout badge

who helps him out.

I’m sorry it can’t be quite so crisp

and clean as the teacher traintag

we did. I just let Rhodes crass out

the more danzerous London

oolvtechnics, but Vm not qu te sure

; little ww.

There’s grcaj concern about unem-
ployment (nearing U per cent), The

along the, banks of the Kan-
- In the morning. It’s a mere
‘
y local standards, but it

to me.: After

uaui JVM* V.MV SUM nwvw IUU nasi «uij. tuns UI UiW tu ivflu . a J-
. „,a , H DJX

were appointed a minister. “About a book. . , weary; but I suspect we
eE^

month too early?* was how he put it; . She’s getting very keen on out- mistake in totting Victoi. ^
and I know Rhodes was suspicious of Ward ana visible forms of things. I quiry into the SodalSaeinre

jt ,
the whole idea. I suspect he leaked know she'll want an earldom when council. If we<j,

\uhnle thing

all that stuff to 7Tie THES to try to she finally goes, but it would need “Rayner scrutiny
.

w
HnWn

slop it-
'

- - *..V ‘ leglstlation - wouldn’t, it, for p could have been closed o

. .While . I’m. oh the subject of the woman? By foe Way; did foe Ger- Pve lust retaembered I i

I’m sony u i suu»v —
bia

weary; but I suspect we- made a ^
misrake in totting Victor do fori^

quiry into the Social Science K

?Sdl. If we'd only JU
“Rayner scrutiny' the

j
whole eg

could have been closed doW?*

Pve just reinembered
|Ja Chris Price that Ta p^TJ!

|
stop it. - . ... . : leglstlation - wouldn’t, it, for p could nave Been ciqsw ™

\ . .Whito l'm oh the subject of foe woman? -By foe Way; did foe Ger- Vyt just reinembered
J,

r select committee, ;

I must say 'I do, mans ever bomb Grantham? Fortu- DromUed Chris Price that I

»

* enjoy, the, hearings, Sir James was nately I’ve never been beyond the this totter. I’ve rambled a bit .

s quite wrong,; in retrospect, to be so railway station.
;
I’m 'rambling. Fm ’

midif be difficult to do ,ao.

: sogf
.
and- suspicious about it all. He meant to be giving Jpu some advice should publish sontethinS-

it., sauiorie and give
i- T rant
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25lri _ Terence Moore and Christine

Carling present a critique of Chom-
sky’s "revolution" in linguistics “After

Chomsky's Revolution" (THES, De-

cember 10) which reveals consider-

able ignorance of Chomsky's theories

and of the wider issues. Not only do

they attribute to Chomsky views

which he himself has been at pains to

refute, they also adopt an extremely

odd attitude to the relation between

linguistics and other academic disci-

plines.
_ ,

Essentially, they seem to believe

that a linguist such as Chomsky (un-

like a physicist such as, say Einstein)

must be able to solve all the prob-

lems of the universe at one fell

swoop, but that in doing so (again,

unlike Einstein) he should not be

permitted to make~us&-ef formal (ie

mathematical) models to help justify

his analyses. It is particularly vexing

that most of Moore and Carling’s

criticisms have been adequately re-

butted by Chomsky and others, for

example in Chomsky's recent collec-

tion of essays Rules and Representa-

tions, Blackwell, 1980 (R & R).

Moore and Carling claim that by
reducing “language” to a mathema-
tical form Chomsky has excluded “so

many important facets as to make
the resulting formulation barren of

insight into the working of lan-

guage". In the first place, Chomsky
has not and has never claimed to

have “reduced language to a mathe-
matical form"; rather, he has ad-
vanced a programme for the formal
study of certain aspects of grammar
(notably syntax ana phonology).
This has meant that in his own

work he has neglected many impor-
tant facets of language, including
those mentioned by Moore and Carl-
ing. Equally, Einstein omitted discus-

sion of many important facets of
physics such as bridge-building from

Dip HE courses
Sir, - In the process of routine col-
lection of information about Dip HE
courses around the country, I have
received the following report- from-
the course leader at Doncaster Met-
ropolitan Institute of Higher Educa-
tion:

"The course here is essentially for
local mature students, many without
the normal A level qualifications.
Tne three intakes so far have enrol-
led 50, 46 and 67 students, and in-
terest in the course is growing fast.
Many of our students come from the
unemployed register (30 per cent this

practically all from among
manual or lower managerial .workers.

Tv1® course has shown itself cap-
..able of providing a real platform for
personal development and career

** contains a common inler-^P taaty element entitled 'Under-
Handmg Man' based on the disci-

ELr st>c
l!?

l

PBy ’ psychology and
which, as also the slu-
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Chomsky and the dangers of distortion
his theories. By Moore nnd Carling's Again, they are attempting to put b
logic. relativity theory, which more stringent constraints on the u
attempts to reduce something as conduct of linguists than they would t]

complex and diverse as the physical on that of physicists
universe to a mathematical form is Moore and Carling also brine ud u
barren of Insight. However, Chom- ihe 0 |d chestnut about linguistic in-

, sky has on many occasions stressed tuitions and their status in linguistic n
i that study of these other facets of theory. It is a crass error on their ft

i language is important. It just hap- part to believe that it is Chomskv’s n
f pens he has not chosen to address “most basic conviction that language o
i them. He has also adduced strong users have inLuitions of meaning C

arguments supporting the claim that Chomsky has repeatedly had to cor- d
the limited areas of syntax he has reel this misunderstanding on the e

: investigated admit of regularities that part of people who fail to read him ii
cannot be deductively derived from with due care: language users have a

* theories of meaning, language use, instuitions about acceptability of lin- n

;

general cognitive capacities or what- guistic expressions (subject, of course v
I ever. These arguments have never to much variation) and this is con- «

been satisfactorily answered, least of ceptually independent of grammatical li

a U*y we and C
?
r
Jl
ng

n ..
well-formedness. Moore and Carling v

Finally, Moore and Carling distort are advised to consult any good si
' Chomsky s attitude to meaning in elementary textbook for an expfana- II

[
claiming that Chomsky views it as tion of the distinction.

' “too vague and obscure to provide it is a sad reflection on British u
the restricted and well-defined pnmi- linguistics that such arrant nonsense
nyes a formal theory required, as Moore and Carling’s article should
First, Chomsky has powerful argu- be taken seriously in academic cir- P
ments for the claim that there are cles. Theoretical views in linguistics v
important aspects of syntax which are, as they point out, very diverse
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his theories. By Moore nnd Carling's

logic, relativity theory, which

attempts to reduce something as

complex and diverse as thc physical

universe to a mathematical form is

barren of Insight. However, Chom-
sky has on many occasions stressed

that study of these other facets of

language is important. It just hap-

pens he has not chosen to address

them. He has also adduced strong

arguments supporting the claim that

the limited areas of syntax he has

investigated admit of regularities that

cannot be deductively derived from
theories of meaning, language use,

general cognitive capacities or what-

ever. These arguments have never

been satisfactorily answered, least of

alt by Moore and Carling.

Finally, Moore and Carling distort

Chomsky's attitude to meaning in

claiming that Chomsky views it as

“too vague and obscure to provide

the restricted and well-defined primi-

tives a formal theory required”.

First, Chomsky has powerful argu-

ments for the claim that there are

important aspects of syntax which
are independent of meaning. Second-
ly, what is vague and obscure is our
understanding of meaning. As is

well-known, no advantage accrues

from prematurely trying to formalize

intuitions which aren
Y
t reasonably

well worked out. This is one of the

main reasons why Chomsky is scep-

tical about meaning-based theories of
grammar. (Cf also R & R,

1

page
59ff).

Moore and Carling are equally
confused about the methodological in-

novations introduced by Chomsky.
They criticize him for predicating his

theory over the ideal speaker-hearer
in a homogeneous speech commun-
ity, as though any rational inquiry

could be pursued without some sort

of idealization (R & R, page 24ff).

Cardiff’s new college

Sir, - In your issue of December 10
you reported some recent resolutions

of the senate and council of UWIST
which appear to call the whole pro-

'

ject of a union of University College
Cardiff and UWIST into question,

Early in 1981 (he principal of the
University of Wales institute of Sci-
ence and Technology, prompted by
the institute's need for a new en-
gineering building, asked the princip-
al of University College, Cardiff if the
college would invite the institute to
be taken over by the college. Thc
college responded by inviting the in-

stitute to enter into discussions be-
tween equals for thc replacement of
both thc institute nnd tne college by
a new constituent college in Cardiff
of the University of Wales. Within a
few months thc college firmly and
formally committed itself in favour of
the union, in the belief that (apart
from clinical medical and dental
education) thc best future for excel-
lent and economical university
education in the capital city of Wales
lay In a strong single Institution of
International standing. That remains
the college’s belief.

Tn nearly two years of discussions:

1) a workable plan for sites
, and

buildings has been formulated
(though it is subject to revision by
agreement in the light of revised
financial estimates and other de-
velopments);

2) it has been made dear that both

Computer power
Sir, - We noticed with the usual
sadness the article, “Big guns count
on super computers

, (THES,
November 26).

It is little known and even less

understood that ICL is in the fore-
front of parallel computers with iis

DAP. There is a DAP at Queen
Mary College, London, for national
use, and one in Edinburgh qiainly

Picture puzzle
Sir, - How surprised I was to see a
picture of myself (THES, September
17) taken in Cayton Bay, Yorkshire
in 1970 or 71 (standing on Upper
Cornbrash to be precise) addressing
a group . of OUS23 -students.
Although in their unique persistent

and perverse (?) way the OU con-
tinue to use. my profile to advertise
their courses (see brochure for cur-
rent year), they are quite entitled to

do so as they hold the negative.

Sincerely,

Dr ANDREW SPENCER,
Department of Engineering,
Polytechnic of Central Londi
115 New Cavendish St.

London WC1.

Sir, - Moore’s and Carling's article

worries about the legitimacy of ab-
stractions in linguistics. Scientific

thinking in this discipline, introduced

the institute and the college intend
and expect their finances to break
even by the last financial year before
the proposed union;

3) Jill employees of the institute and
the college nave been given a cate-

gorical assurance that tneir employ-
ment will be continued and that they
will (at least) be no worse off if they
accept employment in the new small

college; n suitable position will be
offered to any individual who holds o
position, in the institute or the col-

lege, no equivalent of which is avail-

able for that individual in the new
college;

4) agreement has been reached on
the integration of the engineering

departments of thc institute and thc
college, nnd procedures similar to

(hose resulting in that agreement
have been instituted which should

lead to similar agreements in the few
outstanding - and easier - cases of
integration of academic units;

5) steps arc being taken towards the

selection of the first principal of the

new college - a prerequisite of the

designing of the rest of the inte-

grated administration;

6) a draft charter and statutes for the

new college have been approved by
the joint planning committee find

procedure In accordance with, an

agreed timetable has been worked

out to enable the new college to start

functioning In 1985. '

. .

Academic planning and the dis-

by Chomsky in the 1950s may still be
unusual. “Unusual" however is not
the same as “incorrect".

r wonder what your reaction
would be to an article on “The Insuf-
ficiency of Newton’s Physics" whose
mam points were the following: A
formal "mathematized" theory can-
not be used appropriately to describe

“plain the phenomena of motion.
(This is "of course" not meant to
deny that deductive theories are suc-
cessful in other branches of scientific
inquiry, like mathematics for inst-
ance.) Newton separates the theory
of growth of living organisms and
vanous other actual processes in the
world in which his abstract concepts
like “force" and "motion" are in-
volved from these concepts them-
selves. This makes Ihe resulting
theory of motion so narrow as to be
“largely barren of insights" into the
way the universe "actually works”.

Perhaps you would have the im-
pression of the proponent of such a
view that while ne may be a know-
ledgeable eccentric (perhaps a
Buddhist?), he apparently knows
little and understands less about phy-
sics. Unless ofcourse he provides sonic
evidence for his extraordinary claims.

In (he same way one would re-
quire evidence from someone who
suggests, like Moore and Carling do,
that formal theories are inappropri-
ate in linguistics, or that the separa-
tion of meaning and use from
theories of syntax is incorrect. With-
out evidence, which Moore and Carl-
ing do not present, such claims are
not rational arguments, but merely
the expression of negative emotions.
Yours faithfully,

M. B. BRODY,
Lecturer in linguistics,

University College,

London.

matters for the authorities of the new
college. Union of existing academic
units with the minimum of disturb-

ance to their activities is the precon-
dition of an academic plan, not vice

versa. The bold and imaginative

thing to do now is to unite and
enable the interaction of the parts of
the new college to produce the Ideas.

Academic developments usually re-

sult from the enterprise of depart-
ments or individuals, not from cen-
tral Dlnnning. That enterprise should
be given full reign both before and
after union. At the same time, repre-
sentatives of the college are eager to

consider any plans the institute may
put forward.

Union View

Researchers
need a blood

transfusion
This is a plea for Ihe “old" young
blood. Put another way, a plea about
the blood we have already. It is

about the thousands of young peo-
ple, and some not so young, who are

employed in the universities on Ihe

research and analogous salary struc-

ture. We feel that many others, not

only the Association of University

Teachers, should be saying: “Don t

foraet those already in the system."

It is true to say that some find it

embarrassing to be told thc extent of

the problem. Others find it a belter

tack to plead that direct responsibil-

ity lies somewhere else, to

Whitehall, (how many of those are

on two-year contracts, I ask?) they

seem content lo wave their hands

and say that this is something else

for the universities lo sort out.

The figures obtained by the AUT
research department show why the

problem cannot be brushed aside.

According to the latest figures made
available by the Universities Statistic-

al Record, 9,433 staff arc paid on the

research and analogous scales. These

are 1980 figures. This comjiares with

the previous ratal, which the Ain
obtained in 1978, of 8,066.

'

Unlike the issue of tenure for

academic staff, the conditions of re-

search staff have received miniscule

attention by politicians and vice

chancellors. Take these facts: unlike

virtually every employee in the land,

research staff do not have the right

to claim redundancy pay or claim

unfair dismissal, even if they have

just cause. The waiver clauses which

they are required to sign are not

voluntary, as was intended when the

Acts were framed, but are clauses in

Academic planning and the dis-

position of academic resources are

for the use. of the physics depart-

ff the-new college is to be created,

it should be done quickly. Discus-

sions are well advanced towards
agreement; and present employees
and prospective students can only

suffer if uncertainty is prolonged -

1985 is a Jale enough date. Work on
the charter and statutes should con-

tinue without delay if they are to be

ready for submission to Ihe Privy

Council when agreement has been
reached on other matters. Alterna-

tively 1984 could be achieved should

foe . institute desire to revive the ..ori-

gin hi request of its- principal.

Yolirs faithfully,

L. A. MORTnZ.- :

:

,

Vice principal (administration and
registrar),

' •

'.=
j

Vniversj ty College Cardiff. •
:

OJIVI la IV 7Zr r ,
- . * ' ,

could readily be developed to be

equivalent to 10 times its present

power. Compared with the DAP, the

FPSI64 ,aiid DEC1 1/7$0 are mere

][t -does- seem to-be our national

characteristic to bi well in front in

ah important field, and then jo sit

and applaud as others catch up anq.

overtake.' Glowing North; American
• News articles - about

;

opportunities

“far.-beyond the reach of most unii

. versifies" help to hide our tight.

.
under a bushel - when will wejeern7:

Yours faithfully; : :*

a standard contract for research staff.

Crudely put, it means no agreement:

no job.
ii

Perhaps
.
some vice chancellor

whose university insists on These

waiver clauses could respond by

.

saying why these clauses are insisted

upon? ft cannot be said that there

are great Sums of money jnvolveo.

.

On average they amount only to one

and a half weeks for every year of

service, and for redundancy pay pur-

poses a week’s pay can be no more

than £135. The university does no

hove to pay' this vast sutp entirely oui *

of its own pocket for over 40 per

cent conies direct from the state fund.

anyway,
record

broken down into further detail,

show why this is plainly unacceptable

to the- AUT. On foe 1980 figure,

i ,700 staff had service of sw yearsor

more and nearly 600 staff had owr

11 yea rs
1

' service. When such stair

are giving so much qf foerc..working

life to the research effort, they surely

deserve belter; treatment.. aiit 1

To answer these. 0DfnM
( *e

. AjJ -..

has done a number of

a direct approach has been made to

Mr William Waldegrm*, under

secretary of state for higher educa

tlon. and Sir Alee Momson.,

<*“ •

man of the' Advisory Board for the

Research Councils, linkrng|fhj

£

new blood with Mntraci researchcrs.

AS weJl as [minting “ .
th* n

®5Jlish
conditions and to.SH0^

5”.

Yours faithfully, •

G.- S.PAWLEY,. V
Department

;
of Physics,

University of Edinburgh.

However I am surprised to seqiiny seripusjy, it
.
gives'

1

credibility to wha

hirsute profile (Pm. not that well. I've so often suspected that IQustra

.i , uL./m nnii illiistratina an tinn, in tHr Dress need not be accu
hirsute pronie “,r..

’

thatched lO years on!)
.

article on the London University ex-

ternal qualifications, system, a-rttem

I have never been involvedIWith, nor

have I /net’ or eran heaitijdf the-

article’s author ;up- to, this
r

doubt that he's heard, of me> •

This raises

claim an appearance fee for ilinstraL
.

“ ai.-.ilh.iiv, articles; .outside

tfsS OU context?., and .*(b) more..

tioni in. the press need not be accu-"

rate at all and '.therefore if ti}ey do
not

;
relate .to the article concerned

just how valuable iqre they?

Your? faithfully,
''

*
;

'

JO^N R. SENiORo

•

D.ephHinent qf Adult and Continuing;

.Educatic>n, ..i. ' .to:

University ,bf Djirhafo,^. •; :..;V
1

•

;
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The Week
1-5HOME

AUT council report
New ABRC chairman named
Conference report on NAB 1

s first

year
Book recommends abolition of

UC.C
A higher education still produces
economic benefits

NORTH AMERICA <

Yale president says over-

entrepreneurial academics
should leave posts

New NSF head sacks three

Carter-appointed officers

Eight publishers go to court over
copyright

Quality commission attacks

"across the board” cuts

OVERSEAS 7

Einstein papers finally find Israeli

home
Universities top of agenda for new
Spanish minister

Salvador appeal to British

academics
Australian part-timers are not

middle-aged housewives

ARTICLES 8-13

1

Tom Schuller puts the case for

education and training

committees in every firm; and
John O'Leary analyses the

distribution of the advanced
further education pool, 8

Paul Flather celebrates Hie

centenary of the Royal College

of Music; and Karen Gold
looks at the Business Education
Council's general awards, 9

Andrew Goodwyn reassesses the

life and work of Dante Gabriel

Rossetti, 11

John Macquarrle discusses the

relationship between Church
and State; and In “Milestones”
Eric Homberaer chooses Walter
Benjamin’s illuminations, 12

WOly Brandt discusses the next
steps In the North-South
dialogue, 13

AR1TS 10
Richard Allen Cave reviews the

work of the Lpndon
Contemporary Dance Theatre,
and Kate Flint reviews the
Ashmotean exhibition "The
Footpath Way”

BOOKS 14—19
.Roger Lockjrer reviews the first

- volume of Zagorin’s study or
provincial, revolutions In early

modern Europe, 14

'AUen Rodway reviews a new
study of Alexander Pope (15),

Dennis Kayanagh discusses the
- ca$e for proportional

representation (16), Robert .

Sugden reviews three new
books bn the welfare state (17),

John Mason discusses climate
1

(}8)» And R. L. F. Boyd
- reviews, a new book on the
search for extra-terresrinl lire

(19)

Laurie Tavlnr

HIGHER EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT

Priory House, St John’s Lane, London EC1M 4BX. Telephone 01-253 3000

More means better?
It is not yet ten years since Mrs
Thatcher, then the Secretary of State

far Education and Science, and Mr
Roy Hatterslcy, then Labour's

spokesman for education, had a long

and complex argument about

whether expenditure on education

hod increased more rapidly under
Labour between 1964 and 1970 or

under the Conservatives between
1970 and 1973.

After starting in the House of

Commons in ine best “did-didn'l"

fashion the argument became quite

technical with much reference to the

relative price effect and other forgot-

ten mysteries from the days when
public expenditure was expressed in

terms or volume not of cash.

Although at the time the outcome
seemed to be n draw with Mr Hnl-

tcrslcy working hnrd even for thut.

the verdict (ociay would probably be

thut Mrs Thatcher was trie winner -

as she has continued to be, although

this particular victory will probably

be given little emphasis in tier own
record uf her achievements.

Mr William Waldegrave is now
fallowing in Mrs Thatcher's footsteps

(of 197J, that is. not 1982). He is

claiming that under the Conserva-

tives mure students have been enrol-

led than ever before, which is cer-

tainly true although the causality im-

plied in the claim is a little tricky,

and that the proportion of young
people going on to higher education

Is also higher than ever before,

which is much more arguable. So far

sadly no Labour champion is follow-

ing in Mr Hattersley's footsteps. It is

sau because he would stand a much
better chance of scoring a political

knock-out than Mr. Hattenley. ten

years ago.
The argument so far. In late

November Mr Waldegrave claimed

in the House of Commons that (be

age participation rate, roughly speak-
ing the proportion of young people
going on to higher education, for

1981-82 had been recalculated to

stand at 13.2 per cent, fh? “highest

ever*. We pointed out that according
to the Department of Education ana
Science's own discussion document
Higher Education into Ihe 1990s the

APR was higher than that through-
out the early 1970s reaching a peak

of 14.2 per cent in 1972-73 - in the

very same winter in which Mrs

Thatcher and Mr Hattersley were

arguing about who had spent the

most money.
Last week we published a letter

from Mr Neville Gaffin, the head of

information at the DES, which

pointed out that Mr Waldegrave was

nevertheless correct in his claim be-

cause the APRs of the early 1970s

had included students on certificate

of education courses with Five O
levels. If these were excluded, the

“adjusted" rate for 1972-73 fell by

almost two points to 12.3 per cent.

That will fiardty do. What is clear-

ly intended as a plea of mitigation

can iust as easilybe seen as proof of

condemnation. The APR after all,

like nil the other indices regularly

published by Government, is not a
self-sufficient measure but a proxy to

indiente the extent of the opportunity

to enter higher education. Seen in

this context the Gaffin/Waldegrave

explanation is in fact an admission

that this opportunity has been res-

tricted, for those with only O levels.

This is not a party political point.

This restriction of opportunity has

rk of Labobeen ns much the work of Labour as

of the Conservatives. The last

Labour government accepted the ex-

clusion of O level only holders from
higher education, ana did not man-
age to make the entry qualification

for Diplomas in Higher Education,
the effective replacement for certifi-

cates, one rather than two A levels

as the feeblest of quid pro quo.
Indeed this is not even a political

point. AH the evidence suggests that

governments were merely following

the general will of higher education

and of the colleges of education in

particular, and of the teaching pro-

fession when they excluded such stu-

dents.

Yet none of this makes the exclu-

sion, so the toss of opportunity, any
less real. Nor can Mr Waldegrave
rewrite history. Ten years ago 14.2

per cent of 18-year-ofds went on to

higher education. That is a fact that

cannot be altered by retrospective

semantic shuffling. If only 123 per
cent would have been admitted
under today's more restricted entry
conditions, that tells us much about

our cramped and negative attitude to

higher education opportunity in 1982

compared with 1972.

Mr Waldegrave’s strange be-

haviour recently has not been con-

fined to the arid territory of APRs,
“recalculated", “adjusted" or just

straight. He has more than once

praised the polytechnics for rising to

the challenge and admitting the extra

students that have been squeezed out

of the universities. A challenge cer-

tainly, but isn't it political rather

than heroic in its dimensions? After

all, students are being denied places

in universities because the Govern-

ment, of which Mr Waldegrave is a

member, has cut the UGC grant;

polytechnics and colleges are admit-

ting more students in defiance, if not

of Mr Waldegrave, then of the

Treasury because expenditure on
fees and grants for home students

cannot be limited except by limiting

the number of students; finally many
of these institutions can only admit

these extra students because their

maintaining local authorities are con-

tinuing to supplement their income
out of the rates in defiance of Mr
Heseltine’s Department of the En-
vironment. Incidentally Mr Walde-

X
ave is chairman of the National

dvisory Body which in effect

inciting local authorities to continue

their defiance.

All very confusing. Hie trouble is

that it is not clear whether Mr Wal-
degrave is engaged in pre-election

opportunism or using an easy-to-

break code to suggest that "one-
nation” Toryism is still alive in the
DES, or a bit of both. Clearly any
serious reduction in higher education
opportunity is likely to be felt most
by the middle classes, and so of
electoral- concom-te-the-Conserva-
tives. But whether a place in

polytechnic in a northern city will

really be seen as an adequate
alternative to a place in Oxbridge, or
Exeter, or St. Andrews in the eyes
of worried Tory parents must be
open to doubt. So perhaps we should
continue to give Mr Waldegrave the
benefit of the doubt and to hope that
his views will not follow the same
alarming trajectory as Mts Thatcher’s
since her argument with Mr Hatters
ley ten winters ago.

Tenure and collegiality
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The Association Of University

Teachers* winter council in Bradford
last week was an uncommonly intro-

spective. at times .even dark, occa-

sion. Despite the victory at Aston
just two days earlier, few imagined
that the troubles facing the AUT and
the universities Were not still as som-
bre as the show clouds outside. Even
on tenure - the non-negotiability of
which was unanimously and angrily

reaffirmed by the council - there

2ft!

do not. This feeling is the common
property of the tenured traditionalist

who argues that it is simply not feasi-

ble to ask
.
for securer arid fairer

conditions; for those who are In his
perspective marginal academics, and
of the short-contract researcher who
cries angrily: "Of course I would like
tenure but I. would settle for a prop-
er contract of employment." •

Second, a feeling of confusion and
even guilt, For the difficult condition

property right that it may In fact be
and so to arme that the bad condi
tions suffered by the untenured are
the price that must be paid for the
preservation of the privilege of the
tenured. In one sense that is true,
out in another profoundly false. For
tenure is more than a defence ofjjobs
(indeed it may not be a particularly
effective defence). It Is more than a
defence af academic freedom (most

"F^oiem
£
ers^ never achieve the

nptOTety that coujd lead to threats
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Darling, does it really matter?

Matter! Matter! Are you mad!

We’ve had one every single

before. For fifteen solid

Well, I can't quite see . .

.

Every year. It must have

mislaid.

xi
ive gtf

But darling . .

.

Look. Are you absolutely, ab»

lutely, certain that you've looked

everywhere?

Everywhere.

Down the back of the ittuo

system?

Twice. And with a torch. H*
eke would I have found that be

tered Gerry Mulligan LP?

And what about the VCR. Hut

you checked that?

The video-recorder?

That's what Tsaid.

Don’t shout. And what do js

meah; ‘checked it'. Do you tWd

it's got stuffed inside a cassdld

Nuzzled up next to Mephistol

Don't be facetious, darling.

I'm not being facetious. Pm staff

ly trying to gently draw m
attention to the lunacy of lf|

whole enterprise. If it was

we'd have found It.
|

It's not' lunacy. I bet you hamc

actually looked right Mnderoat

the VCR. Where we keep df

instruction booklet.

You did that yourself ten mtejj

ago. Don't you remember stalw

back that second year essay^
structuralism?

Mmmmm. And you’re ccmfjsf

ly positive that its not

accidentally wrapped up wife

of the presents .

Darling. You're being totally*

possible, We've opened lb«

twice. It's costing a fortune

Sellotape.

All of, them?

Yes. All. Mother's digital ijf

clock: Caroline's Walktff

Timothy's Pakamac

Pacman.

Yes. That as well.

Just a minute!

Oh my God. What do *|
now? Take up the jj
the plaster? Dig up the few

The Christmas tree. Under

crepe paper. .l—
We’ve looked. We’ve

Why not give up? Sit down-
“j|

a gUw of frfotber's special

I can’t believe It. Simply,

believe It.
.

Listen, my dartlug. I hao*

Aston's being prtPK .r
mind blit . . .

*'

;
'

But what. But what.
;

....

Well. ..
'

Well what?

Well, I’m certain tl^a

other perfectly .good

I

you haven't had »

from the vice chancHW

4 nstnpapet'Bl iw
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